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1. PREFACE 
 
The Annotated Bibliography Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MARA SHAH ALAM is a 
list of library materials added into the collection of Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak in Shah Alam Campus. It will be 
published quaterly (4 issues a year). The listed materials are available in various formats obtained through the 
procurement process including donation. 
 
 
Scope 
 
The bibliography covers materials added into the library collection that published in Bahasa Malaysia, English, Arabic 
and Chinese. The materials such as books, government publications, annual reports, phamplets and audio-video 
material. 
 
 
Cataloguing and Classification 
 
Follow the rules as below: 
 
1. Cataloguing - ‘Resource Description and Access’ (RDA - released in June 2010 / 2017 April Update).  
2. Classification scheme – Library of Congress Classification Scheme (2017).  
3. Classification scheme for Medical - National Library of Medicine Classification (NLM) 2017 edition 
4. Subject headings - Library of Congress Subject Headings (39th Edition). 
5. Subject headings - Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 2017 edition 
6. Fail Kuasa Nama Orang Perseorangan Buku Standard Entri Pengkatalogan Malaysia : Nama Perseorangan  
7. Fail Kuasa Pengarang Etnik Sabah & Sarawak 
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2. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
 
The listed materials are arranged in accordance with the 'Library of Congress' starting from the A to Z alphabetically 
ordered. The classification scheme is as follows: 
 
 
A  GENERAL WORKS 
 
B  PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION 
 
C D E F HISTORY 
 
G  GEOGRAPHY, ANTHROPOLOGY, RECREATION 
 
H  SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 
J  POLITICAL SCIENCE 
 
K  LAW 
 
L  EDUCATION 
 
M  MUSIC AND BOOKS ON MUSIC 
 
N  FINE ARTS 
 
P  LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
 
Q  SCIENCE 
 
S  AGRICULTURE 
 
T  TECHNOLOGY 
 
U  MILITARY SCIENCE 
 
V  NAVAL SCIENCE 
 
W  MEDICINE 
 
Z  BIBLIOGRAPHY, LIBRARY SCIENCE, INFORMATION RESOURCES 
 
 
If there are more than one material in the same classification scheme, the order will follow the order of the primary 
entry of a substance. 
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3. THE ABBREVIATIONS FOR LIBRARY LOCATION 
 
FSPU Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak Alam Bina 
KKP1 Bilik Koleksi Khas P1 
P1  Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak Utama 
P2  Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak Undang-Undang 
P3  Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak Kejuruteraan 
P4  Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak Sains Dan Teknologi 
PP  Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak UiTM Cawangan Selangor Kampus Puncak Perdana 
PPA Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak UiTM Cawangan Selangor Kampus Puncak Alam 
 
 
4. ENTRY DETAIL 
 
Each listed material has the following details: 
 
(1) Classification Number  
(2) Author (main entry) 
(3) Title 
(4) Edition 
(5) Place, Publisher and Year of Publication 
(6) Number of pages 
(7) Illustrations 
(8) Height 
(9) Subject 
(10) Location 
 
 
Example: 
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5. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
5.1 A  GENERAL WORKS 
 
1. AG5 .C55 1984 
The Children's Book of Questions and Answers. 
     480 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0706406206 
 
     1. Children's encyclopedias and dictionaries. I. Addison, Anthony II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Life consists of asking questions. We start from the moment we learn to string words together and most of us go on 
asking them for the rest of our lives. Alas we don't always find the answers. This book presents a random array of 
questions most commonly asked by children and parents alike. When a question springs to mind, ferreting out the 
answer can be a difficult business. Often the answer can be a difficult business. Often the answerer lies buried in a 
mass of information we don't need. This book goes straight to the heart of the matter and answers simple (and not so 
simple) Questions in a down -to earth manner. 
 
 
 
5.2 B  PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION 
 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BF145 .E97 1964 
Eysenck, H. J. , 1916- 
     SENSE AND NONSENSE IN PSYCHOLOGY/ H. J. Eysenck 1916- 
     349 pages:  illustrations; 18 cm Pelican books. 
     Includes index. 
      
      1. Psychical research 2. Personality. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Hans Eysenck was one of the most important and influential psychologists of the 20th century, being at the time of 
his retirement the most-cited social scientist in the World. He was especially known for advocating “the highest 
degree of scientific rigour in the design of psychological experiments and [being] very critical of much loose 
thinking current at present under the guise of ‘psychology’” 
 
 
BF1779.F4 O54 2008 
Ong, Hean-Tatt 
     LANDSCAPE FENG SHUI SECRETS OF XUE XIN FU SNOW HEART / Hean-Tatt Ong 
          iv, 216 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789832816164 
      
      1. Feng Shui. I. Tan, Raymond II. Title 
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4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
We are aware that many Feng Shui masters had came away from these classics, bewildered at their difficulties at 
penetrating the meanings of the ancient texts. One well known Feng Shui master rightly said that only a person with 
good knowledge of Chinese culture and history can hope to unravel the age old secrets. The thought had taken 
shape through a few years. It is the recognition that modern Feng Shui practitioners are unaware that it was 
Confucius who penned down the first Feng Shui texts! The modern Feng Shui practitioners are also unaware that 
the writers of the scattered ancient Feng Shui texts were actually commenting on what Confucius had written about 
Feng Shui. 
 
 
BF408 .T43 1990 
THEORIES OF CREATIVITY 
     276 pages: illustrations; 23 cm  
     Sage focus editions; v. 115. 
     Papers presented at a conference held at Pitzer College in Claremont, Calif., Nov. 11-13, 1988. 
 
     ISBN 0803935447 
      
      1. Creative ability - Congresses. I. Runco, Mark A II. Albert, Robert S III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Creativity is the ability to produce original work and ideas. It starts with a creative person using a creative process 
to make a creative (new) product. Various studies have been carried out to obtain information about the behavior of 
creative individuals. These people are usually energetic and full of ideas. When confronted with a problem, they 
consider all of the different ways to solve it and tend to come up with unique solutions. Many models have been 
developed to explain creativity and the creative thinking process. Some of them are presented and discussed in this 
chapter. However, it should be mentioned that most of them include steps with the common themes of synthesis, 
analysis, and evaluation. 
 
 
BF636.67 .A23 2000 
Abdul Halim Othman, 1938- 
     KAUNSELING UNTUK KESEJAHTERAAN INSAN : Satu Pengalaman Di Malaysia / Abdul Halim Othman, 
1938- 
     49 pages; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789832188018 
     ISBN 9832188016 
      
     1. Counseling - Malaysia - Moral and ethical aspects 2. Counselors - Malaysia - Moral and ethical aspects 3. 
Psychology, Applied - Malaysia 4. Educational counseling - Malaysia. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Melihat khidmat kauseling dari perspektif sejarah sehingga kepada perkembangan semasa di negara ini. 
 
 
BF637.P76 B37 2010 
Basco, Monica Ramirez 
     The procrastinator's guide to getting things done / Monica Ramirez Basco  
     New York , 2010. 
     xii, 178 p. ; 23 cm. 
     Includes index. 
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7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     ISBN 9781606232934 (pbk.) 
     ISBN 1606232932 (pbk.) 
     ISBN 9781606234624 (hardcover) 
     ISBN 1606234625 (hardcover) 
      
     1. Procrastination 2. Self-actualization (Psychology). I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Everyone waits till the last minute sometimes. But many procrastinators pay a significant price, from poor job 
performance to stress, financial problems, and relationship conflicts. Fortunately, just as anyone can endlessly delay, 
anyone can learn how to stop! Cognitive-behavioral therapy expert Monica Ramirez Basco shows exactly how in 
this motivating guide. Dr. Basco peppers the book with easy-to-relate-to examples from "recovering 
procrastinators"--including herself. 
 
 
BF713 .T46 1986 
THEORY BUILDING IN DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCOLOGY. 
     xiv, 499 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     Advances in psychology 36. 
     Based on a symposium held at the Inaugural European Conference on Behavioural Development in Groningen, 
28-31 Aug. 1984. 
 
     ISBN 0444700420 
      
     1. Developmental psychology - Congresses - Methodology 2. Developmental psychology - Congresses. I. Geert, 
Paul van II. European Conference on Behavioural Development. III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Discussing (from various viewpoints) problems in theory building and theory evaluation, this book starts from the 
assumption that theories of development are particular ways of defining the concept of psychological development 
in terms of a specific conceptual framework, as well as in terms of a specific empirical range (nature of the 
explained phenomena, prototypical experiments and applications, etc.). 
 
 
  
BF724.55.A35 C549 2001 
Chopra, Deepak 
     Grow younger, live longer: ten steps to reverse ageing / Deepak Chopra 
     ix, 289 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780712630320 
      
     1. Longevity 2. Aging - Prevention 3. Rejuvenation 4. Aging - Psychological aspects. I. Simon, David,1951- II. 
Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The ten-step program detailed in this book will immediately improve your sense of well-being, and the three Daily 
Actions accompanying each step will help you thoroughly integrate the age reversal process into your life. Learn 
how to maintain a youthful mind, cultivate flexibility, strengthen your immune system, nourish your body, and 
much more. As you begin to reverse your biological age, you will find yourself tapping into your inner reservoirs of 
unlimited energy, creativity, and vitality. 
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9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BL638 .I86 2016 
Islamisasi Media. 
     viii, 140 pages; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673631469 
      
     1. Mass media - Religious aspects - Islam 2. Communication - Religious aspects - Islam. I. Title 
 
P1, KKP1 
 
Abstract 
On Islam in mass media, da'wah communication. 
 
 
BP130.4 .Q88 1982 
Quṭhub, Sayyid , 1906-1966 
     TAFSIR Di Bawah Naungan AL QURAN : Juz Pertama / Sayyid Quṭhub 1906-1966 
     301 pages ; 21 cm. 
      
     1. Qurʼan - Hermeneutics.I. H. Bey Arifin II. Jamaluddin Kafie III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Tafsir ini adalah kitab tafsir yang istimeva. Pertama, la ditulis pada masa kini bukan masa sekian abad yang lalu. 
Sehingga la merepresentasıkan pandangan seorang mukmin atas dunla kita yang berada dalam era Godless 
Civilization. Kedua, ia ditulis dari balik terali besi penjara oleh seorang ulama mujahid-dakwah yang istiqamah 
sepanjang hayatnya membela kalimat tauhid sampai syahid di tiang gantungan penguasa zalim. Dan ketiga, 
kandungannya memadukan ketegaran akidah, fikrah, dan manhaj Islam dengan tampilan bahasa sastra yang indah 
dan menyentuh. Mahasuci Allah Yang Mahatinggi. (Muhammad Ihsan Tanjung) 
 
 
BP130.4 .S93 2007 
Asy-Syanqithi, Syaikh 
     Tafsir Adhwa'ul Bayan: Tafsir Al Qur'an dengan Al Qur'an / Syaikh Asy-Syanqithi 
     12 v.; 24cm. 
 
     ISBN 9792661271 (no.jil.lengkap) 
     ISBN 9789792661286 (v.1) 
     ISBN 979266128X (v.1) 
     ISBN 9789792661293 (v.2) 
     ISBN 9792661298 (v.2) 
     ISBN 9789792661309 (v.3) 
     ISBN 9792661301 (v.3) 
     ISBN 9789792661316 (v.4) 
     ISBN 979266131X (v.4) 
     ISBN 9789792661323 (v.5) 
     ISBN 9792661328 (v.5) 
     ISBN 9789792661330 (v.6) 
     ISBN 9792661336 (v.6) 
     ISBN 9789792661347 (v.7) 
     ISBN 9792661344 (v.7) 
     ISBN 9789792661354 (v.8) 
     ISBN 9792661352 (v.8) 
     ISBN 9789792661361 (v.9) 
     ISBN 9792661360 (v.9) 
     ISBN 9786028439657 (v.10) 
     ISBN 9786028439664 (v.11) 
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12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     ISBN 9786028439671 (v.12). 
      
     1. Koran - Criticism, interpretation, etc. I. Fauzan Jamal II. Fathurazi III. Muhammad Imamuddin IV. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
v.1.al-Fatihah-al-Nisa' v.2.al-Ma'idah-Yunus v.3.Hud-al-Isra' v.4.al-Kahf-Taha v.5.al-Anbiya'-al-Hajj v.6.al-Hajj-al-
Nur v.7.al-Nur-al-Saffat v.8.Saad-Muhammad v.9.al-Hujurat-al-Mumtahanah v.10.al-Saff-al-Mursalat v.11.Juz' 
'Amma v.12.Pembahasan: penjelasan ayat-ayat kontradiktif. 
 
 
BP134.P745 H55 1994 
Hikmah dan teladan suci 25 nabi & rasul.   
     250 pages; 19 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9839045253. 
      
      1. Prophets, Pre-Islamic 2. Prophets in the Koran. I. IkhwanShukor II. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Hikmah dan tauladan yang diambil dari kisah-kisah suci 25 org nabi dan rasul. 
 
 
  
BP134.S3 A227 1996 
Abbas, Adel M. A., 1931- 
     His Throne Was on Water / Adel M. A. Abbas 1931-   
     xiv, 133 pages:  some colour illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780915957606 
      
      1. Qurʼan and science. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Although the Qur'an is not a book of science, scientific words, sentences, and sometimes even paragraphs are found 
throughout its text and call out for understanding or explanation. I have always been fascinated by such instances 
and hoped that one day I would be able to unravel their mystery. My attempt to do so started about fourteen years 
ago when I began to study modern sciences and build my medical experience. I soon concluded that any attempt to 
gather the scientific facts mentioned in the Qur'an, relate them to each other, and then work out possible scientific 
meanings would require more than just the use of a computer. 
 
 
BP135 .A36 2003 
Ahmad Muadz Haqqi 
     Syarah 40 HADITS Tentang AKHLAK / Ahmad Muadz Haqqi   
     234 pages; 20 cm. 
      
      1. Hadith. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Buku ini membincangkan tentang akhlak berdasarkan kepada 40 hadis dari Imam Nawawi. 
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15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BP135.A2 J39 2014 
Jawiah Dakir 
     Keberadaban al-Mawdu' dalam Masyarakat Melayu / Jawiah Dakir    
     96 pages: no illustration; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789674122621 
      
      1. Hadith - Criticism, interpretation. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Khidmat kepada sunnah Rasulullah SAW boleh berlaku dalam berbagai cara dan bentuk. Medium lisan dan tulisan 
merupakan antara cara yang dianggap relevan dan efektif. Medium ini mendominasi dalam menyampaikan ajaran 
Islam kepada masyarakat Melayu, khususnya di Malaysia. Merujuk kepada sunnah atau hadis sebagai sumber 
hukum syariat Islam selepas al-Quran, adalah amat penting untuk memastikan nilai dan tarafnya şahih atau setaraf 
dengannya. Bagaimanapun, kajian membuktikan bahawa al-mawdu' (hadis palsu) dijadikan sumber hukum dan 
hujah. Ianya terdapat dalam pelbagai aspek yang menyentuh hal akhlak dan sebagainya. Penyebarannya berleluasa 
sehingga kini dalam masyarakat Melayu, sekalipun para ulama hadis telah memberikan garis panduan dan manhaj 
terperinci untuk menyaring dan mengenal pasti al-mawda'. Bahkan para ulama hadis daripada kalangan 
muttaggidimin dan muta'akhirin telah mencurah usaha menyusun banyak kitab kumpulan al-mawda yang mana 
ianya ditolak sebagai hujah. Antara medium al-mawda' dalam masyarakat Melayu adalah kitab agama karangan asli 
atau teriemahan, ceramah, khutbah Jumaat, kelas formal dan tidak formal, majalah dan sebagainya. 
 
 
BP165.5 .B36 
Al-Banna, Hasan, 1906-1969 
     20 PRINSIP IKHWANUL MUSLIMIN / Hasan Al-Banna, 1906-1969    
     ix, 86 pages ; 17 cm. 
     Judul asal: Al-Aqaid Syarkh Ushulul 'Issyrin Ila asy-Syabab. 
      
      1. Islam - Doctrines. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Agama Islam merupakan sebuah nidhom (aturan) universal yang mencakup seluruh segi kehidupan manusia. 
Sehingga ia tidak bisa dipisahkan darinegara dan tanah air atau pemerintah dan rakyat (ummat). Ia adalah 
moral(akhlaq) dan kekuatan (power), atau rahmat dan keadilan, ia adalah sebuah peradaban dan undang-undang, 
atau ilmu pengetahuan dan hukum. Ia adalah sebuah materi dan sumber alam atau usaha dan kekayaan, ia adalah 
jihad dan dakwah, atau pasukan tentara dan fikrah. Seperti juga ia adalah sebuah aqidah yang mantap dan ibadah 
yang benar. Semuanya sama, tidak bisa dipilah-pilah. (Prinsip Pertama) 
 
 
BP166.2 .M35 2013 
Majlis Agama Islam Selangor 
     WAJIB PELIHARA KESUCIAN NAMA ALLAH / Majlis Agama Islam Selangor    
     vii, 91 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
      
     ISBN 9789834422394 
      
      1. Word of God (Islam) 2. Word of God (Islam) - Qurʼanic teaching 3. God (Islam). I. Title 
 
P1, PP, PPA, PKD 
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18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20. 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Kupasan isu-isu berkaitan dengan penggunaan nama Allah yang terkandung di dalam buku ini diperkukuhkan 
dengan nas-nas serta dalil yang lengkap dan turut disertakan huraian segi aspek perundangan negara dan negeri 
Selangor. Ia turut merangkumi jawapan pada isu-isu dan polemik semasa yang menjadi persoalan dalam pemikiran 
masyarakat. Di samping itu, buku ini juga membantu umat Islam untuk memahami pandangan sebenar agama 
Kristian terhadap penggunaan nama Allah dan menangkis dakyah tuntutan gerakan tertentu untuk menggunakan 
kalimah Allah dalam terjemahan agama mereka. Malah apa yang paling penting, buku ini mengajak umat Islam 
untuk berfikir dan merenung dengan hati yang jernih dan tulus tentang kesan isu penyalahgunaan nama Allah 
terhadap agama, bangsa dan negara. Justeru, umat Islam perlu bersatu hati mengambil pegangan yang utuh, 
menjelaskan fikrah dan membulatkan iltizam untuk menghadapi cabaran ini. 
 
 
  
BP166.78 .T86 2016 
Tuntutan Ilmu Adalah Beramal: َاقْ ِت ضَ اءتُ اْض ع ضلا ُ العل ُ.    
     xv, 159 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789670171562 
      
     1. Learning - Islam - Religious aspects 2. Muslim - Conduct of life.  I. Muhammad Rafaai II. Mohd Nor Mat III. 
Title 
 
P1, PPKS 
 
Abstract 
Imam Ahmad mengatakan: “Menuntut ilmu dan mengajarkannya lebih utama daripada berjihad dan amalan sunnah 
yang lain.” Ini kerana ilmu itu adalah asas dan pokok segala urusan, bahkan ianya merupakan ibadah paling agung 
serta kewajipan kolektif yang paling ditekankan. Bahkan dengan ilmulah, Islam dan kaum muslimin tetap teguh." 
 
 
BP166.815 .S94 2013 
Syed Alwi Alatas    
     Mencari Husnul Khatimah: Pengakhiran yang baik / Syed Alwi Alatas  
     xiv, 306 pages ; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789830974309 
      
     1. Death - Islam - Religious Aspects. I. Title 
 
PPSB 
 
Abstract 
Gagal dalam kematian jauh lebih teruk daripada gagal dalam peperiksaan. Anda boleh gagal dalam hidup, tapi 
jangan sampai gagal dalam kematian! Maksudnya, jangan sampai kita mati dan tercatat sebagai orang yang gagal di 
sisi Tuhan. Maka belajarlah daripada kematian. Banyak-banyaklah mengingati kematian. Buat persediaan yang 
matang untuk menghadapi kematian. Jangan lupakan kematian, kerana kematian tak pernah melupakan kita. Jangan 
lupa untuk mengambil pelajaran daripadanya, kerana kelupaan itu akan menjadi penyesalan yang besar pada hari 
kemudian. Jangan tak bersedia dalam menghadapinya, kerana kematian selalu mengintai dan bersedia untuk 
mencabut nyawa kita. Jangan tunggu lagi. Ambillah pelajaran sekarang juga. Buat persediaan secepatnya. Agar pada 
akhirnya kita mampu menjadi seorang pemenang yang sejati. Seorang pemenang yang mendapat iktiraf daripada 
Khalik, bukan sekadar iktiraf daripada makhluk. 
 
 
20. BP166.87 .K53 1987 
Khaja Khan, Khan Sahib 
     Cakrawala Tasawuf / Khan Sahib Khaja Khan    
     268 pages; 20 cm. 
     Judul asal dalam bahasa Inggeris "Studies in tasawuf. 
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21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
23. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     ISBN 9794250978 
      
      1. Paradise (Islam) - Sufism. I. Budiman, Achmad Nashir II. Title 
 
P1, P2, PP 
 
Abstract 
Membincangkan perkara didalam ilmu tasawuf Islam. 
 
 
BP166.87 .N35 2016 
Lateh, Najahudin 
     Jom! Jejaki Jannah: وت تك َْا َج تَّا ُ / Najahudin Lateh     
     xii, 92 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789670171555 
      
     1. Hadith - Texts 2. Muslims - Conduct of life 3. Paradise (Islam) 4. Islam way of life.  
I. Ghafarullahhuddin Din II. Muhamad Firdaus Suhaimi III. Title 
 
P1, PPKS 
 
Abstract 
Cara-cara bagaimana melakukan amalan atau perbuatan yang boleh membawa kita ke syurga. 
 
 
BP170 .P44 2014 
PENDEDAHAN agenda KRISTIAN 
     Shah Alam, Selangor , 2014. 
     vii, 120 pages:  colour illustrations; 21 cm. 
      
     ISBN 9789832381051. 
      
      1. Christianity 2. Missions. I. Majlis Agama Islam Selangor.  
II. Title 
 
P1, PPA, PKD 
 
Abstract 
Buku pendedahan agenda Kristian ini diterbitkan untuk rujukan dan kefahaman umat Islam berkaitan gerakan 
kristianisasi dan evangelisme Kristian. Sejak akhir-akhir ini, isu kristianisasi semakin hangat diperkatakan dan yang 
menyedihkan ia melibatkan kes murtad oleh umat Islam. Masalah murtad adalah satu jenayah besar dalam Islam 
dan ia mencemarkan kesucian agama ini. Tindakan memurtadkan umat Islam walau dengan apa alasan sekalipun 
adalah sesuatu perkara yang tidak wajar. Ia menggugat hak dan prinsip agama ini. Jenayah ini ibarat menculik anak 
orang lain dari rumah mereka dan mengajarkan kepada anak itu bahawa ibubapa mereka tidak benar. Justeru, satu 
inisiatif perlu diambil untuk membendung masalah ini. 
 
 
BP173.7 .M873 2014 
Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah 
     TANGAN-TANGAN JAHAT: MELAYU & ULTRAKIASU / Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah 
     Cheras, Kuala Lumpur , ©2014. 
     viii, 255 pages ; 22 cm. 
     Continues: Melayu menjadi minoriti dalam majoriti. 
 
     ISBN 9789676127143 
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24. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      1. Malays - Malaysia 2. Islam And Politics - Malaysia 3. Islam And State 4. Malaysia - Politics and government. 
I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Issue on political system and Islam in Malaysia. Tangan-tangan Jahat: Melayu & Ultrakiasu adalah kesinambungan 
cetusan minda dari Prof. Dr. Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah. Ia adalah realiti sebenar yang berlaku dalam politik 
Malaysia. Kiasu dalam bahasa Cina Hokkien bermaksud takut kalah atau sentiasa mahu menang. Ultrakiasu 
membawa makna, langsung tidak mahu kalah atau mahu menang sentiasa secara ekstrem. Sifat kiasu perlu ada pada 
jiwa setiap manusia yang ingin berjaya. Kiasu akan menjadikan kita lebih berdaya saing. Namun jika sifat ini tidak 
dibendung sehingga sampai ke peringkat ultra, sudah tentu ia akan membawa kesan buruk kerana akan ada hati-hati 
yang terguris dan terhiris. 
 
 
BP181 .A36 1964 
Aḥmad Kamāl , 1914- 
     THE SACRED JOURNEY, Being Pilgrimage to Makkah : The Traditions, Dogma and Islamic Ritual that govern 
the lives and the destiny of more than five hundred million who call themselves Muslim: one seventh of Mankind / 
Aḥmad Kamāl , 1914- 
     xx, 108 pages115 pages ; 22 cm. 
      
      1. Pilgrims and pilgrimages - Saudi Arabia--Mecca 2. Muslim pilgrims and pilgrimages. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
This English edition of The Sacred Journey presents the traditions, dogma, and Islamic ritual that govern the lives 
and destiny of one seventh of mankind.For the more than five million who call themselves Muslim, this is the 
official guide to the Sacred Journey, the pilgrimage to Mecca, and for non-Muslims, it is a gateway to another 
world, the first full-scale picture of Islam as it appears to the followers of the Prophet Muhammad.Not since the 
early eighteenth century has any writer brought to the Western reader so profound a knowledge of Islam.  
 
 
BP188 .Q37 2013 
Qaradawi, Yusuf , 1926- 
     The lawful and the prohibited in Islam / Yusuf Qaradawi, 1926- 
     xvii, 411 pages ; 22 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9789670526003 
      
      1. Islam - Customs and practices 2. Islam - Doctrines 3. Religious life - Islam. I. El-Helbawy, Kamal II. 
Siddiqui, M. Moinuddin III. Shukry, Syed IV. Title 
     Control No: 13440;16858 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
It defines the halal and haram in a scholarly manner that is accessible to the common man, dealing mainly with 
social issues. This book provides a comprehensive outline of specific everyday issues that Muslims face in 
practicing Islam in contemporary culture. The author gears discussion to modern-day dilemmas, drawing his 
conclusions about haram and halal from primary Islamic sources. Qaradawi is probably the foremost scholar of the 
Sunni Muslim world today. He is known for taking a balanced position on many religious issues pertaining to what 
is lawful and unlawful in Islam. (Making it easy for the avarage Muslim) He combines well the traditional 
knowledge of sharia that he obtained from al-Azhari with a contemporary understanding of the issues that Muslims 
face today. 
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BP188 .T38 1983 
Tatapangarsa, Humaidi 
     PENGANTAR KULIAH AKHLAK / Humaidi Tatapangarsa 
     69 pages; 22 cm  
     sebuah buku agama edisi. 
 
     ISBN 9971771047 
      
     1. Religious life - Islam 2. Islamic ethics. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Buku ini mengandungi berbagai-bagai teori akhlak yang terkenal pada hari ini, termasuk perbedaan antara ilmu 
akhlak Islam dengan moral yang bukan bersumber dari Islam, ditambah pula dengan pendapat dan pandangan para 
intelek Islam dan bukan Islam. 
 
 
BP188.4 .H36 1976 
Hamka, 1908-1981 
     Perkembangan Tasauf dari Abad ke Abad / Hamka, 1908-1981 
     224 pages:  illustrations; 21 cm. 
      
     1. Mysticism - History. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Prof. Dr. Hamka pernah dipercayakan sebagai Guru Besar Ilmu Tasawuf di Perguruan Tinggi Agama Islam Negeri 
(PTAIN) Yogyakarta dan IAIN. Upayanya yang cukup bermakna ialah mengembalikan tasawuf ke ajarannya yang 
murni. Dalam hubungan ini dia mengarang bukunya yang terkenal, Mengembalikan Tasawuf ke Pangkalnya. Kini 
karya tulisnya yang berjudul PerkembanganTasawuf dari Abad ke Abad telah dipadukan menjadi satu dengan 
bukunya yang berjudul Mengembalikan Tasawuf ke Pangkalnya, dengan judul Tasawuf Perkembangan & 
Pemurniannya. 
 
  
BP190.5.R4 D36 2015 
Danial Zainal Abidin 
     Menjadi ULUL ALBAB: generasi genius bertaqwa / Danial Zainal Abidin 
     Batu Caves, Selangor, 2015. 
     xi, 125 pages: illustrations; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789674110055 
      
     1. Thought And Thinking - Islam - Religious Aspects 2. Islam And Reason - Religious Aspects. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Buku ini ditulis menggunakan bahasa serta pendekatan yang mudah difahami oleh generasi muda. Buku ini 
sepatutnya dibaca oleh remaja-remaja yang berada di sekolah rendah dan menengah. Guru-guru serta ibu bapa juga 
patut membaca buku ini supaya mereka memahami acuan pendidikan bertujuan melahirkan Ulul Albab. Kefahaman 
ini begitu diperlukan pada hari ini. 
 
 
BP43.M4 U48 2003 
ʻUlūm islāmiyyah : The Malaysian journal of Islamic sciences. 
     various paging ; 23 cm. 
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32. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     ISBN 9771675593609 
      
     1. Islam - Malaysia - Study and teaching - Islam and economics 2. Finance - Religious aspects - Islam 3. 
Kolej Universiti Islam Malaysia. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Ulum Islamiyyah Journal (UIJ) is a refereed journal published by Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia (USIM) annually 
in April, August and December. Its main objective is to promote, enhance and contribute to an inclusive 
understanding of Islam and Muslim in contemporary world. UIJ publishes original research based articles, concept 
papers, review papers, case studies, book reviews in English, Arabic and Malay, in the area of social science and 
humanities, science and technology, arts and literature, that relates directly or indirectly to Islam and Muslim world 
under the framework of integration of naqli and aqli knowledge. Ulum Islamiyyah Journal is available online. 
Printed versions are only available upon request and orders will be charged accordingly. 
 
  
BP60 .S53 1976 
Shalaby, Ahmad 
     Sejarah Pendidikan Islam / Ahmad Shalaby 
     385 pages; 22 cm. 
      
     1. Islamic religious education - Arabs. I. Latief, M. Sanusi II. Jahja, H.Muchtar III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Pembangunan sejarah pendidikan 
 
 
BP63.M27 D35 2005 
DAKWAH DAN ETIKA POLITIK DI MALAYSIA. 
     323 pages; 22 cm  
     SIRI ISLAM DAN MASYARAKAT. 
 
     ISBN 9789676117823 
      
     1. Political ethics - Malaysia - Daʻwah (Islam) 2. Politics and government 3. Islam and politics 4. Islam and 
state. I. ZULKIPLE ABD. GHANI II. MOHD. SYUKRI YEOH ABDULLAH III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Politik adalah satu juzuk daripada mauduk pendakwahan yang bermatlamatkan kebahagiaan di dunia dan akhirat 
Kegiatan politik yang dipandu oleh wahyu dan berjalan di atas landasan etika boleh memberi implikasi murni 
kepada seluruh aspek kehidupan masyarakat. Kematangan berpolitik amat penting untuk dibangunkan dalam 
masyarakat dan kesedaran terhadap kepentingannya perlu sentiasa dipupuk kerana ia melibatkan proses 
pembentukan tamadun sesebuah negara Kematangan dalam berpolitik, bukan sahaja dari segi teori tetapi juga dari 
segi praktikalnya. 
 
 
BR115.E3 T3 1969 
Tawney, R.H 
     RELIGION AND THE RISE OF CAPITALISM : A HISTORICAL STUDY / R.H Tawney 
     336 pages; 17 cm. 
     Includes index. 
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     1. Capitalism 2. Religions thought - History 3. Christiarity and economics - History 4. Great Britain - Social 
conditions. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
When this book first appeared, it was possible for a friendly reviewer, writing in a serious jounal, to deprecate in all 
gravity the employment of the term 'Capitalism' in an historical work, as a political catch-word, betraying a sinister 
intention on the part of the misguided author. An innocent solecism of the kind would not, it is probable, occur so 
readily today. Obviously, the word Capitalism', like 'Feudalism' and 'Mercantilism', is open to misuse Obviously, the 
time has now come when it is more important to determine the different species of Capitalism, and the successive 
phases of its growth, than to continue to labour the existence of the genus. 
 
 
BR936 .C6 1968 
Religion in the USSR. 
     135 pages ; 23 cm  
     Soviet studies series. 
     Includes material on non-Christian religions. 
 
     ISBN 0370004353 
      
     1. Religion - Soviet Union 2. Soviet Union - Religion. I. Robert Conquest, II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
THOUGH the October revolution took place more than half a century ago, the study of religion in the Soviet Union 
has not received the attention it deserves. This has been due partly to the difficulty of obtaining reliable information, 
partly perhaps to the widespread belief that Russian Orthodoxy, corrupt under the tsars and discredited by their 
downfall, has been in irretrievable decline and did not merit serious study. To many Western observers, therefore, 
the obvious commitment to Christianity of individuals of the calibre of Boris Pasternak and Svetlana Allilueva, 
Stalin's daughter, has come as a surprise. The three books under discussion each contribute towards a better founded 
understanding of the religious situation in the Soviet Union since the communists seized power. 
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CJ1826 Y64 1966 
Yeoman, R. S. 
     A GUIDE BOOK of UNITED STATES COINS / R. S. Yeoman 
     255 pages; 20 cm. 
     Includes index. 
      
     1. Coins, American. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The Official Red Book—A Guide Book of United States Coins—is 71 years young and going strong. Collectors 
around the country love the book's grade-by-grade values, auction records, historical background, detailed 
specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data. How rare are your coins? How much are 
they worth? The Red Book tells you. Covering everything from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West 
silver dollars and dazzling gold coins. You'll find 32,500+ prices for more than 7,600 coins, tokens, medals, sets, 
and other collectibles. You'll also round out your education in commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins, 
Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, private gold, all the latest National Park quarters, Presidential and Native 
American dollars, Lincoln cents, and more.  
 
 
CT100 .C87 1991 
Current Biography Yearbook, 1990. 
     693 pages: illustrations; 25 cm. 
      
     1. Biography. I. Jill Kadetsky II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Annual. Presents biographical articles about living leaders in all fields of human accomplishment. 
 
 
D228 .B87 1964 
Burns, Edward Mc Nall 
     THE COUNTER REFORMATION / Edward Mc Nall Burns 
     186 pages; 18 cm. 
      
     1. Counter-Reformation 2. Europe - History - 1517-1648. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
This book comprises nine key articles on the Counter-Reformation, introduced and contextualized for the student 
reader. They show that these reforms were more than a mere reaction against the Protestant challenge to Catholic 
doctrine and institutions, rather, they also constituted an internal renewal that transformed sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century Catholic religious life in many complex ways. The collection surveys the conceptual and 
geographical range of work on the subject since 1945, and includes innovative articles on spirituality, the religious 
life of ordinary Catholics, the work of missionaries in the New World, and the changing role of women in Catholic 
culture. The essays are divided into two groups - "Definitions" and "Outcomes" - to illustrate the distinction 
between reform as a historical idea and as set of processes.  
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D663 .A48 1964 
Aitken, Alexander 
     GALLIPOLI TO THE SOMME: Recollections of the New Zealand Infantryman / Alexander Aitken 
     177 pages:  illustrations; 18 cm. 
      
     1. World War, 1914-1918 - Biography 2. World War, 1914-1918 - Journalist - Biography. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Alexander Aitken was an ordinary soldier with an extraordinary mind. The student who enlisted in 1915 was a 
mathematical genius who could multiply nine-digit numbers in his head. He took a violin with him to Gallipoli 
(where field telephone wire substituted for an E-string) and practiced Bach on the Western Front. Aitken also loved 
poetry and knew the Aeneid and Paradise Lost by heart. His powers of memory were dazzling. When a vital roll-
book was lost with the dead, he was able to dictate the full name, regimental number, next of kin and address of 
next of kin for every member of his former platoon—a total of fifty-six men. Everything he saw, he could 
remember. Aitken began to write about his experiences in 1917 as a wounded out-patient in Dunedin Hospital.  
 
 
DC135.P8 .M58 1968 
Mitford, Nancy, 1904-1973 
     Madame de Pompadour / Nancy Mitford, 1904-1973 
     304 pages; 25 cm. 
     Includes index. 
      
     1. Pompadour, Jeanne Poisson, Marquise De, 1721-1764 2. Louis XV, King Of France, 1710-1774 - Relations 
With Women 3. Favorites, Royal - France - Biography. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Pompadour was devoted to Louis XV, and her contribution to the culture of the age was significant: she was an 
outstanding singer and actress, entertaining the King and the court in impressive stage productions, and was a 
longtime patron of the visual arts. She commissioned paintings by Boucher, Nattier, Van Loo, La Tour, and Pigalle, 
and she formed friendships with many of the philosophers and writers of the period, including Fontenelle, 
Crébillon, and Voltaire. In effect, she was France's minister of culture at a time when no such position existed. But 
she was loathed for her role in France's disastrous military losses, and was the victim of persistent court gossip and 
intrigues. 
 
 
DC150 .B83 1967 
Burke, Edmund 
     Reflections on the Revolution in France / Edmund Burke 
     xiv, 369 pages ; 18 cm. 
     Includes index. 
      
     1. War- - - France - Causes - Revolution (France : 1789-1799) 2. Public opinion, British - Great Britain - 
Public opinion - Burke, Edmund, 1729-1797. I. A. J. Grieve II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The revolution which Burke feared is not of course identical with Marx's Communist revolution, but has much 
essential in common with it, and in some ways more in common with it than with the actual French Revolution of 
Burke's day. Burke would have been likely to see in the principles of the Communist revolution the emergence in 
even purer form of all that he most detested in the contemporary revolution whose progress he watched with horror 
and fascination in France, and sought with eloquence and skill to check in England. The spirit of total, radical 
innovation; the overthrow of all prescriptive rights; the confiscation of property; destruction of the Church, the 
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41. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
42. 
 
 
 
 
 
nobility, the family, tradition, veneration, the ancestors, the nation this is the catalogue of all that Burke dreaded in 
his darkest moments, and every item in it he would have discovered in Marxism. In the personality of Marx himself 
he would have seen incarnated that energy which he regarded as most dangerous to ordered society the energy of 
ability without property. 
 
 
DS35.32 .I58 2005 
The ummah at the crossroads: the role of the OIC: proceedings international conference. 
     xi, 266 pages; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789839414639 
     ISBN 9839414631 
      
     1. Islamic countries - Congresses 2. Ummah (Islam) - Congresses - Islamic countries 3. Islam and politics - 
Islamic countries - Congresses 4. Islamic renewal - Congresses. I. Ahmad Murad Merican II. Ahmad Suhaimi Ismail 
III. R. Jeevaratnam IV. Rahmat Mohamad V. Rozita Hajar VI. Umminajah Salleh VII. Zaini Abdullah VIII. 
Universiti Teknologi MARA. Organisation of Islamic Conference IX. Universiti Teknologi MARA. Institute of 
Diplomacy and Foreign Relations (Malaysia) X. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This book is about the struggle in American public spaces, especially since September 11, 2001, to define and 
understand the rise and role of Islamic religious politics on the world stage. One term and concept in particular 
dominates this discussion: Islamism. References to Islamism and Islamists abound in the news media, on Capitol 
Hil, in think tanks, and in the American academy. Nonetheless, there seems to be little clarity, much less consensus, 
on the meaning or accuracy, of this widely deployed label.  
 
 
DS35.63 .N3513 2007 
Khan, M. Akbarshah 
     HISTORY OF ISLAM / M. Akbarshah Khan 
     3 v. ; maps ; 23 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 8174354670 
     ISBN 9788174354679 
     ISBN 8174354646 
     ISBN 9788174354648 
     ISBN 8174354654 
     ISBN 9788174354655 
     ISBN 8174354662 
     ISBN 9788174354662 
      
     1. Arab countries 2. Arab countries  
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The history of Islam from the prophet Muhammad, caliphates of Islam until today. 
 
 
DS484 .N55 1958 
Nilakanta Sastri, Kallidaikurichi Aiyah, 1892-1975 
     A History of SOUTH INDIA from Prehistoric Times to the Fall of Vijayanagar / Kallidaikurichi Aiyah Nilakanta 
Sastri 1892-1975 
     xii, 508 pages, [12] leaves of plates: illustrations, map ; 23 cm. 
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44. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
45. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     1. History - India 2. India,  
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The book is about the history of south India. The history of various kingdoms and the battles, and also the reviews 
of developments in the art, literature, religion and philosophy of these eras. 
 
 
DS522.6 .B76 2013 
Bowden, David, 1952- 
     SOUTHEAST ASIA: A Region Revealed / David Bowden 1952- 
 
     ISBN 9781906780975 
      
     1. Travel 2. Southeast Asia - Description and travel. I. Hicks, Nigel II. Shippen, Mick III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Covering Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Singapore, The Philippines, Thailand and 
Vietnam, this book explores the highlights of a spectacularly beautiful and endlessly captivating region through the 
current lives and historical backgrounds of its peoples, through the scenic wonders, the vibrant cities, the rural 
villages, the architectural monuments and the flora and fauna. 
 
 
DS57 .F54 2014 
50 YEARS OF MALAYSIA: FEDERALISM REVISITED 
     Singapore, 2014. 
     295 pages: illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789814561242 
      
     1. Federal Government - Malaysia 2. Federal Government - Malaysia - Malaya 3. Central-local Government 
Relations - Malaysia - Malaya 4. Central-local Government Relations - Malaysia 5. Malaya - Politics and 
government 6. Malaysia - Politics and government. I. Harding, Andrew J, 1950- II. Chin, Ung-Ho, 1967- III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
These essays are the product of a workshop discussion at the National University of Singapore in September 2013, 
organised by the Centre for Asian Legal Studies. The purpose of this gathering was to revisit the creation of the 
Malaysian Federation and how it has fared over the last fifty years from the different disciplinary perspectives of a 
group of scholars in law and political science. This chapter frames and reflects on federalism and its evolving nature 
in Malaysia afer fifty years, and provides an introduction to the following chapters. 
 
 
DS595.2 .H37 2004 
Hashim Musa, 1945- 
     Pemerkasaan tamadun Melayu Malaysia menghadapi globalisasi barat / Hashim Musa, 1945- 
     Kuala Lumpur, 2004. 
     xv, 247 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm  
     Siri kajian peradaban. 
 
     ISBN 9789831002285 
     ISBN 9831002288 
      
     1. Civilization, Malays - Foreign influences 2. Civilization, Islamic - Foreign influences 3. Malays - Social life 
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47. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
48. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and customs. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Malay and Islamic civilization towards the globalization era in Malaysia; collected articles. 
 
  
DS597.15.A3 A3 2011 
Ahmad Sarji bin Abdul Hamid, 1938- 
     GIVEN IN TRUST: memoirs / Ahmad Sarji bin Abdul Hamid, 1938- 
     xii, 922 pages : illustrations (some col.); 25 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9675997311 
     ISBN 9789675997310 
      
     1. Civil service - Malaysia - Biography - Officials and employees 2. Malaysia - Malaysia - Biography - 
Officials and employees. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Tun Ahmad Sarji bin Abdul Hamid (born 16 September 1938) is the former 9th Chief Secretary to the Government 
of Malaysia, serving as Chief Secretary from 1 February 1990. 
 
 
  
DS597.2 .Z33 2013 
Zaini Hassan 
     CUIT: DILEMA MELAYU MODEN / Zaini Hassan 
     Kuala Lumpur, 2013. 
     xix, 676 p. ; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676126207 
      
     1. Authors, Malaysian - Anecdotes 2. Malaysia - Anecdotes - Politics and government - 21th century 3. 
Malaysia - Miscellanea. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Issues on political conditions, government, and mass media in Malaysia; collected articles previously published in a 
weekly column of Utusan Malaysia since 2008. 
 
 
DS597.215.A25 A93 2013 
Awakening: the Abdullah Badawi years in Malaysia 
     Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 2013. 
     lxii, 620 pages; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789675832789 
      
     1. Abdullah Ahmad Badawi - , Tun - 1939- 2. Prime ministers - Malaysia 3. Malaysia - Politics and governmen. 
I. Welsh, Bridget - 1967- II. Chin, Ung-Ho - 1967- III. Title 
 
P1 
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51. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
The central theme of the book is the question: how did Tun Abdullah change the Malaysian political landscape? 
This volume offers a comprehensive glimpse of the Abdullah administration from both inside and outside the 
administration. 
 
 
DS597.215.A9 .A836 2015 
Asmah Haji Omar, 1940- 
     Riwayat UNGKU AZIZ / Asmah Haji Omar, 1940- 
     xiv, 259 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm. 
     Biography of Ungku Abdul Aziz, an educator and vice chancellor of University of Malaya, 1968-1988. 
 
     ISBN 9789834614447 
     ISBN 9834614447 
      
     1. Abdul Aziz, Ungku, 1922- 2. Economists - Malaysia - Biography 3. College Administrators - Malaysia - 
Biography 4. Educators - Malaysia - Biography. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Biography of Ungku Abdul Aziz, an educator and vice chancellor of University of Malaya, 1968-1988. 
 
 
DS597.215.R37 T36 2011 
Tan, Pek Leng 
     An uncommon hero: M. K. Rajakumar in politics and medicine / Pek Leng Tan 
     xxx, 451 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789675832277 
      
     1. Physicians - Malaysia - Biography 2. Politicians - Malaysia - Biography. I. Title 
 
P1, P2, P4 
 
Abstract 
Many witness momentous events in their lives, but few participate, much less leave their mark. Dr M. K. 
Rajakumar, on the contrary, left an indelible mark at every phase of his eventful life. 
 
 
DS597.335.B35 S26 2013 
Sama celebrations: Ritual, Music and Dance of Sama Dilaut and Sama Bajau in Southern Philippines and North 
Borneo. 
     v, 154 pages: illustrations, maps; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 12. 
 
     ISBN 9789831007181 
      
     1. Bajau (Southeast Asian people) - Sabah - Malaysia 2. Bajau (Southeast Asian people) - Philippines - Rites 
and ceremonies 3. Bajau (Southeast Asian people) - Social life and customs. I. Hanafi Hussin II. Santamaria, MCM 
III. Universiti Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences IV. Title V. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Sama identity, as the chapters in this volume indicate, is University of Malaya closely linked with artistic 
expressions. 
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DS632.S9 R67 1985 
Rosidi, Ajip, 1938- 
     MANUSIA SUNDA: SEBUAH ESAI TENTANG TOKOH-TOKOH SASTRA DAN SEJARAH / Ajip Rosidi, 
1938- 
     ix, 134 pages ; 21 cm. 
      
     1. Sundanese literature - Indonesian - Psychology. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Sebuah esai tentang tokoh-tokoh sastera dan sejarah Ajip Rosidi ... beberapa tokoh sastra dan sejarah Sunda, saya 
mengharap mudah-mudahan tergambar jugalah manusia Sun- dan itu. ... telah me- lukiskan manusia Jawa. 
 
 
E41 .H83 1968 
Hudson, Fred Stansfield 
     NORTH AMERICA / Fred Stansfield Hudson 
     xviii, 460 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm  
     The New Certificate Geography Series advanced level. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0712114033 
      
     1. Travel - North America 2. Geography - West Indies 3. Geography--Textbooks - Central America. I. Title  
II. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This exquisitely written history of a complex but unstudied continent should be required reading for all residents of 
the emerging region of North America. 
 
 
E59.C55 H3 1967  
Hardoy, Jorge Enrique 
     URBAN PLANNING IN PRE COLUMBIAN AMERICA / Jorge Enrique Hardoy 
     128 pages: illustrations; 24 cm 
 
     ISBN 0289795699 
      
     1. Indians - City planning 2. City planning - Latin America 3. Latin America 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The subject of this essay is the planned cities of pre-Columbian America — planned cities being those which were 
presumably created, constructed, or remodeled, at the behest of the power structure, to fulfill certain functions. 
 
 
F144.P9 G7 1967 
Greiff, Constance M 
     PRINCETON ARCHITECTURE: A Pictorial History of Town and Campus / Constance M. Greiff 
     vii, 200 pages: illustrations, map. ; 29 cm. 
      
     1. Princeton University - . Pictorial works 2. Historic buildings - Princeton - New Jersey 3. Princeton (N.J.) - 
Buildings, structures, etc. I. Gibbons, Mary W. II. Menzies, Elizabeth G. C. III. Title 
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P1 
 
Abstract 
The book is about the history of Princeton University. Its about the previous student Admission, Aerospace and 
Mechanical Sciences Programe, Afro American Studies Programe, Alumni College, Alumni Council, Alumni 
Parade, Princeton Alumni Weekly and also Ambassadors and Ministers who have attended. 
  
 
F474.W32 H64 1960 
Hogner, Dorothy Childs 
     WATER OVER THE DAM / Dorothy Childs Hogner 
     220 pages: illustrations, facsim., ports. ; 23 cm. 
      
     1. Dams - Hydraulic engineering 2. Warsaw, Mo. - History. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Connecticut in 1820. Story of the building of the Farmington canal and the people involved. 
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G156.5.H47 D83 2015 
Du Cros, Hilary 
     Cultural Tourism / Hilary Du Cros 
     xiii, 269 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780415833974 
      
      1. Heritage tourism. I. McKercher, Bob II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
With contributions from international experts, this book provides a broad discussion of cultural tourism as a concept 
and the way it is implemented in diverse regions around the world. 
 
 
G420.D7 W55 1977 
Wilson, Derek, 1935- 
     THE WORLD ENCOMPASSED: Drake's Great Voyage 1577-1580 / Derek Wilson, 1935- 
     xiii, 240 pages:  illustration ; 23 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 024189624x 
      
     1. Voyages around the world - Great Britain - Drake, Francis, approximately 1540-1596 2. Travel - Sailors 3. 
Explorers- - - Biography. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
... No mariner had attempted the feat for fifty years; no captain had ever successfully negotiated all the world's 
uncharted oceans to bring his vessel safely home let alone bring back enough gold and silver in her hold... 
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G464 .A55 2008 
Anis Sabirin 
     Dua Dunia: MEMOIR. / Anis Sabirin 
     vi, 306 pages ; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789836297723 
     ISBN 9836297723 
      
1. Anis Sabirin - 1936 - - Travel 2. Authors, Malay - Biography. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Author's account on her experience as a university student in the United States of America. 
 
 
G74 .G78 1968 
Gregory, S. 
     Statistical Methods and the Geographer / S. Gregory 
     xviii, 277 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm Geographies for advanced study. 
      
     1. Geography - Statistical methods. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A textbook for advanced undergraduate/first year graduate level courses in statistical methods in geography. 
 
 
GC1023.81.M4 D48 2010 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARITIME SECTOR IN MALAYSIA. 
     vi, 121 pages:  some color illustrations, maps; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 13. 
 
     ISBN 9789675148842 
      
     1. Marine resources - Malaysia. I. Hanizah Idris II. Wan Hin, Tan III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This book represents the views of experts in various fields, notably fishery, port and shipping, marine resources and 
maritime strategic issues. 
 
 
GE350 .N67 2008 
Noraini Mohd Tamin 
     AN ANNOTATED FIELD GUIDE TO TROPICAL ECO-ENGINEERING / Noraini Mohd Tamin 
     iv, 93 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 10. 
 
     ISBN 9789834203566 
     ISBN 983420356X 
      
     1. Ecological engineering 2. Environmental engineering 3. Environmental management. I. Roslan Hashim II. 
Universiti Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
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Abstract 
This Annotated Field Guidebook will be useful to practicing geo-technical engineers, botanists, ecologists, 
landscape planners, eco-engineers and post-graduate students. It highlights practical eco-engineering for erosion and 
sediment control and field preparation and logistics. This book also contains divergent use of many words and 
expressions pertinent to the field of erosion and sedimentation, storm water pollution control, and channel and shore 
protection. Where applicable, pictures are provided to assist users in understanding various terms, materials or 
structures. 
 
 
GN345 .C66 1991 
CONSTRUCTING KNOWLEDGE: Authority and Critique in Social Science. 
     xvi, 224 pages; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0803984014 
      
     1. Knowledge, Sociology of - Ethnocentrism 2. Ethnology--Methodology – Philosophy 
 
P1 
Abstract 
This book examines the implications of that critique from the perspective of anthropology. The authors explore key 
debates within anthropology about the role and legitimacy of the social scientist in constructing knowledge about 
others. 
 
 
 
GN386 .M46 2008 
MEMORY AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE SEA IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. 
     vii, 128 pages:  some colour illustrations, maps; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 3. 
     "International Seminar on Maritime Culture and Geopolitics, held on 23-24 October 2008". 
 
     ISBN 9789839576368 
     ISBN 9839576364 
      
1. Maritime anthropology - Southeast Asia - Congresses 2. Oceanography - Southeast Asia - Congresses.  
I. Wong, Danny Tze-Ken II. Universiti Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences III. International Seminar on 
Maritime Culture and Geopolitics : 2008 IV. Title V. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
In the Southeast Asian region, various communities have been closely associated with the sea. Many have, over the 
years, acquired special memory and, sometimes, intimate knowledge of the sea. Even as much of this information 
and knowledge was passed from generation to generation, it provided maritime communities with a sense of 
identity and social cohesiveness as well as a sense of belonging. It was in this light that the papers in this volume set 
out to investigate the human association with the sea in Southeast Asia through the interrogation of memory and 
knowledge preserved through various genres including oral tradition, travellers' tales and diaries, official accounts 
as well as rituals. 
 
 
GN635.M4 K44 2005 
KEHIDUPAN DAN KESIHATAN ORANG ASLI DI MALAYSIA. 
     ix, 113 pages:  illustrations (some col.), maps; 24 cm. 
     Orang Asli, pengenalan dan sejarah / Osman Ali -- Kesihatan Orang Asli / Osman Ali -- Pemakanan Orang Asli / 
Osman Ali -- Masalah kekurangan iodin / Zaleha Md. Isa -- Masalah kekurangan mikronutrien / Ismarul Yusda 
Ishak -- Program pembaikan taraf pemakanan dan kesihatan / Noor Hayaati Abdul Rashid. 
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     ISBN 9832369339 
      
      1. Indigenous peoples - Health and hygiene. I. Osman Ali II. Zaleha Md. Isa III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Sociocultural and health conditions of Orang Asli, the indigenous peoples of Malaysia. 
 
 
GR316.5.P45 J39 2001 
SUKET : PENAN FOLK STORIES. 
     xii, 198 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm  
     Oral Literature Series Number 2. 
 
     ISBN 9839257080 
      
      1. Penan (Bornean people) - Social life and customs. I. Jayl Langub II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Penan Folk Stories. inah mia' hadui irah bale' suket tong suket inah, kelunan eh ngenini' suket inah sukat 
menyukung ketawa' mipe pia' eh tesok suket inah. Inah manu' kelunan eh tesok suket inah makin kelu' eh manu' 
suket inah jian kenini'. 
 
 
GT1555 .G64 2004 
Goho-Quek, Susanna 
     Kecantikan Bengkung Kaki = The Allure of the Bound Foot / Susanna Goho-Quek 
     vi, 132 pages:  color illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9679935353 
      
      1. Footbinding - China - History 2. Women - China - Social conditions. I. Quek, Karen II. Quek, Kenneth III. 
Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
For over a thousand years, foot binding (three-inch golden lotus) was practised by women in China as part of a 
culture associated with rites, music and civilised institutions and as an ornament of the body. This practice was once 
considered as an attractive way to exhibit beauty. The book provides us with a deeper understanding of the cultural, 
historical and socio-political motives behind this practice. 132 pages with lots of colourful photos of the shoes. The 
book are bilingual (Malay and English) The book was written as background to an exhibition. 
 
 
GV1002.9.T7 G53 2013 
Giampaolo, Frank 
     CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS / Frank Giampaolo 
     ix, 244 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9781450424530 
     ISBN 1450424538 
      
      1. Tennis - Training. I. Levey, Jon II. Title 
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P4 
 
Abstract 
Add a copy of Championship Tennis to your bookshelf and turn those errors into winners and three-set losses into 
straight-set wins. This is a must-have resource for players and instructors alike. 
 
 
GV1060.73 .W68 2015 
THE WOMEN'S GUIDE TO TRIATHLON  
     vii, 279 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781450481151 
      
      1. Triathlon - Training 2. Women athletes - Training of. I. Comer, Tara S. II. USA Triathlon. III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The Women’s Guide to Triathlon presents female-specific training, techniques, and equipment for triathlon. 
 
  
GV1102.7.T7 L36 2016 
Landow, Loren, 1973- 
     ULTIMATE Conditioning for Martial Arts / Loren Landow, 1973- 
     x, 253 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781492506157 
      
      1. Martial arts - Training 2. Mixed martial arts - Training. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Take down and grapple with sustained brute strength. Counter and evade with unmatched speed and agility. Be the 
best. Be your best with Ultimate Conditioning for Martial Arts, the complete guide for physical and mental 
dominance. 
 
 
GV401 .A35 2016 
Aicher, Thomas J. 
     SPORT FACILITY AND EVENT MANAGEMENT / Thomas J. Aicher 
     xxxiv, 343 pages:  color illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781284034790. 
      
     1. Sports facilities - Management 2. Special events - Management. I. Paule-Koba, Amanda L. II. Newland, 
Brianna L. III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The texts robust pedagogy includes chapter learning objectives, industry expert spotlights, vignettes, case studies, 
discussion questions, and tip points, as well as actual examples from the industries covered throughout the book. 
 
 
GV401 .S34 2015 
Schwarz, Eric C. 
     Sport Facility Operations Management: A global perspective / Eric C. Schwarz 
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     xxii, 383 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781138831032 
      
     1. Sports facilities - Management 2. Sports administration. I. Hall, Stacey A. II. Shibli, Simon III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Sport Facility Operations Management is a comprehensive and engaging textbook which introduces cutting-edge 
concepts in facilities and operations management, including practical guidance from professional facility managers. 
 
 
GV428.7 .E87 2016 
EuropeActive 
     EuropeActive's ESSENTIALS FOR PERSONAL TRAINERS / EuropeActive 
     ix, 309 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
     Core knowledge for EQF level 4. 
 
     ISBN 9781450423786 
      
      1. Personal trainers - European Union countries - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - Training of 2. Personal trainers - 
European Union countries - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - Vocational guidance 3. Personal trainers - European Union 
countries - Study guides - Certification 4. Physical education and training - European Union countries - Handbooks, 
manuals, etc. I. Rieger, Thomas - 1973- II. Jones, Ben III. Jimenez, Alfonso IV. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
EuropeActive's Essentials for Personal Trainers provides a standard reference for teaching the basic competencies, 
skills and knowledge that personal trainers need. The book is divided into the following parts and chapters: The 
Role of the Personal Trainer (chapters1 through 3: Professionalism and Presentation. Planning a Personal Training 
Session. Delivering a Personal Training Session). Functional Anatomy (chapters 4 through 6: Skeletal Articulations 
and Joint Movement. Injury Prevention. Muscular System). Physiology (chapters 7 through 10: Energy Systems, 
Cardiorespiratory System. Nervous System. Hormonal Responses to Exercise). Lifestyle Assessment (chapters 11 
through 13: Health and Fitness Assessment. Psychological Aspects of Personal Training, Nutrition) and Training 
Adaptations, Exercise Planning and Programming (chapters 14 and 15: Training Adaptations. Exercise Planning and 
Programming) 
 
 
GV443 .C59 2016 
Colvin, A. Vonnie, 1951- 
     TEACHING FUNDAMENTAL MOTOR SKILLS / A. Vonnie Colvin, 1951- 
     xi, 298 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
     This book is a revised edition of Teaching the Nuts and Bolts of Physical Education published in 2008. 
 
     ISBN 9781492521266 
      
     1. Physical education for children 2. Movement education. I. Markos, Nancy J. Egner - 1949- II. Walker, Pamela 
J. - 1953- III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Each skill chapter includes the following: • An introduction, which includes a suggested age at which the skill or a 
portion of the skill should be mastered and, where appropriate, where the skill aligns with the National Standards 
and … 
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GV481 .E77 2015 
EuropeActive 
     EuropeActive's FOUNDATIONS FOR EXERCISE PROFESSIONALS / EuropeActive 
     xi, 339 pages:  color illustrations; 26 cm. 
     Core knowledge for all EQF levels. 
 
     ISBN 9781450423779 
      
     1. Exercise - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 2. Exercise - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - Physiological aspects 3. 
Physical fitness - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 4. Health - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 5. Physical education and training 
- European Union countries.I. Rieger, Thomas - 1973- II. Naclerio, Fernando III. Jimenez, Alfonso IV. Moody, 
Jeremy V. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Endorsed by EuropeActive and framed in the Code of Ethical Practice, EuropeActive’s Foundations for Exercise 
Professionals contains the foundational knowledge for every level of the qualifications framework in Europe to help 
exercise … 
 
 
GV484 .G65 2016 
Goldenberg, Lorne, 1962- 
     STRENGTH BALL TRAINING / Lorne Goldenberg, 1962- 
     xviii, 333 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781492511540 
      
     1. Weight training 2. Exercise 3. Balls (Sporting goods). I. Twist, Peter - 1963- II. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Including assessments; exercises; and programs for injury prevention, mobility, conditioning, strength, and special 
populations, as well as access to online video demonstrations, Strength Ball Training, Third Edition, is the premier 
… 
 
 
GV546 .E96 2016 
Exercise Technique Manual for Resistance Training. 
     xv, 207 pages:  color illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781492506928 
      
     1. Weight training 2. Free weights 3. Exercise 4. Personal trainers. I. National Strength & Conditioning 
Association (U.S.). Certification Commission II. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
With unmatched visual demonstration of a variety of free weight and machine exercises, the text is a valuable tool 
for those preparing for NSCA certification and for others who design programs for athletes and clients of all ages 
and … 
 
 
GV546 .K74 2015 
Kravitz, Len 
     Essentials of Eccentric Training / Len Kravitz 
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     ISBN 9781450468305 
      
      1. Weight training 2. Weight lifting 3. Exercise. I. Bubbico, Aaron T. II. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The text provides the physiological explanations, exercises, and sample programs beneficial to introducing eccentric 
training into clients’ workouts. 
 
 
GV558 .P35 2014 
Performance Analysis of Sport IX. 
     xxv, 302 pages: illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780415643399 
      
      1. Sports sciences - Research 2. Sports - Physiological aspects 3. Performance - Research 4. Coaching 
(Athletics) - Research 5. Athletic ability - Testing 6. Athletes - Rating of. I. Peters, Derek M. II. O'Donoghue, Peter 
III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
This book is therefore essential reading for any advanced student or researcher working in performance analysis, 
and invaluable reading for any sport science support officer, coach or athletic trainer looking for ways to improve 
their work … 
 
 
GV706.2 .E75 2016 
Ethnographies in Sport and Exercise Research. 
     xiii, 219 pages; 24 cm. 
     ISBN 9781138015289 
      
      1. Sports - Anthropological aspects 2. Sports - Research 3. Sports - Case studies - Anthropological aspects 4. 
Sports - Case studies - Research. I. Molnar, Gyozo,(Sport studies teacher) II. Purdy, Laura G. III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Ethnographies in Sport and Exercise Research is the first book to provide a contemporary overview of the current 
state of ethnographic research and its application within sport and exercise, introducing and explaining a range of 
well … 
 
 
GV706.4 .R675 2016 
Routledge Companion to Sport and Exercise Psychology: global perspectives and fundamental concepts. 
     xxiii, 1002 pages: illustrations; 25 cm.  
     International perspectives on key issues in sport and exercise psychology. 
     Originally published: 2014. 
 
     ISBN 9780415730327 
      
     1. Sports - Psychological aspects 2. Exercise - Psychological aspects. I. Papaioannou, Athanasios G. II. Hackfort, 
Dieter III. Title IV. Series 
 
P4 
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Abstract 
Written by an international team of expert contributors, this unique global and authoritative survey explores in full 
but accessible detail the basic constructs and concepts of modern sport and exercise psychology and their practical 
application. The book consists of 62 chapters, written by 144 contributors, deriving from 24 countries across the 
world. The chapters are arranged in nine cohesive sections: sport and exercise participants; the influence of 
environments on sport and exercise; motor skills; performance enhancement; building and leading teams; career, 
life skills and character development; health and well-being enhancement; clinical issues in sport psychology; and 
professional development and practice. Each chapter contains chapter summaries and objectives, learning aids, 
questions, exercises and references for further reading.  
 
 
GV706.4 .R69 2013 
Routledge Handbook of Sports Performance Analysis. 
     xvii, 491 pages: illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781138908208 
      
     1. Sports - Psychological aspects 2. Sports - Physiological aspects 3. Achievement motivation 4. Coaching 
(Athletics).  
I. McGarry, Tim II. O'Donoghue, Peter III. Sampaio, Antonio Jaime de Eira IV. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Covering every important aspect of PA, including tactics, strategy, mechanical aspects of technique, physical 
aspects of performance such as work-rate, coach behaviour and referee behaviour, this is an essential reference for 
any serious … 
 
 
GV706.5 .D463 2015 
Delaney, Tim 
     The SOCIOLOGY of SPORTS : AN INTRODUCTION / Tim Delaney 
     vii, 459 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780786497676 
      
     1. Sports - Sociological aspects. I. Madigan, Tim - 1962- II. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
This book takes a fresh approach to the study of sports, presenting key concepts such as socialization, economics, 
gender, race, ethnicity, religion, politics, the media and the role of sports in society. 
 
 
GV706.5 .W655 2016 
Woods, Ron, 1943 November 6- 
     Social Issues In Sport / Ron Woods, 1943 November 6- 
     xiv, 521 pages: color illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781450495202 
      
     1. Sports - Social aspects 2. Sports - Sociological aspects. I. Title 
 
P4 
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Abstract 
Social Issues in Sport introduces students to a sociological study of sport and is the first book to draw mainly from 
British sources for its material. 
 
  
GV711.5 .S767 2016 
Strength and Conditioning for Sports Performance. 
     xli, 680 pages: illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780415578202 
      
     1. Physical education and training - Study and teaching 2. Coaching (Athletics) - Study and teaching 3. Muscle 
strength 4. Physical fitness - Physiological aspects. I. Jeffreys, Ian II. Mood, Jeremy III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The book includes a clear and rigorous explanation of the core science underpinning strength and conditioning 
techniques and gives a detailed, step-by-step guide to all of the key training methodologies, including training for 
strength, … 
 
 
GV713 .H69 2015 
Hoye, Russell, 1966- 
     Sport Management / Russell Hoye, 1966- 
     Routledge, 2015. 
     xx, 383 pages:  color illustrations; 25 cm.  
     Sport Management Series. 
 
     ISBN 9781138839595 
      
     1. Sports administration. I. Smith, Aaron C.T. II. Nicholson, Matthew III. Stewart, Bob IV. Title V. Series 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
This book is a must for undergraduates as well as an invaluable tool for professionals in sport management and 
administration in the private public and voluntary sectors. 
  
 
GV713 .R69 2015 
Routledge handbook of sports event management. 
     xvii, 444 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm.  
     Routledge international handbooks. 
 
     ISBN 9780415858649 
      
      1. Sports tournaments - Management 2. Special events - Handbooks, manuals, etc. I. Parent, Milena M. II. 
Chappelet, Jean-Loup III. Title IV. Series 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
From the Olympic Games to community-level competitions, sports events can be complex and pose a particular set of 
managerial challenges. The Routledge Handbook of Sports Event Management surveys the management of sports events 
around the world of every size and scale, from small to mega-events, including one-off and recurring events, and single-
sport and multi-sport events. The book adopts a unique stakeholder perspective, structured around the groups and 
individuals who have an interest in and co-create sports events, including organising committees, promoters, sport..  
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GV713 .R74 2016 
Routledge Handbook of Theory in Sport Management. 
     xix, 412 pages: illustrations; 26 cm.  
     Routledge international handbooks. 
 
     ISBN 9781138803848 
      
      1. Sports administration. I. Cunningham, George B. II. Fink, Janet S. III. Doherty, Alison IV. Title V. Series 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Theory is an essential element in the development of any academic discipline and sport management is no 
exception. This is the first book to trace the intellectual contours of theory in sport management, and to explain, 
critique and celebrate the importance of sport management theory in academic research, teaching and learning, and 
in the development of professional practice. Written by a world-class team of international sport management 
scholars, each of whom has taken a leading role in developing a particular theory or framework for understanding 
sport management, the book covers the full span of contemporary issues, debates, themes and functional 
approaches, from corporate social responsibility and diversity to strategy, marketing and finance. Every chapter 
explores a key theoretical approach, including an overview of that theory, a discussion of the process of theory 
development and of how the theory has been employed in research, practice or teaching, and outlines directions for 
future research in that area.  
  
 
GV714 .H66 2010 
Hopwood, Maria 
     SPORT PUBLIC RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATION / Maria Hopwood 
     x, 271 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm.  
     Sports marketing series. 
 
     ISBN 9781138132375 
      
     1. Sports - Public relations 2. Mass media and sports 3. Communication in sports. I. Skinner, James - 1964- II. 
Kitchin, Paul III. Title IV. Series 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
An increasingly important element of sport business is the management of the myriad of relationships in which 
sport entities are involved. It is the relationship management aspect of sport which is the unique focus of this book. 
Sport Public Relations and Communication discusses and reformulates the principles of public relations and 
communications by demonstrating how they can be successfully applied in practice within a sports context.  
 
 
GV716 .R697 2016 
Routledge Handbook of Sports Marketing. 
     xv, 407 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm  
     Routledge international handbooks. 
      
     ISBN 9781138823518 
      
     1. Sports - Marketing. I. Chadwick, Simon - 1964- II. Chanavat, Nicolas III. Desbordes, Michel IV. Title V. 
Series 
 
P4 
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Abstract 
Sports marketing has become a cornerstone of successful sports management and business, driving growth in sport 
organisations and widening fan-bases. Showcasing the latest thinking and research in sports marketing from around 
the world, the Routledge Handbook of Sports Marketing goes further than any other book in exploring the full range 
of this exciting discipline.  
  
 
GV741 .V46 2016 
Verma, J. P. 
     SPORTS RESEARCH WITH ANALYTICAL SOLUTION USING SPSS / J. P. Verma 
     xvii, 371 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781119206712 
      
     1. SPSS (Computer file) 2. Sports - Statistical methods 3. Sports - Research - Methodology. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The book is also an ideal reference for researchers and professionals in the fields of sports research, sports science, 
physical education, and social sciences, as well as anyone interested in learning SPSS. 
 
 
GV838.67.S65 H83 2016 
Huber, Jeffrey J., 1953- 
     SPRINGBOARD AND PLATFORM DIVING / Jeffrey J. Huber, 1953- 
     xii, 299 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
     Includes webography. 
 
     ISBN 9781450424455 
      
     1. Springboard diving 2. Diving 3. Diving, platform. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Springboard & Platform Diving provides readers inside information once exclusively reserved for the world's best. 
This book is a one-of-a-kind blueprint for diving success, written by the best coach in the sport. 
 
 
GV838.67.T73 B39 2016 
Bay, Scott, 1964- 
     Swimming: STEPS TO SUCCESS / Scott Bay 1964- 
 
     ISBN 9781492508441 
      
     1. Swimming - Training. I. Title 
      
P4 
 
Abstract 
Presents a thirteen-step course to mastering the skills of swimming, using text and illustrations to explain the 
techniques of floating, breathing, performing different strokes, diving, underwater swimming, sculling, and stunts 
and games. 
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H62 .H592 2016 
Holliday, Adrian 
     Doing and writing: QUALITATIVE RESEARCH / Adrian Holliday 
     xiii, 200 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
     Previous ed: 2007. 
 
     ISBN 9781473953277 
      
     1. Social sciences - Research 2. Qualitative research. I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
The book provides clear guidance on how subjectivity is managed, and how scientific rigour is achieved by making 
the workings of written study transparent. 
 
 
H62 .Y56 2014 
Yin, Robert K. 
     Case Study Research: Design and Methods / Robert K. Yin 
     xxviii, 282 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781452242569 
      
     1. Case method 2. Social sciences - Research - Methodology. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Providing a complete portal to the world of case study research, the Fourth Edition of Robert K. Yin’s bestselling 
text Case Study Research offers comprehensive coverage of the design and use of the case study method as a valid 
research … 
 
 
HA29 .B8265 1977 
Brite, Robert L 
     INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS STATISTICS / Robert L Brite 
     xii, 365 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 020100593X 
      
     1. Statistics. I. Title 
 
P1, P4 
 
Abstract 
The text's outstanding illustrations, friendly language, non-technical terminology, and current examples involving 
real-world business and personal settings will capture students' interest and prepare them for success from day one. 
 
 
HB171.5 H323 1972 
Hanson, J. L. 
     A TEXTBOOK OF ECONOMICS / Hanson J. L. 
     xxx, 592 pages: illustrations; 22 cm. 
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     ISBN 0712120165 
      
     1. Economics. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
With little or no previous knowledge of economic theory who intend to study the subject systematically and 
provides a general introduction to the theory while not including the special problems of international ... 
 
 
HC445 .M35 2011 
Jabatan Perangkaan Malaysia 
     AKAUN NEGARA: PERANGKAAN STOK MODAL: NATIONAL ACCOUNT: CAPITAL STOCK 
STATISTICS / Jabatan Perangkaan Malaysia 
     viii, 593 pages:  illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789839044560 
      
     1. Capital stock - Malaysia - Statistics 2. Capital - Malaysia 3. Capital productivity - Malaysia 4. Capital 
investment - Malaysia. I. Malaysia. Jabatan Perangkaan 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Penerbitan ini membentangkan maklumat perangkaan Stok Modal di Malaysia. Statistik dalam penerbitan ini 
meliputi Stok Modal Kasar, Stok Modal Bersih, Stok. Modal Produktif dan Penggunaan Modal Tetap pada ... 
  
 
HC445.5 .A53 2014 
Anas Zubedy, 1964- 
     Wahai Melayu: Allah Tak Akan Ubah Nasib Melayu, Kalau Kita Melayu Tak Nak Ubah Diri Kita Sendiri / Anas 
Zubedy, 1964- 
     327 pages; 13 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789671109977 
      
     1. Malay economic - Malaysia - anecdotes 2. Malay - Malaysia - finance, personel. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This bi-language (Malay – English) book is by Anas Zubedy and foreward by Tun Mahathir Muhammad.  
 
 
HC59.72.E5 E43 2013 
Elliott, Jennifer A., 1962- 
     An introduction to sustainable development / Jennifer A. Elliott, 1962- 
     London, 2013. 
     xviii, 361 p. : ill., maps. ; 24 cm Routledge perspectives on development. 
     Previous ed.: 2006. 
 
     ISBN 9780415590723 (hbk.) 
     ISBN 0415590728 (hbk.) 
     ISBN 9780415590730 (pbk.) 
     ISBN 0415590736 (pbk.). 
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     1. Sustainable development - Developing countries. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1, P4, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
This volume is the most comprehensive textbook on sustainable development. 
 
 
HC79.E5 M34 2016 
Mahadir Ladisma @Awis 
     AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF CORPORATE LEGITIMACY THROUGH CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY ACTIVITIES AMONG GOVERNMENT-LINKED COMPANIES (GLCS): THE INFLUENCE 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS / Mahadir Ladisma @Awis 
     xviii, 326 pages: illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Social responsibility of business. I. Faculty of Administrative Science and Policy Studies. II. Fakulti Sains 
Pentadbiran dan Pengajian Polisi. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is one of the new corporate governance mantras that give some credence to 
stakeholder theory of corporations. Studies have examined the interest in, levels and effects of CSR investments on 
employees, customers, investors etc. However, CSR is an intermediate outcome. Corporate legitimacy is what 
corporations seek to achieve through CSR although this is not always explicit. This study examines the relationship 
between corporate responsibility and corporate legitimacy. 
 
 
HC79.I55 B993 2015 
Byers, Thomas H. 
     Technology Ventures: From Idea to Enterprise / Thomas H. Byers 
     xviii, 601 pages: illustration; 24 cm. 
     Dorf's name appears first on the earlier editions. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9780073523422 
      
     1. Entrepreneurship 2. New business enterprises 3. Information technology. I. Dorf, Richard C. II. Nelson, 
Andrew J. III. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
For business, engineering, and science students and professionals who demand a comprehensive guide to high-
growth entrepreneurship, this title presents the resource for analyzing opportunities and building new enterprises. 
 
 
HD1390 .D44 2015 
Developing property sustainably. 
     296 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780415835664 
      
     1. Real estate development - Environmental aspects 2. Sustainable design 3. Sustainable construction - 
Environmental aspects.I. Wilkinson, Sara - 1961- II. Sayce, Sarah - 1950- III. Christensen, Pernille - 1961- IV. Title 
 
FSPU 
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Abstract 
Throughout the book, international case studies are used to demonstrate how sustainable property development is 
applied in practice around the world. 
 
 
HD2346.U5 S635 2013 
SMALL BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS, ECONOMICS AND RESEARCH. 
     xii, 181 pages; 23 cm  
     Small business considerations, economics and research. 
 
     ISBN 9781629483467 
      
     1. Small business - United States 2. Small business - United States - Information technology 3. Businesspeople - 
United States - Retirement. I. Bennett, Peter R. II. Myers, Margaret O. III. Title IV. Series 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This book is a compilation of CRS reports on the Small Business Administrations (SBAs) Small Business 
Investment Company (SBIC). The opening report discusses the programs statistics, structure and operations. 
 
 
HD30.27 .M35 1998 
Makridakis, Spyros G. 
     FORECASTING: Methods and Applications / Spyros G. Makridakis 
     xiv, 642 pages: illustrations; 24 cm  
     Wiley series in management. 
 
     ISBN 0471532339 
     ISBN 9780471532330 
      
     1. Forecasting - Statistical methods. I. Wheelwright, Steven C. - 1943- II. Hyndman, Rob J. 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Emphasis placed on the practical uses of forecasting.· All data sets used in this text will be available on the 
Internet.· Coverage now includes the latest techniques used by managers in business today. 
 
 
HD30.28 .B347 2010 
Bamford, Charles E. 
     Strategic Management: Value Creation, Sustainability, and Performance / Charles E. Bamford 
     xx, 409 pages:  illustrations (some colour); 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780324364620 
     ISBN 0324364628 
      
     1. Strategic planning. I. West, G. Page II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This groundbreaking text emphasizes growth-oriented businesses and highly competitive environments, applying 
traditional principles and frameworks to the dynamic business climate today's students will experience as working 
professionals. 
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HD30.28 .B368338 2015 
Barney, Jay B. 
     Strategic Management and Competitive Advantage: Concepts and Cases / Jay B. Barney 
     xxi, 373 pages:  color illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781292060088 
      
     1. Strategic planning 2. Business planning 3. Industrial management 4. Competition. I. Hesterly, William S.  
II. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Present Specific Issues in a Flexible Format: Each chapter has four short sections that present specific issues in 
more depth, allowing the professor and the student to adapt the text to their particular needs. 
 
 
HD30.28 .C3772 2009 
Carpenter, Mason Andrew, 1961- 
     Strategic Management: A Dynamic Perspective / Mason Andrew Carpenter, 1961- 
     xxii, 861 p. : col. ill. ; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780132341387 
     ISBN 0132341387 
      
     1. Industrial management 2. Strategic planning. I. Sanders, William Gerard - 1957- II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This is the book that enables students to transfer conceptual classroom learning to strategic application in their 
professional lives. 
 
  
HD30.28 .H693 2005 
Stettinius, Wallace 
     How to Plan and Execute Strategy : 24 Steps to Implement Any Corporate Strategy Successfully / Wallace 
Stettinius 
     ix, 48 pages ; 23 cm  
     McGraw-Hill professional education. 
     The employee handbook for enhancing corporate performance. 
 
     ISBN 007145604X 
     ISBN 9780071456043 
      
     1. Business planning 2. Strategic planning. I. Wood, D. Robley II. Doyle, Jacqueline L. III. Colley, John 
L.,Junior IV. Title V. Series 
 
P4, P2, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
How to Plan and Execute Strategy walks professionals through 24 essential steps for creating and executing sound, 
profit-driven corporate strategy, understanding strategic options, implementing plans and measuring performance. 
 
 
HD30.28 .R6646 2015 
Rothaermel, Frank T. 
     STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT / Frank T. Rothaermel 
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     xxxiv, 468 pages:  color illustrations; 25 cm. 
     Revised edition of the work, Strategic management: concepts. 
 
     ISBN 9780077645069 
      
     1. Strategic planning. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Designed to meet the needs of busy MBA students and practising managers alike, Strategic Management will guide 
the reader through the most important work by academics and consultants in the field of strategy. 
  
 
HD30.3 .C655 2002 
Conrad, Charles 
     STRATEGIC ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION: In a Global Economy / Charles Conrad 
     xiv, 458 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780155063488 
     ISBN 0155063480 
      
     1. Communication in organizations 2. Communication in management 3. Communication - Social aspects. I. 
Poole, Marshall Scott - 1951- II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Readable and direct, this communication text integrates organization psychology, organizational sociology, and 
organizational communication to provide you with a comprehensive overview. 
 
 
HD31 .A38 2013 
ADVANCES IN BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT. 
     xi, 219 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
     includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9781624179815 
     ISBN 1624179819 (pbk.) 
      
     1. Management 2. Business. I. Nelson, William D. II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Business administration is management of a business. It includes all aspects of overseeing and supervising business 
operations and related fields which include accounting, finance and marketing, banking, etc. 
 
 
HD31 .M87 1994 
Murphy, Kevin J., 1950- 
     Back-to-basics management: business philosophies that build a proud and successful company / Kevin J. 
Murphy, 1950- 
     Kuala Lumpur, 1994. 
     unpaged; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9837200960 
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     1. Business enterprises - Management 2. Management. I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Business Philosophies That Build a Proud and Successful Company Kevin J. Murphy, Effective Listening Institute. 
EFFECTIVE LISTENING® INSTITUTE BACK-TO-BASICS MANAGEMENT man-age-ment: to direct a 
business with judicious use … 
 
 
HD38.5 .B676 2015 
BORN TO SERVE, BUILT TO LAST: THE PERNAMA STORY: SECRET OF MALAYSIA'S HOME-GROWN 
RETAIL CHAIN. 
     xi, 134 pages:  some colour illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789671314210 
     ISBN 9789671314227 
      
     1. Business logistics - Management 2. Armed Forces - Procurement 3. Perwira niaga Malaysia - History 4. 
Retail trade – Malaysia 
 
P1, P2, P3, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
PERNAMA has achieved much since it took over the armed-forces-based retail outlets from NAAFI, the well-
established and hugely loved British establishment, in 1983. This book chronicles PERNAMA's journey and 
transformation over the years. 
 
  
HD4904.7 .L46 2015 
Lenny Luat 
     PENGURUSAN INSAN BERTERASKAN ISLAM / Lenny Luat 
     xxi, 122 pages. 
 
     ISBN 9789834901295 
      
      1. Personnel management 2. Human capital - Management. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Buku PENGURUSAN INSAN BERTERASKAN ISLAM memfokuskan mengenai perbincangan tentang asas 
pembangunan insan dalam kalangan muslim. Antara perkara yang dikupas termasuk keperluan pembangunan insan 
yang seimbang dari segi jasmani dan rohani, kaedah pembangunan insan yang terancang dan menyeluruh, 
terutamanya dari aspek falsafah dan nilai islam serta kaedah pelaksanaannya. 
 
 
HD4909 .W2625 2013 
WAGES AND EMPLOYMENT : ECONOMICS, STRUCTURE AND GENDER DIFFERENCES. 
     ix, 319 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm  
     Business issues, competition and entrepreneurship Business economics in a rapidly-changing world. 
     Includes bibliographical references and index. 
 
     ISBN 9781626184220 
      
     1. Wage differentials 2. Wages 3. Sex discrimination in employment 4. Equal pay for equal work.  
I. Mukherjee, Arijit II. Title III. Series 
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P2 
 
Abstract 
There are three parts in this book. Part A contains five chapters addressing the issue of gender wage gap. 
 
 
HD57.7 .Y85 2013 
Yukl, Gary , 1940- 
     LEADERSHIP IN ORGANIZATION: GLOBAL EDITION / Gary Yukl, 1940- 
     xvi, 511 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780132771863 
      
     1. Leadership 2. Decision making 3. Organization. I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This book explains and critiques the major theories and studies that are most relevant and informative and reviews 
what we know about leadership effectiveness. 
 
 
HD58.7 .M74 2013 
McShane, Steven Lattimore 
     ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR: EMERGING KNOWLEDGE, GLOBAL INSIGHTS / Steven Lattimore 
McShane 
     xxviii, 580 pages:  some colour illustrations; 28 cm. 
     Includes index. 
     Previous ed. published as: Organisational behaviour on the Pacific rim. 2010. 
 
     ISBN 9780071016261 
      
     1. Organizational Behavior. I. Olekalns, Mara II. Travaglione, Tony III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The fourth edition of Organisational Behaviour: Emerging Knowledge, Global Insights continues to be both 
relevant and engaging while providing clear explanations of emerging OB theories and concepts. A range of 
practical examples prepare students for the changing global business environment. Individual, Team and 
Organisational processes taking into account self-concept, social networking and the need for creativity in 
organisations, as well as considering the business-wide issues including sustainability and business ethics, are 
covered in depth.  
 
  
HD58.8 .B45 2004 
Belgard, William 
     Shaping the Future: A Dynamic Process for Creating and Achieving Your Company's Strategic Vision / William 
Belgard 
     xiv, 224 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9780814407776 
      
     1. Organizational change 2. Strategic planning. I. Steven R. Rayner II. Title 
 
P1 
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HD58.8 .R67 2011 
Roslina Abdul Rahim 
     Management Accounting Reorientation and Corporate Turnaround Strategies of Malaysian Companies: A 
Triangulation Approach / Roslina Abdul Rahim 
     iv, 129 pages (various pages) : illustrations; 30 cm + 1 computer optical disc (4 3/4 in.). 
      
     1. Corporate reorganizations 2. Corporate turnarounds - Management. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
HD596 .H35 1999 
Halina Mhd. Nordin 
     PEMBANGUNAN TERKINI SEKTOR HARTANAH DAN KESAN TERHADAP PELABURAN 
HARTANAH: KES KAJIAN: KELANA JAYA / Halina Mhd. Nordin 
     115 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Real estate investment 2. Real property - Valuation 3. Real estate investment - Rate of return. I. Kajian 
Senibina, Perancangan dan Ukur. II. Faculty of Architecture, Planning and Surveying. 
 
P1 
  
  
HD598 .W95 1997 
Wan Zil Amran Wan Mahmud 
     KAJIAN KEMUNGKINAN PROJEK PEMBANGUNAN HARTANAH BERSEPADU DI KOTA BHARU, 
KELANTAN / Wan Zil Amran Wan Mahmud 
     xviii, 122 pages (various paging) : illustrations; 30 cm. 
           
1. Real estate development 2. Real estate development - Finance 3. Real estate development - Social aspects. 
I. Kajian Senibina, Perancangan dan Ukur 
 
P1 
 
 
HD61 .N67 2015 
Noraliza Basrah 
     CORPORATE REAL ESTATE ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK OF BUSINESS 
ORGANISATIONS / Noraliza Basrah 
     xviii, 323 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
           
1. Risk management. I. Faculty of Architecture, Planning and Surveying. II. Fakulti Senibina, Perancangan 
dan Ukur. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The research objectives are to identify the encompassing elements of risk management and ERM in theory and 
practice, to develop and test the CREERM conceptual framework and finally, to refine and validate the proposed 
CREERM framework. The research strategy begins with the review and observations of the established risk 
management frameworks in theory and published research as well as the ones in business practice. This involves the 
quantitative and qualitative content analysis of the academic literature and the Malaysian Top 100 company (by 
market tVi capitalisation as at 28 June 2010) annual reports through a scoping study to determine the organisations’ 
risk management capabilities. 
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HD62.4 .H55 2015 
Hill, Charles W. L. 
     International business : COMPETING IN THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE / Charles W. L. Hill 
     xxxiv, 654 pages:  color illustrations, color maps; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780078112775 
      
     1. International business enterprises - Management 2. Competition, International. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
This program features an integrated progression of topics and utilizes results-driven technology. Focused on 
practical applications of concepts, the content contains a timely, comprehensive coverage of theory. 
 
  
HD62.47 L48 1990 
Jordon D. Lewis 
     PARTNERSHIPS FOR PROFIT : Structuring And Managing Strategic Alliances / Jordon D. Lewis 
     xiv, 327 p. ; 24 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9780029190500 
      
     1. Cooperation 2. Joint ventures 3. Strategic planning. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Faced with new levels of savage competition, tens of thousands of companies, including fierce competitors, are 
sharing their resources and expertise to develop new products, achieve larger scale economies, and gain access to 
new technology and new markets. These strategic alliances are justifiably hailed by many as the competitive 
weapon of the 1990s. 
 
 
HD62.5 .T55 2016 
Spinelli, Stephen , Jr. 
     New Venture Creation: ENTREPRENEURSHIP FOR THE 21st CENTURY / Stephen Spinelli Jr. 
     xx, 484 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780077862480 
      
     1. New business enterprises - Handbooks, manuals, etc 2. Entrepreneurship - Handbooks, manuals, etc. I. 
Adams, Robert J. II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
New Venture Creation: Entrepreneurship for the 21st Century is about the process of getting a new venture started, 
growing the venture, successfully harvesting it, and starting again. The book presents the substantial body of 
knowledge about the entrepreneurial process in a pragmatic way – through text, case studies, and hands-on 
exercises – to help readers compress their learning curves, reduce their ultimate risk and pain, and allow them to 
gain more from their subsequent entrepreneurial experiences. 
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HD62.7 .S894 2013 
Suarez, Connie Atristain 
     ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE AND COMPETITIVENESS: ANALYSIS OF SMALL FIRMS / 
Connie Atristain Suarez 
     xvi, 211 pages ; 27 cm  
 
     ISBN 9781626180031 
      
      1. Small business - Mexico - Management 2. Competition - Mexico. I. Title II. Series 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This text, with the incorporation of the theoretical review of the concepts involved, and the empirical study, which 
shows the relationship between organizational performance and competitiveness from the perspective of resource-
based theory, provides greater understanding of this theoretical connection through non-experimental research; of 
trans-sectional type; and with a correlational/causal approach. 
 
  
HD6277 .L37 2015 
LAPORAN KAJIAN PENGESANAN GRADUAN 2014. 
     xxvi, 417 pages:  color illustrations, chart illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789670888026 
      
     1. Graduate students – Malaysia I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Pada tahun 2014, sebanyak 355 IPT telah menyertai Kajian Pengesanan Graduan KPT dengan bilangan graduan 
yang dikeluarkan adalah seramai 254,161 orang. Universiti awam mengeluarkan seramai 125,850 graduan, diikuti 
IPTS seramai 96,451 graduan, politeknik (26,460 graduan), kolej komuniti (3,282 graduan) dan IPT lain seramai 
2,118 graduan. 
 
 
HD6820.6 .K13D4 2017 
Ministry of Human Resources, Institute of Labor Market Information and Analysis 
     A STUDY OF TRADE UNIONS EFFECTIVENESS IN MALAYSIA / Ministry of Human Resources, Institute 
of Labor Market Information and Analysis 
     x, 105 pages:  colour illustrations; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789671160275. 
      
1. Labor unions - Malaysia. I. Dzulzalani Eden II. Institute of Labour Market Information and Analysis. III. 
Title 
 
P1, P2, P3 
 
Abstract 
This study aimed to assess the role of trade unions in the Malaysian industrial relations system. This study has 
identified many important results from the analysis carried out in the aspects of trade unions effectiveness and the 
perception of the trade union members on the implementation of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA). 
In addition, the study has also performed benchmarking exercise to determine the current state of trade unionism in 
Malaysia in comparison with ten other countries in the Asia Pacific, Europe and America regions. 
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HD6820.6 .K35 2017   
KAJIAN KEBERKESANAN KESATUAN SEKERJA DI MALAYSIA. 
     xi, 110 pages:  some color illustrations, some color maps, some color charts ; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789671511923 
      
     1. Labor movement - Malaysia 2. Trade-unions - Malaysia. I. Dzulzalani Eden II. Awg Ideris Awg Daud  
III. Mohamad Suhaidi Salleh IV. Judhiana Abd Ghani V. Institut Maklumat dan Analisis Pasaran Buruh. VI. Title 
 
P1, P2, P3 
 
Abstract 
Kajian ini telah mengenalpasti aspek keberkesanan kesatuan sekerja, dan persepsi anggota kesatuan pekerja 
mengenai pelaksanaan Perjanjian Perkongsian Trans-Pasifik (TPPA). Di samping itu, kajian itu juga telah 
membincangkan penanda aras untuk menentukan keadaan semasa kesatuan perdagangan di Malaysia berbanding 
dengan sepuluh negara lain di rantau Asia Pasifik, Eropah dan Amerika Syarikat. 
 
 
HD6971.3 .E45 2002 
EMERGING PERSPECTIVES ON MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE. 
     x, 284 pages:  no illustration; 24 cm  
     Research In Social Issues In Management volume 2. 
 
     ISBN 1931576378 
     ISBN 193157636X 
      
     1. Organizational justice. I. Steiner, Dirk II. Skarlicki, Daniel III. Gilliland, Stephen  
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This book is divided into three parts: integrating the non-work context into theories of organizational justice; non-
work reactions to injustice; and commentary. 
 
 
HD7091 .U54 2013 
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION : CONTEMPORARY ISSUES. 
     xiv, 159 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9781629483481 
     ISBN 1629483486 
      
      1. Unemployment insurance - law and legislation. I. Wynn, Marcos N. II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
The most recent recession led to an unprecedented increase in the number of those unemployed for more than 26 
weeks (the long-term … 
 
  
HD9000.5 .E44 2017 
THE EMERGENCE OF GLOBAL HALAL BUSINESS. 
     xiv, 238 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673635023 
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     1. Halal food industry 2. Food - Religious aspects - Islam. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The emergence of global halal business offers a new dimension to the halal industry as the chapters cover various 
aspects from marketing, food tourism, … 
 
 
HD9256 .B85 1987 
BUKU MAKLUMAT PERANGKAAN KELAPA SAWIT, KOKO, KELAPA DAN TEH MALAYSIA: 
HANDBOOK OF OIL PALM, COCOA, COCONUT AND TEA STATISTICS MALAYSIA. 
     229 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Oil palm - Malaysia 2. Tea - Malaysia 3. Cocoa - Malaysia 4. Coconut palm 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Buku maklumat perangkaan kelapa sawit, koko, kelapa dan teh Malaysia: Oil palm, coconut and tea statistics 
handbook, Malaysia. Front Cover. Jabatan … 
  
 
HD9506 .A97 1977 
Australian Mineral Industry : 1975 review 
     Canberra City, 1977 
     viii, 421 pages ; 24 cm. 
     At head of title: 1948, Commonwealth of Australia, Dept. of Supply and Development, Bureau of Mineral 
Resources, Geology and Geophysics; 1949-65, Dept. of National Development, Bureau of Mineral Resources, 
Geology and Geophysics; 1966-75, Bureau of. 
 
     ISBN 00847488 
      
     1. Mines and mineral resources - Australia - Periodicals 2. Mineral industries - Australia - Periodicals. I. 
Australia. Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
General Review Preface J. WARD The Australian Mineral Industry 1975 Review follows the pattern of its 
predecessors in recent years and covers as far as practicable developments, both domestic and international, in 1975 
and, to some …  
 
  
HD9539.T6 S53 1982 
Shafie Mehad 
     FORECASTING AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICES AND EXPORTS OF TIN USING THE BOX-JENKINS 
AND THE CLASSICAL DECOMPOSITION METHODS. A CASE STUDY OF THE MALAYSIAN TIN 
INDUSTRY / Shafie Mehad 
     viii, 117 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Tin industry 2. Malaysia 3. Tin 4. Tin mines and mining. I. Department of Applied Economic Sciences. II. 
Catholic University of Leuven. 
 
P1 
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HD9715.M32 L46 2015 
Lembaga Pembangunan Industri Pembinaan Malaysia 
     INDUSTRI PEMBINAAN PELAN INDUK MALAYSIA 2006-2015: Malaysia 2006-2015 / Lembaga 
Pembangunan Industri Pembinaan Malaysia 
     xxiv, 333 pages:  colour illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789832724735 
      
     1. Construction industry - Malaysia 2. Construction industry - Malaysia - 2006-2015. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
 
HE735 .M37 2008 
MARITIME SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. 
     vi, 132 pages:  some colour illustrations, maps ; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Science monograph series 4. 
 
     ISBN 9789675148101 
     ISBN 9675148101 
      
     1. Merchant marine - Southeast Asia 2. Shipping - Southeast Asia. I. Hanizah Idris II. Tan, Wan Hin  
III. Mohammad Raduan Mohd Ariff IV. Universiti Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences V. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Hanizah Hj. Idris,  Wan Hin Tan,  Mohammad Raduan Mohd. Ariff - 2008 -  This book brings together the past and 
the future of maritime social and economic development in the region. 
 
 
  
HE8689.9.M4 A98 2014 
Azura Zainal , 1981- 
     Azura Zainal's Guide to Radio & TV Hosting / Azura Zainal, 1981- 
     131 pages:  color illustrations; 23 cm MPH MASTERCLASS SERIES. 
 
     ISBN 9789674151881 
      
      1. Television personalities. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1 
 
 
HF1359 .H55 2009 
Hill, John S., 1951- 
     International Business: MANAGING GLOBALIZATION / John S. Hill, 1951- 
     xxi, 713 pages:  color illustrations, maps; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781412953641 
     ISBN 1412953642 
      
     1. Globalization - Economic aspects 2. International business enterprises - Management 3. International 
economic integration 4. International business enterprises. I. Title 
 
P4 
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Abstract 
International Business: Managing Globalization is ideal for the introduction to business course or for courses 
focusing on international or global business strategy. 
 
 
HF5385 .H36 1994 
Hamilton, Reg 
     A Practical Guide to the Skills of Mentoring / Reg Hamilton 
     120 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9679784703 
     ISBN 9789679784701 
      
     1. Executives - Training of 2. Mentors in the professions - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 3. Mentors I. Title 
 
P1, P2, P3, P4, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
Mentoring is about one person helping another to achieve something.' This concise book will take you step-by-step 
through the process and show you: how to become an effective mentor; what qualities, methods and processes are 
required; how to prepare yourself and the mentee; and, how to avoid the common pitfalls. 
 
 
HF5415 .K68 2008 
Kotler, Philip 
     Principles of Marketing / Philip Kotler 
     xxxiv, (various paging): illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780136132370 
      
     1. Marketing - Management. I. Armstrong, Gary II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A comprehensive, classic principles text organized around an innovative customer-value framework. Students learn 
how to create customer value, target the correct market, and build customer relationships. 
 
 
HF5415.13 .L5883 2011 
Lovelock, Christopher H. 
     SERVICES MARKETING: PEOPLE, TECHNOLOGY, STRATEGY / Christopher H. Lovelock 
     xxii, 626 pages:  illustrations, map; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0136107214 
     ISBN 9780136107217 
      
      1. Marketing - Management 2. Professions - Marketing 3. Service industries - Marketing 4. Customer services - 
Marketing. I. Wirtz, Jochen II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Services Marketing: People, Technology, Strategy is the eighth edition of the globally leading textbook for Services 
Marketing by Jochen Wirtz and Christopher Lovelock, extensively updated to feature the latest academic research, 
industry trends, and technology, social media and case examples.This textbook takes on a strong managerial approach 
presented through a coherent and progressive pedagogical framework rooted in solid academic research. Featuring cases 
and examples from all over the world, Services Marketing: People, Technology, Strategy is suitable for students who want 
to gain a wider managerial view of Services Marketing. 
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HF5415.5 .B48 1991 
Berry, Leonard L 
     MARKETING SERVICES: Competing Through Quality / Leonard L Berry 
     xi, 212 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780743267410 
      
      1. Service industries 2. Service industries - Marketing. I. Parasuraman A II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Excellent service is the foundation for services marketing, contend Leonard Berry and A. Parasuraman in this 
companion volume to Delivering Quality Service. Building on eight years of research, the authors develop a model 
for understanding the relationship between quality and marketing in services and offer dozens of practical insights 
into ways to improve services marketing. They argue that superior service cannot be manufactured in a factory, 
packaged, and delivered intact to customers. Though an innovative service concept may give a company an initial 
edge, superior quality is vital to sustaining success. 
 
 
HF5415.55 .B36 2008 
Baran, Roger Joseph, 1945- 
     PRINCPLES OF Customer Relationship Management / Roger Joseph Baran, 1945- 
     xvi, 511 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0324322380 
     ISBN 9780324322385 
      
     1. Relationship marketing - Textbooks 2. Customer relations - Management - Textbooks. I. Galka, Roger J. II. 
Strunk, Daniel P. III. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This book acquaints students with the various approaches and applications but does not dwell on the underlying 
statistics. A second approach focuses on the strategic side of customer relationship management. 
 
 
HF5429 .T46 2006 
Thomassen, Lars 
     RETAILIZATION: BRAND SURVIVAL IN THE AGE OF RETAILER POWER / Thomassen Lars 
     xviii, 221 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780749453367 
      
     1. Retail trade 2. Brand name products. I. Lincoln, Keith II. Aconis, Anthony III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The central thesis of this book is that corporations must undertake nothing less than a radical reinvention of how 
they reach their customers to sell their products. 
 
 
HF5547.5 .W33 1984 
Wagoner, Kathleen P 
     OFFICE AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY AND CONCEPTS / Kathleen P Wagoner 
     xii, 337 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
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     ISBN 0471887765 
      
     1. Office equipment and supplies 2. Office practice - Automation. I. Ruprecht, Mary M II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
In this book we will take the approach that "Office Automation" is much more than just better tools, but falls 
significantly short of replacing every person in an office. 
 
 
147. HF5548.8 .B76 1975 
Brown 
     THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF INDUSTRY : HUMAN RELATIONS IN THE FACTORY / Brown 
     Harmondsworth, Middlesex , 1954. 
     309 pages; 18 cm Pelican books, A296. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 014020296X 
      
     1. Psychology, Industrial - Social psychology 2. Organizational behavior - Industrial organization 3. Work - 
Psychological aspects - Psychology, Applied. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1 
 
 
HF5549.2.I745 B47 2013 
Naidu, Suwastika 
     BEST HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND FIRM PERFORMANCE IN THE PACIFIC 
ISLAND COUNTRIES / Suwastika Naidu 
     xiii, 294 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm  
     Business economics in a rapidly-changing world. 
      
     ISBN 9781628084887 
     ISBN 162808488X (hardcover) 
      
     1. Personnel management - Islands of the Pacific 2. Human resources - Islands of the Pacific. I. Chand, Anand  
II. Title III. Series 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
The findings of this book showed that the Contingency Perspective, Configurational Perspective and Contextual 
Paradigm all apply to the luxury hotels and upmarket hotels in Fiji, Samoa and Tonga. 
  
  
HF5549.5.J613 R63 1999 
Rodziah Ibrahim 
     A STUDY ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE JOB DESCRIPTIONS IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE 
PRODUCTIVITY OF THE COOKS IN THE HOTEL INDUSTRY / Rodziah Ibrahim 
     vi, 164 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Personnel management 2. Hospitality industry - Personnel management 3. Hotels - Personnel management. 
I. Faculty of Hotel & Tourism Management. II. Fakulti Pengurusan Hotel dan Pelancongan 
 
P1 
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HF5549.5.M5 W69 2013 
WORKFORCE DIVERSITY IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR. 
     148 pages:  illustration ; 23 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9781628084429 
     ISBN 1628084421 
      
     1. Diversity in the workplace - United States 2. Financial services industry - United States. I. Cruz, Emily  
II. Houghton, Derek III. Title 
 
P2 
 
 
HF5616.M38 .L37 2016 
LAPORAN TAHUNAN TINTA IPN 2016. 
     84 pages:  some color illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9772180103000 
 
I. Title 
 
P1  
  
 
HF5621 .I53 1974 
Institute of Cost and Management Accountants 
     TERMINOLOGY OF MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANCY / Institute of Cost and 
Management Accountants 
     x, 95 pages:  illustrations; 21 cm. 
      
     ISBN 0901308307 
      
     1. Managerial accounting - Terminology 2. Accounting - Terminology. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The terminology used in management and financial accounting. 
 
 
HF5635 .F533 1973 
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING THEORY 1: Issues and Controversies. 
     623 pages:  illustrations; 23cm  
     McGraw-Hill accounting series. 
 
     ISBN 0070727791 
      
     1. Accounting. I. Zeff, Stephen A II. Keller, Thomas F. III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This book provides institutional and historical perspective to contemporary financial accounting controversies, as 
well as supplies a lively dialogue on… 
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HF5686.C155 K68 1973 
Kotas, Richard 
     AN APPROACH TO Food Costing / Richard Kotas 
     97 pages:  illustrations, forms; 19 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0214668630 
      
     1. Caterers and catering - Accounting 2. Cost accounting. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
HF5718 .B425 1999 
Beck, Charles E, Associate Professor 
     MANAGERIAL COMMUNICATION : Bridging Theory and Practice / Associate Professor Charles E Beck 
     xi, 500 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9780138498863 
 
     I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Innovative in perspective, this book emphasizes the extremely close connection between communication and the 
traditional functions of management. It explores both the objective elements of communication (sender, message, 
channel and receiver) and the subjective elements (assumptions, purpose — intention/audience, and interpretation. 
It recognizes — and emphasizes — that human communication is complex and that communication is not the 
message sent, but the message received. Describes how communication works. Discusses the basic communication 
skills in listening, public speaking, writing, and networking. Explores communication in relation to management 
and leadership -- and the communication climate. Addresses specific types of communication that managers need in 
motivating people, helping teams function, conducting meetings, and managing conflict. 
 
  
HF5718 .C624 2007 
Communicating globally: intercultural communication and international business. 
     xvi, 319 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781412913171 
     ISBN 1412913179 
      
     1. Business communication - Cross-cultural studies 2. Cross-cultural orientation 3. Intercultural communication 
4. International business enterprises. I. Schmidt, Wallace V. - 1946- II. Conaway, Roger N. III. Easton, Susan S. IV. 
Wardrope, William J. V. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Communicating Globally: Intercultural Communication and International Business uniquely integrates the theory 
and skills of intercultural communication with the practices of multinational organizations and international 
business. Authors Wallace V. Schmidt, Roger N. Conaway, Susan S. Easton, and William J. Wardrope provide 
students with a cultural general awareness of diverse world views, valuable insights on understanding and 
overcoming cultural differences, and a clear path to international business success. 
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HF5718 .J64 1984 
Johansen, Robert 
     TELECONFERENCING AND BEYOND: COMMUNICATIONS IN THE OFFICE OF THE FUTURE / Robert 
Johansen 
     xix, 183 pages; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0076068730 
      
     1. Teleconferencing.  I. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
HF5718 .L64 2014    
Locker, Kitty O. 
     Business Communication: BUILDING CRITICAL SKILLS / Kitty O. Locker 
     xxxvii, 549 pages:  colour, illustrations; 28cm. 
     ISBN 9781259060670 
      
     1. Business communication. I. Kyo Kaczmarek, Stephen II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Business Communication: Building Critical Skills provides a unique approach to a hands-on course, devised and 
created in its previous editions by Kitty Locker, with the assistance of a community college colleague, Stephen 
Kaczmarek. The innovative module structure allows instructors to focus on specific skills and provides greater 
flexibility for short courses and different teaching approaches. While grounded in solid business communication 
fundamentals, this text takes a strong workplace activity orientation which helps students build the writing, 
speaking, and listening skills that are crucial for success in the 21st-century workplace. 
 
 
HF5718.3 .G84 2010 
Guffey, Mary Ellen 
     ESSENTIALS of Business Communication / Mary Ellen Guffey 
     xix, 556 pages:  color illustrations; 28 cm + 2 CD-ROMs (4 3/4 in.). 
 
     ISBN 9789814319171 
      
     1. English language - Business English 2. Business communication 3. Business writing. I. Du-Babcock Bertha  
II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATION, 9TH EDITION presents a streamlined approach to business 
communication that includes unparalleled resources and author support. ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS 
COMMUNICATION provides a four-in-one learning package: authoritative text, practical workbook, self-teaching 
grammar/mechanics handbook, and premium Web site. Especially effective for those with outdated or inadequate 
language skills, the Ninth Edition offers extraordinary print and digital exercises to help students build confidence 
as they review grammar, punctuation, and writing guidelines. Textbook chapters teach basic writing skills and then 
apply these skills to a variety of e-mails, memos, letters, reports, and resumes. Realistic model documents and 
structured writing assignments help build lasting workplace skills. 
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HF5821 .W56 1999 
Wilmshurst, John 
     The Fundamentals of Advertising / John Wilmshurst 
     Boston , 1999. 
     xi, 384 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0750615621 
     ISBN 9780750615624 
      
     1. Advertising. I. Mackay, Adrian II. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
The new edition has been fully revised and updated and provides a comprehensive coverage of the whole business 
of advertising and its associated promotional areas, including public relations, sales promotion and sponsorship. 
 
 
HG136 .S29 2001 
Siti Ayu Jalil 
     An analysis of a monetary approach to the balance of payments and exchange rates: the case of Malaysia 1986-
1997 / Siti Ayu Jalil 
     v, 57 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Balance of payments 2. Balance of payments - Mathematical models 3. Foreign exchange rates.  
I. Universiti Malaya. II. Faculty of Business and Accountancy. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This volume brings together several of the most important research papers on the monetary approach to the balance 
of payments prepared by IMF staff members. 
 
  
HG1710 .S87 2003  
Suriayani Wahab 
     A STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ONLINE PAYMENT USING CREDIT CARD AMONG 
PROFESSIONALS IN KLANG VALLEY / Suriayani Wahab 
     xiv, 156 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. PayPal (Firm) 2. Electronic funds transfers. I. Faculty of Information Technology and Quantitative 
Sciences. II. Fakulti Teknologi Maklumat dan Sains Kuantitatif 
 
P1 
 
 
HG3290.6.A8 G7385 1996 
Tood, Helen, 1943- 
     Women at the Center: Grameen Bank borrowers After One Decade / Helen Tood 1943- 
     xviii, 251 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0813390001 
      
     1. Bank loans - Bangladesh 2. Rural women - Bangladesh 3. Poor women - Bangladesh. I. Title 
 
P1 
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Abstract 
Examines the long-term effects of two decades of loans to poor women in Bangladesh through portraits of the lives 
of women in two villages who have benefitted from the loans. Details the day-to-day processes of how they 
generate income from the loans, what they do with their income, and how much control they retain over it, 
demonstrating that credit alone can fundamentally change poor women's lives. Includes a glossary and b&w photos. 
Annotation c. by Book News, Inc., Portland, Or. 
 
 
  
HG3745 .H35 1993 
Hairuddin Megat Latif 
     STRICT COMPLIANCE UNDER THE OPERATION OF DOCUMENTARY CREDITS / Hairuddin Megat 
Latif 
     x, 118 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Negotiable instruments 2. Malaysia 3. Letters of credit. I. Faculty of Law and Social Sciences.  
II. University of Nottingham. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
HG3881 .D473 2007 
Desai, Mihiri A. 
     INTERNATIONAL FINANCE: A Casebook / Mihiri A. Desai 
     xvii, 494 pages:  illustration ; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471737681 
      
     1. International finance - Case studies. I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
These case studies offer a unique perspective on making financial decisions in a globalizing world. The cases build 
the basics of understanding international financial markets - including the economics of exchange rates and 
international asset allocation - and then consider how firm financing and investment decisions must adapt to 
international circumstances. The cases provide the opportunity to consider the most critical firm financial decisions 
- from foreign exchange hedging strategies, the financing of multinational firm subsidiaries, cross-border valuation, 
to how to measure and manage the risks of operating in emerging markets.  
 
  
HG3973.6 .M34 2000 
Mahathir bin Mohamad, Tun , 1925- 
     The MALAYSIAN CURRENCY CRISIS: HOW AND WHY IT HAPPENED / Tun Mahathir bin Mohamad, 
1925- 
     61 pages; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789679787566 
     ISBN 9679787567 
      
     1. Foreign exchange - Malaysia 2. Financial crises - Malaysia 3. Devaluation of currency - Malaysia 4. Malaysia - 
Economic conditions. I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
It is now more than 10 years since the currency crisis struck Malaysia. Much has been written about the crisis and the 
controls imposed by the Malaysian Government to stop the devaluation of the Ringgit. ... Practically no one has 
implicated the currency traders for the devaluation and the crisis. 
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HG4026 .B589 2014 
Block, Stanley B. 
     Foundations of Financial Management / Stanley B. Block 
     xxix, 685 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm  
     The McGraw-Hill/Irwin series in finance, insurance, and real estate. 
 
     ISBN 9781259194078 
      
      1. Corporations - Finance. I. Hirt, Geoffrey A. II. Danielsen, Bartley R. III. Title IV. Series 
 
P2, P4 
 
Abstract 
Foundations of Financial Management has built a loyal following due to its strong real-world emphasis, clear 
writing style, and step-by-step explanations that simplify difficult concepts. The text focuses on the "nuts and bolts" 
of finance with clear and thorough treatment of concepts and applications. In addition to completing the revisions, 
Block, Hirt, and Danielsen also revise all end of chapter problems and complete the solutions themselves. The 
authors know what works and what doesn't work for students, and they have consistently maintained a product that 
is responsive to the demands of the marketplace. 
 
  
HG5750.6 .F37 1997 
Faridah Ali 
     Effective stock market investment in Malaysia / Faridah Ali 
     Kuala Lumpur, 1997. 
     ix, 190 pages: illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9679694380 
      
     1. Investments - Malaysia 2. Securities industry - Malaysia 3. Stock exchanges - Malaysia. I. Title 
 
P2 
 
 
HG6024.3 .J683 2007 
Jorion, Philippe, 1955- 
     VALUE at RISK : THE NEW BENCHMARK FOR MANAGING FINANCIAL RISK / Philippe Jorion, 1955- 
     xvii, 602 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0071464956 
     ISBN 9780071464956 
      
      1. Financial futures 2. Risk management. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Featured updates include: An increased emphasis on operational risk Using VAR for integrated risk management 
and to measure economic capital Applications of VAR to risk budgeting in investment management Discussion of 
new risk-management … 
 
 
HM742.M4 M43 2017 
Muhammad Hakimi Tew Abdullah 
     PENDEMOKRASIAN MAKLUMAT BLOG DI MALAYSIA: LAHIRNYA MASYARAKAT MADANI 
BAHARU / Muhammad Hakimi Tew Abdullah 
     xvi, 132 pages; 23cm. 
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     ISBN 9789673635016 
      
1. Blogs 2. Social media – Malaysia I. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
171. HM851 .S546 2003 
Shields, Rob, 1961- 
     THE VIRTUAL / Rob Shields, 1961- 
     xvi, 246 pages ; 21 cm  
     Key ideas. 
      
     ISBN 9780415281812 
      
      1. Information society 2. Virtual reality - Social aspects. I. Shields, Rob - 1961- II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
In earlier chapters I have argued that virtual reality and even basic office work with the Internet relies on comfort 
with the virtual and through digital technologies creates a digital-virtual space. Much attention has been devoted to 
the small group … 
 
  
HN700.6.Z9 S53 2014 
Shaharudin Maaruf 
     Konsep Wira Dalam Masyarakat Melayu: Membelai Romantisme Dekaden / Shaharudin Maaruf 
     xi, 153 pages; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789670630434 
      
     1. Elite (Social sciences) - Malaysia 2. Heroes - Malaysia 3. Malay literature - History and criticism. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
On history and criticism of Malay heroic, identity and cultural awareness in Malay literature 
 
 
HQ1075 .L58 2008 
Lips, Hilary M. 
     Sex & gender: an introduction / Hilary M. Lips 
     1 volume (various pagings): illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0073405531 
     ISBN 9780073405537 
      
      1. Sex role 2. Sex differences (Psychology). I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
How malleable is gender identity? Should we emphasize gender differences? These are only some of the questions 
Hilary Lips addresses regarding one of the most important dimensions of human life since time immemorial. 
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HQ1075 .R43 2009 
Reconstructing gender: a multicultural anthology  
     xvii, 701 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780073380063 
     ISBN 0073380067 
      
     1. Women - Psychology 2. Sex role 3. Masculinity 4. Femininity 5. Socialization. I. Disch, Estelle II. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Eleven part introductions briefly identify important issues in the general field of study, describe the readings, 
identify the central themes emerging throughout the book, and raise questions for students to consider. 
 
 
HQ1785 .P54 2012 
Piela, Anna. 
     Muslim women online: faith and identity in virtual space / Anna Piela 
     viii, 167 pages; 23 cm Routledge Islamic studies series. 
 
     ISBN 9780415596978 
     ISBN 0415596971 
      
     1. Feminism - Islamic countries 2. Muslim women - Islamic countries - Social conditions 3. Social networks - 
Islamic countries. I. Title II. Series 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
While issues surrounding Muslim women are common in the international media, the voices of Muslim women 
themselves are largely absent from media coverage and despite the rapidly increasing presence of Muslim women in 
online groups and… 
 
 
HQ76 .M74 2017 
Mohd Shahnawi Muhmad Pirus 
     THE INVOLVEMENT OF MALE HOMOSEXUALS WITH MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS REPORTING 
OF HOMOSEXUALITY / Mohd Shahnawi Muhmad Pirus 
     xvii, 337 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Homosexuality 2. Male homosexuality 3. Male homosexuality in literature. I. Faculty of Communication 
and Media Studies. II. Fakulti Sains Pentadbiran dan Pengajian Polisi. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The contributory factors to male homosexuals' (MH) involvement with mainstream newspapers reporting of 
homosexuality was observed on news content representation including the reporting criterion and its consistency to 
be reported to the audiences, triggering the public interest in receiving information and advocating themselves 
towards a guided living culture. This study was guided with two theories; (i) Uses and Gratifications Theory, and 
(ii) Social Judgment Theory following a series of content analysis on newspapers reporting of homosexuality that 
was conducted to understand how it was presented. 
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HQ763.6.M4 R57 2012 
Razak School of Goverment 
     Risk and Challenges of Changing Mind-set: WITH YABHG. TUN DR SITI HASMAH MOHD ALI. 
     32 pages:  colour photographs; 23 cm  
     LEADERSHIP FORUM SERIES. 
      
     1. Razak School of Government 2. Family planning - Malaysia 3. Birth control - Malaysia. I. Razak School of 
Government. II. Title III. Series 
 
P1, P2, P3 
  
 
HV3006.A4 B37 2011 
Bartók, Mira 
     The Memory Palace / Mira Bartók 
     305 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
     pt. 1. The order of things -- pt 2. The new world -- pt 3. Palimpsest. 
 
     ISBN 9781439183328 
      
     1. Mentally ill parents - United States 2. Children of the mentally ill 3. Herr, Norma Kurap, 1926 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A gorgeous memoir about the 17 year estrangement of the author and her homeless schizophrenic mother, and their 
reunion 
 
 
HV40 .F232 2014 
Farley, O. William 
     PENGANTAR KERJA SOSIAL / O. William Farley 
     Sintok, Kedah, 2014. 
     xii, 559 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9674300418 
     ISBN 9789674300418 
      
1. Social Service - United States 2. Social Services - United States 3. Social Case Work - United States. I. 
Smith, Lorenzo II. Boyle, Scott W. III. Rusimah Sayuti, penterjemah IV. Ahmad Syukri Abdul Hamid, penterjemah 
V. Jusmawati Fauzaman, penterjemah VI. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Teks klasik ini menggabungkan perspektif kerja sosial dari sudut sejarah dan kontemporari agar para pembaca dapat 
melihat pembangunan kerja sosial mengikut konteks sejarah sambil menggunakan pembinaan teori terkini. 
 
 
HV6691 .Z56 2012 
Zimbelman, Mark F. 
     Forensic accounting / Mark F. Zimbelman 
     xx, 667 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780538470865 
     ISBN 0538470860 
      
1. Fraud - Prevention 2. Forensic accounting 3. Fraud investigation. I. Albrecht, Chad O. 
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P4 
 
Abstract 
Each book covers all the necessary information a beginner needs to know about a particular topic, providing an 
index for easy reference and using the series' signature set of symbols to clue the reader in to key topics, categorized 
under … 
 
5.6 J  POLITICAL SCIENCE 
 
181. 
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JA71 .N67 2016 
 
Norazian Mohamad Yusuwan 
 
     A PROCEDURAL FRAMEWORK FOR EXTENSION OF TIME (EOT) CLAIM SETTLEMENT IN THE 
MALAYSIAN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY Norazian Mohamad Yusuwan 
 
     xvii, 429 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
1. Political science 2. Construction industry 3. Contracts. I. Faculty of Architecture, Planning and Surveying. 
II. Fakulti Senibina, Perancangan dan Ukur. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
JF1351 .T35 2013 
Taking sides : clashing views in public administration and policy. 
     xxxiv, 439 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780078050404 
     ISBN 0078050405 
      
      1. Public administration 2. Public policy. I. Miller, William J. - 1984- II. Walling, Jeremy D. - 1974- III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Taking Sides volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student 
interest and develop critical thinking skills. 
 
 
JF1525.T67 J36 1999 
Jamil Hamali 
     QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN A PUBLIC SECTOR 
ORGANISATION / Jamil Hamali 
     346 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Management 2. Political science 3. Public administration 4. Total quality management - Evaluation. I. 
Department of Aeronautical, Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering. II. University Of Salford. III. Title 
 
P1 
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JK765 .V32 1993 
Van Wart, Montgomery, 1951- 
     Handbook of training and development for the public sector : a comprehensive resource / Montgomery Van Wart, 
1951- 
     xvi, 334 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. The Jossey-Bass public administration series. 
 
     ISBN 1555425305. 
      
     1. Civil Service - United States - Personnel Management 2. Employees - United States - Training Of. I. Cayer, 
N. Joseph II. Cook, Steve III. Title IV. Series 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Packed with real-world examples drawn from all levels of government, the Handbook of Training and Development 
for the Public Sector provides a complete and up-to-date guide to human resource development for both new and 
veteran public HRD... 
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5.7 K  LAW 
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K1530 .W927 1983 
World Intellectual Property Organization WIPO 
     LICENSING GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: A GUIDE ON THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE 
NEGOTIATION AND PREPARATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY LICENSES AND TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS APPROPRIATE TO THE NEEDS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES / World 
Intellectual Property Organization WIPO 
     184 pages; 30 cm. 
 
I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Facilitating the access by developing countries under fair and reasonable ... This Guide is the result of ll"ork 
undertaken by the International Bureau of the World. 
 
  
KD1289 .P33 2015 
Padfield, Timothy 
     Copyright for archivists and records managers / Timothy Padfield 
     London , 2015. 
     xvii, 360 pages; 24 cm. 
     Previous edition: 2010. 
 
     ISBN 9781856049290 
      
      1. Copyright - Great Britain 2. Archives - Great Britain - Law and legislation. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
As an archivist or records manager it is essential to keep up to date with the complexities of copyright legislation 
and copyright for Archivists and Records Managers will prove an invaluable tool in enabling you to do so. 
 
 
KD1320 .W53 2000 
Wienand, Peter, 1963- 
     A guide to copyright for museums and galleries / Peter Wienand, 1963- 
     viii, 154 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0415217210 
     ISBN 9780415217217 
      
      1. Copyright - Great Britain - Art 2. Museums - Great Britain - Law and legislation. I. Booy, Anna. II. Fry, 
Robin,1955- III. Title 
P1 
 
Abstract 
"This is a reference tool for everyone in museums and galleries who has to deal with questions of copyright. It 
shows that, when properly handled, copyright is more than an administrative burden - it can provide opportunities 
for institutions to achieve their core objectives." "A wealth of practical advice and information is offered, including 
a series of photocopiable sample legal agreements which cover matters such as filming, publishing, licensing rights 
and multimedia issues." "Written by a team of legal experts on copyright, A Guide to Copyright for Museums and 
Galleries will be an invaluable resource for busy professionals."--Jacket. 
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KD1554 .C48 1961 
Chitty, Joseph , d. 1838 
     CHITTY ON CONTRACTS / Joseph Chitty, d. 1838 
     London , 1961. 
     2 v. ; 26 cm Common law library nos. 1-2. 
     First published in 1826 under title: A practical treatise on the law of contracts. 
     .Kept up to date by cumulative supplements. 
     v. 1. General principles.--v. 2. The law of contracts. 
  
     1. Contracts - Great Britain - Wales. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONCONTENTSAVAILABLE ONLINE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Set up a standing 
order and save Chitty on Contracts is the pre-eminent reference work on contract law in the common law world. It 
has been used for generations by lawyers as the leading guide to contracts, and is relied on to provide insight and 
aid in complex areas of the law. The work is in two volumes: Volume One covers the General Principles of contract 
law, while Volume Two offers guidance on Specific Contracts, namely contractual issues in specific industry 
sectors. (Volume One of the work is available as a standalone for those who need coverage of the general principles 
of contract law only). 
 
 
KD979 .H33 2012 
Habibah Kiprawi 
     THE VIABILITY OF INTRODUCING NO FAULT LIABILITY INSURANCE IN LAND REGISTRATION : A 
PILOT STUDY / Habibah Kiprawi 
     iv, 29 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Conveyancing 2. Land titles - Registration and transfer.I. Noraziah Abu Bakar, II. Norila Abu Hassan, III. 
Rafidah Salleh, IV. Research Management Institute (RMI). V. Institut Pengurusan Penyelidikan (RMI). VI. Institute 
of Research Management & Innovations (IRMI) 
 
P1  
  
  
KF250 .T34 1999 
Teoh Chee Yong 
     WRITING IN THE LAW SCHOOL: AN IDENTIFICATION OF THE WRITING NEEDS OF THE LAW 
STUDENTS AT INSTITUT TEKNOLOGI MARA / Teoh Chee Yong 
     xiv, 261 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Legal briefs 2. Legal briefs - Computer-assisted instruction 3. Legal composition. I. Faculty of Language 
Studies. II. Universiti Kebangsaaan Malaysia 
 
P1 
 
 
KF4549 .K38 1971 
Kauper, Paul G 
     CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: Cases and Materials / Paul G Kauper 
     Boston , ©1967. 
     xiv, 397 pages ; 23 cm. 
    
     1. United States - Cases – Constitution 
 
P1 
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192. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
193. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
194. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Constitutional Law is a compound of history, policy considerations and conceptual and analytical thinking. In terms 
of current problems, it presents vital functional aspects. 
 
 
KNS80.C65 V58 2012 
Viswanathan, Aparna 
     CYBER LAW : Indian & International Perspectives on key topics including Data Security, E-commerce, Cloud 
Computing and Cyber Crimes / Aparna Viswanathan 
     xxiv, 525 pages ; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9788180387395 
      
      1. India - . Information Technology Act, 2000 2. Electronic commerce - India - Law and legislation 3. Internet - 
India - Law and legislation 4. Computer crimes - India - Prevention 5. Cloud computing - India - Law and 
legislation 6. Data protection - India - Law and legislation 7. Computer crimes - Prevention 8. Information 
technology - India - Law and legislation.I. Title 
 
P2, P4 
 
 
KPG1220 .A48 2003 
Altaf Ahmad Mir , Prof. 
     EMPLOYMENT LAW IN MALAYSIA / Prof. Altaf Ahmad Mir 
     xviii, 155 pages ; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9678914263 
     ISBN 9789678914697 
     ISBN 9789678914260 
      
1. Labor laws and legislation - Malaysia. I. Nik Ahmad Kamal II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Employment law in Malaysia is generally governed by the Employment Act 1955 (“Employment Act”). The 
Employment Act sets out certain minimum benefits that are afforded to applicable employees. … 
 
  
KPG14 .F43 1986 
Malaysia 
     Federal Constitution / Malaysia 
     Kuala Lumpur , 1986. 
     xvi, 272 p. ; 17 cm. 
      
1. Federal government - Malaysia. I. MDC Legal Advisers. II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
The Federal Constitution of Malaysia is considered as the supreme law in Malaysia. It is actually formed after the 
Constitution of the Federation of Malaya. ... 
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195. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
196. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
197. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
198. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KPG14 .H35 
Halsbury's LAWS OF MALAYSIA. 
     v. ; 26 cm. 
     Includes index. 
      
      1. Law - Malaysia - Encyclopedias 2. Law - Malaysia - Encyclopedias. I. Halsbury, Hardinge Stanley 
Giffard,Earl of - 1823-1921 II. Malayan Law Journal. III. Title 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Halsbury’s Laws of Malaysia is designed to enable practitioners to answer full range of questions likely to arise in 
the course of their work. Written by or in consultation with leading lawyers, both practitioners and academics, to 
ensure readers benefit from a wealth of knowledge and experience. 
  
 
KPG14 .P4 2001 
Malaysia 
     Registration of Engineers Act 1967 (Act 138) and Regulations / Malaysia 
     Petaling Jaya, Selangor , 2001. 
     ii, 102 p. ; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 967890330X 
      
     1. Engineers - Malaysia - Legal status, law, etc. 2. Recording and registration - Malaysia - Law and 
legislation. I. Malaysia. Lembaga Penyelidikan Undang-Undang 
 
P2, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
An Act to provide for the registration of engineers, and sole proprietorships, partnerships and bodies corporate 
providing professional engineering … 
 
 
KPG14.3 .E5 1963  
Federation of  Malaya 
     State enactments : passed during the year 1962 / Federation of  Malaya 
     Kuala Lumpur , 1963. 
     xxi, 1918 p. ; 25 cm. 
     
     1. Law - Malaysia. I. Title 
 
P2 
  
 
KPG14.l3 .P46 2009 
The Commissioner Of Law Revision, Malaysia 
     LAWS OF MALAYSIA Act 574 PENAL CODE: Incorporating all amendments up to 1 October 2009 / The 
Commissioner Of Law Revision, Malaysia 
     273 pages ; 25 cm. 
     Act 574. 
      
     1. Penal Code - Malaysia. I. The Commissioner Of Law Revision, Malaysia. II. Title 
 
P2 
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200. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
201. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KPG14.L3 C37 2014 
Legal Research Board Malaysia 
     CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES ACT 2007 (ACT 671), REGULATIONS & ORDERS AND 
MALAYSIAN CODE ON TAKE-OVERS AND MERGERS / Legal Research Board Malaysia 
     764 pages ; 24 cm  
     Laws of Malaysia. 
     (As at 10th September 2014). 
 
     ISBN 9789678924917 (pbk.) 
      
     1. Capital Market - Malaysia - Law And Legislation. I. International Law Book Services. Legal Research 
Board II. Title III. Series 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
An Act to consolidate the Securities Industry Act 1983 [Act 280] and Futures Industry Act 1993 [Act 499], to 
regulate and to provide for matters relating to the activities, markets and intermediaries in the capital markets, and 
for matters consequential and incidental thereto. 
 
  
KPG14.L3 C7 2002 
Penerbitan Akta (M) Sdn. Bhd Malaysia 
     Criminal procedure code (Act 593) / Penerbitan Akta (M) Sdn. Bhd Malaysia 
     xx, 295 pages ; 25 cm. 
     (Law states is as at January 2010). 
 
     ISBN 9789834493547 
      
     1. Criminal Procedure - Malaysia. I. Malaysia. Penerbitan Akta (M) Snd.Bhd II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
The Criminal Procedure Code (Malay: Kanun Tatacara Jenayah), are Malaysian laws which enacted relating to 
criminal procedure. 
 
 
KPG14.L3 C75 2012 
The Commissioner Of Law Revision, Malaysia 
     LAWS OF MALAYSIA (Act 593) CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE / The Commissioner Of Law Revision, 
Malaysia 
     347 pages ; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789678920131 
      
     1. Criminal Procedure - Malaysia. I. The Commissioner Of Law Revision, Malaysia. II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
The Criminal Procedure Code (Malay: Kanun Tatacara Jenayah), are Malaysian laws which enacted relating to 
criminal procedure. 
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202. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
203. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
204. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
205. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KPG14.L3 P37 1997 
International Law Book Services 
     PARTNERSHIP ACT 1961 (ACT 135) & SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT 1950 (ACT 137) : AS AT 30TH JUNE 1997 / 
International Law Book Services 
     iii, 55 pages ; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9678905043 
 
I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Section 31 of the Partnership Act 1961 provides for the accountability of partners for private profits. ... 
 
 
KPG14.l3 P7 2011 
Malaysia 
     PRIVATE HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AND SERVICES ACT 1998 (Act 586), REGULATIONS & ORDER / 
Malaysia 
     Petaling Jaya (Selangor), 2011. 
     489 p. ; 24 cm. 
     (As at 5th November 2011). 
 
     ISBN 9678917106 
      
     1. Health facilities - Malaysia - Law and legislation 2. Health facilities, Proprietary - Malaysia - Law and 
legislation. I. Malaysia. Legal Research Board II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
An Act to provide for the regulation and control of private healthcare facilities and services and other health-related 
facilities and services and for matters related hereto. 
  
 
KPG14.L3 S6 2015 
The Commissioner Of Law Revision, Malaysia 
     LAWS OF MALAYSIA : SMALL ESTATES ( DISTRIBUTION) ACT 1955 / The Commissioner Of Law 
Revision, Malaysia 
     41 pages ; 25 cm. 
     Act 98. 
      
     1. Estate (Law) - Malaysia. I. THE COMMISSIONER OF LAW REVISION, MALAYSIA. II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
An Act relating to the distribution of small estates of deceased persons and matters incidental thereto. 
 
 
KPG14.L3 S6 2015 
The Commissioner Of Law Revision, Malaysia 
     LAWS OF MALAYSIA : SMALL ESTATES ( DISTRIBUTION) ACT 1955 / The Commissioner Of Law 
Revision, Malaysia 
 
     41 pages ; 25 cm. 
     Act 98. 
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207. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
208. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
     1. Estate (Law) - Malaysia. I. THE COMMISSIONER OF LAW REVISION, MALAYSIA. II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
An Act relating to the distribution of small estates of deceased persons and matters incidental thereto. 
 
  
KPG14.U5 K36 2014 
Lembaga Penyelidikan Undang-Undang Malaysia 
     AKTA KANAK_KANAK 2001 (AKTA 611) DAN PERATURAN_PERATURAN & CHILD ACT 2001 (ACT 
611 ) AND REGULATIONS / Lembaga Penyelidikan Undang-Undang Malaysia 
     470 pages ; 24 cm  
     Undang-Undang Malaysia. 
     (Hingga 1hb Mac 2014). 
 
     ISBN 9789678920384 
      
1. Child - Legislation & Jurisprudence 2. Child Abuse - Malaysia - Law and legislation. I. Malaysia. Lembaga 
Penyelidakan Undang-Undang II. Title III. Series 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Suatu akta untuk menyatukan dan meminda ... (c) semua kesalahan di bawah akta keselamatan Dalam. 
 
 
 
KPG1498.R43 M84 2006 
Muhamad Rosli Sulaiman 
     HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT : With Reference To The Environmental Quality Act, 1974 / 
Muhamad Rosli Sulaiman 
     xx, 172 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9833643361 
     ISBN 9789833643363 
      
     1. Hazardous waste - Law and legislation 2. Chemical weapon disposal - Law and legistation. I. Khalid Mohd 
Ariff 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
Retaining its predecessor's practical topical range, this edition is invaluable for the chemical and environmental 
engineer as well as the hazardous materials technician, with essential information on: Hazardous materials 
management in the … 
  
 
KPG1750 .A23 2015 
Abdul Halim Ramli 
     PERLEMBAGAAN MALAYSIA : ISU DAN PERSOALAN PERHUBUNGAN KAUM / Abdul Halim Ramli 
     xvi, 512 pages ; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789834615352 
      
     1. Constitutions - Malaysia 2. Constitutional Law - Malaysia 3. Malaysia - Ethnic Relations 4. Malaysia - 
Social Policy 5. Cultural Pluralism - Malaysia 6. Social Integration – Malaysia 
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209. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
210. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
On race relations and construction of Malaysia. 
 
 
KPG658 .S56 1984 
Sinnadurai, Visu, 1944- 
     The Sale and Purchase of Real Property in Malaysia / Visu Sinnadurai, 1944- 
     Singapore, 1984. 
     xlviii, 511 p. ; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0406181187 
      
     1. Real property - Malaysia. 
 
P2 
  
 
KPG856 .W8 2000 
Vohrah, Beatrix 
     The Commercial Law Of Malaysia / Beatrix Vohrah 
     xxxvii, 447 pages; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9837415878 
     ISBN 9789837415874 
      
     1. Business law - Malaysia 2. Commercial law - Malaysia. I. Wu, Min Aun II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
COMMERCIAL LAW in Malaysia ... understanding the basic principles of commercial law in Malaysia… 
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LA2383.M42 A28 2013 
Abu Bakar Hamid 
     Hashim Yaacob: Mestika Embun INSAN SERIBU UPAYA / Abu Bakar Hamid 
     Kuala Lumpur, 2013. 
     xvii, 450 pages:  col. illustrations; 24 cm. 
     Includes bibliographical references and index. 
 
     ISBN 9789676126344 
      
     1. Hashim Yaacob, Dato' 1949- 2. Oral Medicine - Malaysia 3. Dentist - Malaysia. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Biography of Hashim Yaacob, a dentist and former vice chancellor of Universiti Malaya. 
 
 
LA2383.M42 Z35 2016 
Zaleha Arshad 
     Arshad Ayub a Celebrated Life / Zaleha Arshad 
     101 pages:  illustrations, colour ; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673633487 
      
     1. Arshad Ayub - , Tan Sri - 1928- 2. Educators - Malaysia. I. Universiti Teknologi MARA. Persatuan Alumni 
UiTM Malaysia II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Tan Sri Arshad Ayub nurtured,shaped aand inspired Institut Teknologi MARA from 1965 to 1975. He was its 
founder, mentor, author and architect of its lofty dreams. All leaders of ITM or UiTM since 1975 have been dazzled 
by the large and benevolent footprints left behind on the educational shores of UiTM by Tan Sri Arshad Ayub 
 
 
LB1576 .A36 2017 
Ainul Rusmin Ghazali 
     PREPARATION for the UiTM EET ENGLISH EXIT TEST / Ainul Rusmin Ghazali 
     122 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673632954 
      
      1. English language - Study and teaching. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Preparation for the UiTM: EET English Exit Test is a book for graduating students to complete their final year, as 
well as to measures their English language proficiency. The book includes 7 units which each unit equips students 
with useful language expressions and strategies to respond appropriately to a variety of situations. Sample responses 
are also included to show students how best to respond to given contexts. Each unit also concludes with exercises to 
reinforce language skills and comprises model test papers; two sets of the speaking test and two sets of the writing 
test. Answer keys are given. 
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LB2329.8 .F57 2005 
The First Hundred Years (1905-2005) : Malay College Kuala Kangsar. 
     144 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789839938517 
      
     1. Schools - Malaysia--Kuala Kangsar (Perak) 2. Education, Secondary - Malaysia--Kuala Kangsar (Perak). I. 
Malay College Kuala Kangsar (Perak) II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The Malay College Kuala Kangsar • 1905 - 2005 n 26th March 2005, the Malay College Kuala Kangsar (MCKK) 
celebrated Centennial P Anniversary. 
 
 
LB3409.U5 P76 2015 
PROMOTING HEALTH and ACADEMIC SUCCESS : The Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child 
Approach. 
     xiv, 231 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781450477659 
      
      1. School health services - United States 2. Health education - United States 3. Health promotion - United States. 
I. Birch, David A. II. Videto, Donna M. III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Approach David A. Birch, Donna M. Videto ... ago, I was 
presenting to school administrators on the impact that Coordinated School Health could have on student academic 
achievement. 
 
 
LB3605 .W67 1981  
The World Book Student Handbook 
     Chicago, 1981. 
     432 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
     Includes index. 
     V. 1. Student guide -- v. 2. Student information finder. 
 
     ISBN 0716631202 
      
     1. Students - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Student guide -- Student information finder. 
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5.9 M  MUSIC AND BOOKS ON MUSIC 
 
217. MT580 .R34 2013 
Rafi Suhu 
     Gitar Klasik Melayu / Rafi Suhu 
     viii, 28 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676126399 
      
     1. song with guitar 2. Guitar - Instruction and study 3. Chords (Music). I. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
 
5.10 N  FINE ARTS 
 
218. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
219. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
220. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N7325 .A85 2000 
Asliza Aris 
     WOMAN'S FORM IN ART / Asliza Aris 
     54 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Malaysia 2. Arts. I. University of Central England. II. Faculty Of Art And Design. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
NA2542.36 .B6513 2010 
Bokalders, Varis, 1944- 
     The Whole Building Handbook : How to Design Healthy, Efficient and Sustainable Buildings / Varis Bokalders, 
1944- 
     London. - Sterling, VA , 2010. 
     xii, 689 pages: some color illustrations, maps, plans; 25 cm. 
     Originally published: Byggekologi. Stockholm : Svensk byggtjáeanst, 2004. 
      
      1. Sustainable architecture - Design and construction 2. Sustainable buildings - Design and construction.I. 
Block, Maria II. Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
The Whole Building Handbook is a compendium of all the issues and strategies that architects need to understand to 
design and construct sustainable buildings for a sustainable society. 
 
 
NA9053.C6 S77 2014 
Structural Rehabilitation of Old Buildings. 
     viii, 348 pages:  chiefly colour illustrations, maps, plans; 25 cm  
     Building pathology and rehabilitation v. 2. 
 
     ISBN 9783642396854. 
      
      1. Architecture - Conservation and restoration 2. Buildings - Stability.I. Costa, Aníbal II. Guedes, Joao Miranda 
III. Varum, Humberto IV. Title V. Series 
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221. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
222. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
223. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
This present book describes the different construction systems and structural materials and elements within the main 
buildings typologies, and it analyses the particularities of each of them, including, at the end, general aspects … 
 
 
NK2004 .S24 1989 
Saeks, Diane Dorrans 
     San Francisco: A CERTAIN STYLE / Diane Dorrans Saeks 
     171 pages:  illustrations. (some col.) ; 26 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0877015708 
     ISBN 0811801993 
      
1. Interior decoration - California - San Francisco - History - 20th century 2. Interior architecture - San 
Francisco - California - History - 20th century. I. Vaughan, John,1952- II. Title 
 
P1, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
Interior of houses, by noted decorators, are presented for the viewer for ideas, copying, comparison, or betterment 
 
  
NK4565.5 .W55 1991 
Willetts, William Y., 1918- 
     Nonya ware and Kitchen Ch'ing : ceremonial and domestic pottery of the 19th-20th centuries commonly found 
in Malaysia: The Southeast Asian Ceramic Society, West Malaysian Chapter, first members' exhibition, held in the 
Muzium Seni Asia, Universi / William Y. Willetts, 1918- 
     Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 1981 (1991 printing). 
     viii, 128 p. : ill. (some col.); 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0195825160. 
      
1. Porcelain, Chinese - Exhibitions - Ming-Ching dynasties, 1368-1912 2. Pottery, Chinese - Malaysia - 
Exhibitions - Ming-Ching dynasties, 1368-1912 3. Porcelain, Chinese - Malaysia - Exhibitions 4. Pottery, Chinese - 
Malaysia - Exhibitions - Ming-Ching dynasties, 1368-1912. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Nonya ware is the name given to a variety of porcelain made during the 19th and early 20th centuries at Ch'ing-te 
Chen, commonly found amoungst the Straits Chinese of Penang, Malacca, and Singapore. 
 
 
NK8415.M4 C44 2003 
May Yee, Chen 
     THE ROYAL SELANGOR STORY : BORN AND BRED IN PEWTER DUST / Chen May Yee 
     132 pages:  some colour illustrations, maps ; 21 x 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789814068550. 
      
1. Pewtercraft - Malaysia - History 2. Pewterers - Malaysia - Biography 3. Family-owned business enterprises 
- Malaysia 4. Chinese - Malaysia – Biography 
 
P1 
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224. 
Abstract 
The story of Royal Selangor is no ordinary corporate history. It's humble beginnings and complicated evolution are 
closely entwined with Malaysia's remarkable social and economic transformation from British colonial days to the 
modern era. 
  
 
NK9265.A1 J6 1985 
Johnstone, Pauline 
     TURKISH EMBROIDERY / Pauline Johnstone 
     96 pages:  illustrations. (some col.) ; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0948107022. 
      
1. Victoria and Albert Museum - . Catalogs 2. Embroidery - Turkey - Catalogs 3. Embroidery - London - 
England – Catalogs 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
The art of embroidery, which belongs to an ancient tradition with roots extending from the dawn of history to the 
present day, has traditionally occupied an … 
 
5.11 P  LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
 
225. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
226. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PE1128.C69 E54 2011  
Cox, Kathy, 1945- 
     EAP NOW!: ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES / Kathy Cox,  1945- 
     Port Melbourne, Vic., 2011. 
     xiv, 288 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9781442528499 
     ISBN 1442528494 
      
     1. English language - Textbooks for foreign speakers - Rhetoric 2. English language - Textbooks for foreign 
speakers - Rhetoric. I. Hill, David - 1969- II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
EAP Now! English for Academic Purposes, prepares students with the necessary English language skills required 
for academic study at university and/or college. EAP Now! 2nd Edition : Upper Intermediate to Advanced B2 to C1 
 
  
PE1261 .L38 2016 
Latisha Asmaak Shafie 
     English For Workplace Communication / Latisha Asmaak Shafie 
     xiii, 134 pages:  illustration, colour ; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673631834. 
      
     1. English language - Pronoun - Problems, exercises, etc. 2. English language Usage. I. Title 
 
P1 
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227. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
228. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
229. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
230. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PE1417 .W97 1989 
Wyrick, Jean 
     THE RINEHART READER / Jean Wyrick 
     578 pages:  ports. ; 24 cm. 
     Vol. 2 compiled by Jeff Rackham, Beverly J. Slaughter. 
 
     ISBN 0030142431. 
      
     1. College readers - English language--Rhetoric - Report writing. I. Wyrick, Jean II. Slaughter, Beverly J  
III. Rackham, Jeff IV. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
THE RINEHART READER offers works that will challenge, inform, and simulate student writing. 
 
 
PE1429 .H5 1980 
Hickler, Holly 
     Expository writing : from thought to action / Holly Hickler 
     Boston , 1980. 
     vii, 136 pages: ilustrations; 24 cm. 
      
     1. Exposition (Rhetoric - Juvenile literature 2. English language - Composition and exercises. I. May, C. 
Lowell II. Browne, Patricia A III. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Discusses the techniques of preparing for and writing research papers, reports, and personal essays of opinion. 
 
 
PE1683 .H67 1988 
Hopper, Jane 
     THE LANGUAGE OF LEARNING: Vocabulary for College Success / Jane Hopper 
     xi, 349 pages ; 24cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0534089402. 
      
     1. Universities and colleges 2. Vocabulary. I. Carter-Wells, Jo Ann II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
These strategies give students the skills they need to overcome the challenges they face in school. 
 
 
PL5109 .A33 2004 
Abdul Hamid Mahmood 
     Kuasai SISTEM EJAAN BAHARU BAHASA MELAYU Melalui Latihan / Abdul Hamid Mahmood 
     ix, 167 pages ; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9832620341 
      
     1. Malay language - Orthography and spelling 2. Malay language - Syllabication. I. Title 
      
P1 
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233. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Concept of new Malay orthography and spelling through exercises. 
 
 
PL5117 .B34 2012 
Bahasa Melayu BAHASA UNIVERSAL 
     160 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9679429725 
     ISBN 9789679429725 
      
     1. Malay language - Usage 2. Malay language - Phonology. I. Rahim Aman II. Title 
 
P1, KKP1 
 
Abstract 
Isu yang disajikan dalam buku ini berkisar sepenuhnya kepada isu bahasa Melayu, yakni dapat dibahagikan kepada 
tiga, pertama isu tatabahasa bahasa Melayu, dialek bahasa Melayu dan bahasa kerabat, dan isu pendidikan dalam 
bahasa Melayu. Semua isu ini diolah secara kreatif, terkini dan data bahasa yang diperoleh melalui penyelidikan 
lapangan yang dilakukan. Adalah diharapkan melalui sepuluh bab isu berkaitan bahasa Melayu yang disajikan 
dalam buku ini mampu memberikan satu cakerawala berfikir secara lebih ilmiah dan dapat dipertanggungjawabkan. 
 
 
PL5117 .I86 2015 
Ismail Dahaman , 1944- 
     Canggihnya bahasa Melayu: sistem tanda baca: kalimat bertanda intonasi bergaya / Ismail Dahaman , 1944- 
     xxxvii, 466 pages:  col. photographs ; 24 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 9789834903084 
      
      1. Malay language - Punctuation 2. Malay language - Usage. I. Title 
 
PP 
 
Abstract 
Buku ini mengandungi kaedah terperinci tentang semua jenis tanda baca yang terpakai dalam tulisan bahasa melayu 
terkini. 
  
 
PL5125 .K36 2013 
KAMUS SIMPULAN BAHASA 
     Cheras, Kuala Lumpur, c2013. 
     530 pages ; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676126139 
      
     1. Proverbs, Malay - Idioms - Dictionarie 2. Malay Language - Dictionarie. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Kamus Simpulan Bahasa adalah koleksi terbesar simpulan bahasa Melayu yang pernah diterbitkan sehingga hari ini 
dan ia adalah himpunan yang paling kemas kini. 
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PL5139.A25 A23 2014 
A. Samad Said , 1935- 
     Sungai Mengalir Lesu: sebuah novel nostalgia / A. Samad Said , 1935- 
     114 pages ; 18 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789674305710. 
      
     1. Malay fiction - Translations into Chinese 2. Short stories, - Malay 3. Historical fiction. 
 
P1 
 
 
PL5139.A387 Z46 2005 
Mohamed Ghouse Nasuruddin 
     SYED ALWI : Seniman Negara / Mohamed Ghouse Nasuruddin 
     ix, 450 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm Siri Pemikiran Tokoh. 
 
     ISBN 9834198442. 
 
     I. Zainal Jaslan II. Title III. Series 
 
KKP1 
 
Abstract 
Biography of Syed Alwi, a Malaysian playwright; includes some of his works. 
 
 
PL5139.T65 A75 2004 
Aripin Said , 1948- 
     SYAIR ASYIQIN KARYA TOK SYAHIBUDDIN ZAINAL ABIDIN, ULAMA' DAN SASTERAWAN 
PAHANG ABAD KE-17 / Aripin Said , 1948- 
     ii, 78 pages; 23 cm  
     Siri Pemikiran Tokoh. 
 
     ISBN 9834198418 
      
     1. Malay poetry. I. Zainal Jaslan II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Literary and textual criticism on Syair Asyiqin written by Tok Syahibuddin Zainal Abidin, a classical Malay poem. 
 
 
PL5160.5 .K86 2014 
Kumpulan Puisi Perempuan : INDONESIA-MALAYSIA. 
     xxvii, 135 pages; 25 cm. 
     Poems. 
 
     ISBN 9789794619056 
      
     1. Malay poetry 2. Indonesian poetry 3. Women poets. I. Damono, Sapardi Djoko II. Mohamad Saleeh Rahamad 
III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Kumpulan Puisi Perempuan Indonesia-Malaysia menghimpun karya penyair perempuan yang mendepani isu dan 
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239. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
240. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
241. 
 
 
 
 
persoalan pada peringkat global dan lokal melalui nuansa halus dan berseni. Khalayak pembacadibawa menelusuri 
pelbagai persoalan seperti krisis politik antarbangsa, romantisisme, solidarity gender, alam kerohanian dan 
kehidupan manusiawi yang diekspresikan melalui pelbagai sudut pandangyang menarik untuk dihayati bersama. 
Setiap penulis merupakan watak penting dunia puisi apabilapemikiran mereka yang kritis terhadap situasi semasa 
menjadi teras pengucapan dalam puisi-puisimereka. Melalui puisi, mereka telah menciptakan komunikasi dan 
kebudayaan sebuah Dunia Nusantara. 
  
 
PL5186.F5 F57 2013 
Firdaus Abdullah 
     cermin BELAKANG. / Firdaus Abdullah 
     Kuala Lumpur, c2013. 
     xviii, 284 pages; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676125415 
      
     1. Career Development 2. Job Hunting 3. Vocational Guidance - Ocational Guidanc. 
 
P1 
 
 
PN1995.9.H5 P47 1977 
Perkins, Daniel James 
     THE PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF DOCUMENTARY FILM AND HISTORY: ANALYSES OF FILMS 
FOR HISTORICAL STUDY, AND RESEARCH INTO STUDENT RESPONSE TO HISTORICAL FILMS / Daniel 
James Perkins  
     Ann Arbor, 1977. 
     210 pages; 21 cm. 
     Thesis (Ph.D) - University of Iowa, 1977. 
      
     1. Documentary films - History and criticism 2. Television viewers. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
PN1997 .N35 2016 
Nurul Alimah Abdul Nasir 
     STUDIES TO ELUCIDATE MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE ANTICATARACT EFFECT OF ANNATTO 
TOCOTRIENOL IN RATS / Nurul Alimah Abdul Nasir 
     xx, 284 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Cataract 2. Vision disorders 3. Eye - Diseases. I. Faculty of Medicine. II. Fakulti Perubatan. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Cataract, the leading cause of blindness, is currently treated only by surgery. Cataract carries risk of complications 
and its management increases economic burden. Thus, development of pharmacological options with anticataract 
effects is important. Oxidative-nitrosative stress, non-enzymatic glycation and osmotic stress underlie 
cataractogenesis. Since tocotrienol possesses biological properties that may suppress pathophysiological mechanism 
of cataractogenesis, we investigated its anticataract effects in rats. 
 
 
PN1997 .N43 2016 
Norhafiza Razali 
     CELLULAR MECHANISMS OF AATION OF RESVERATROL IN REGULATION OF AQUEOUS 
HUMOUR DYNAMICS / Norhafiza Razali 
     xxi, 253 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
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     1. Eye - Diseases 2. Vision disorders 3. Glaucoma. I. Faculty of Medicine. II. Fakulti Perubatan. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The objective of this study was to determine if topical application of /nms-resveratrol reduces IOP in rats with SIOH 
and to investigate its mechanisms of action. 
 
  
PN1997 .N55 2000 
Nili Azila Ishak 
     PENGGUNAAN PETI PERTOLONGAN CEMAS KEPADA GOLONGAN TUA / Nili Azila Ishak 
     75 pages (various paging): illustrations, picture; 30 cm. 
      
     1. First aid in illness and injury 2. Medical emergencies 3. Diagnosis 4. Safety education. I. Fakulti Senilukis 
dan Senireka. II. Faculty of Art and Design. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
PN1997.2 .N87 2003 
Nurazlina Ibrahim 
     MOTIF DAN LAMBANG DALAM PAKAIAN SAMURAI / Nurazlina Ibrahim 
     iv, 85 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Samurai 2. Japan 3. Samurai - Clothing.I. Fakulti Senilukis dan Senireka. II. Faculty of Art and Design. III. 
Title 
 
P1 
 
  
PN4778 .R53 1983 
Rivers, William L 
     Magazine Editing in the '80s : TEXT AND EXERCISES / William L Rivers 
     viii, 264 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0534012663 
      
     1. Journalism - Editing. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Text and Exercises William L. Rivers. Critiquing Articles 38 An Editor-Writer Reversal 40 Why Magazines Need 
Editors 41 Exercises 43 Chapter 3 Magazine Copy Editing 51 Newspaper vs. Magazine Copy Editing 53 Becoming 
a Magazine … 
 
 
PN5449.I53 A36 2012 
Ahmat Adam 
     SUARA MINANGKABAU: Sejarah dan Bibliografi Akhbar dan Majalah di Sumatera Barat (1900-1941) / 
Ahmat Adam 
     xii, 269 pages:  maps; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789831005316. 
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     1. Press - Indonesia - Sumatera Barat - History 2. Newspaper Publishing - Sumatera Barat - Indonesia - History 
3. Periodicals - Indonesia - Sumatera Barat - Publishing - History. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
History and bibliography of newspapers and periodicals in Sumatera Barat, Indonesia from 1900 to 1941. Sejarah 
pertumbuhan akhbar dan majalah di Sumatera Barat sejak penghujung abad ke-19 hanya difahami jika dilihat dalam 
konteks sejarah penjajahan Belanda di Indonesia. Selain bertujuan untuk merubah cara berfikir rakyat, pers 
Minangkabau juga mempunyai matlamat bersifat komersial. Buku ini membincangkan peranan surat khabar dan 
'surat berkala' di Minangkabau sebelum pecah Perang Dunia Kedua, dengan meletakkannya dalam konteks 
masyarakat Minangkabau gigih hendak mencapai 'kemajuan' sekular dan keagamaan. Melalui buku ini, pengarang 
cuba menunjukkan betapa persaingan antara puak yang berlainan pandangan, baik dari segi politik, agama mahupun 
adat, telah termanifestasi di dalam surat khabar dan majalah yang membawakan aliran berbeza-beza, tetapi 
mengaku ingin membawa kemajuan kepada masyarakat Minangkabau. 
 
 
PN5449.M35 C43 2016 
Chamil Wariya 
     PERJALANAN LIMA DEKAD PERTAMA : Wajah Kewartawanan Malaysia 1966-2016 SEAPC 1966 / Chamil 
Wariya 
     viii, 171 pages:  colour illustrations, photographs ; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789671091869. 
      
     1. Press - Malaysia - History 2. Journalism - Malaysia - History. I. Title 
 
P1, KKP1 
 
 
PN6122.M4 U55 2017 
Penerbit Universiti Malaya, Universiti Malaya 
     Kompilasi Titah ISTIADAT KONVOKESYEN CANSELOR KETIGA UNIVERSITI MALAYA : DULI YANG 
MAHA MULIA SULTAN AZLAN SHAH / Penerbit Universiti Malaya, Universiti Malaya 
     xxiii, 123 pages; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789831009604 
      
     1. Speeches, addresses, etc. 2. Commencement Ceremonies - Malaysia. I. Mohd. Annuar Zaini II. Universiti 
Malaya. Penerbit Universiti Malaya 
 
P1 
 
 
PN6519.M26 S28 2013 
Saufie Afandy Md Senin 
     KAMUS PERIBAHASA / Saufie Afandy Md Senin 
     Kuala Lumpur , ©2013. 
     380 pages; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676126153 
      
     1. Proverbs, Malay - Dictionaries. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Kamus Peribahasa merupakan kamus yang cukup komprehensif dan eksklusif. Ciri-ciri istimewa Kamus Peribahasa 
Melayu: - Memuatkan lebih 3000 peribahasa Melayu yang disusun mengikut abjad. 
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PR1109 .B76 1964 
Brooks, Cleanth, 1906- 
     An Approach to Literature / Cleanth Brooks, 1906- 
     xvi, 917 pages; 26 cm. 
     
     1. College readers - American literature - English literature. I. Purser, John Thibaut II. Warren, Robert Penn - 
1905- III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Poems, drama, and fiction combined with critical commentary reflect five hundred years of literary achievement 
 
 
PR1175 .H338 1964 
THE PENGUIN BOOK OF ENGLISH VERSE  
     xxv, 484 pages; 21 cm. 
     Includes indexes. 
     
     1. American poetry 2. English poetry. I. John Hayward, - 1905-1965 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
This ambitious and revelatory collection turns the traditional chronology of anthologies on its head, listing poems 
according to their first individual appearance in the language rather than by poet. 
 
 
PR1224 .C53 1966 
THIS HALF CENTURY : 50 Poems from 1900 to 1949. 
     108 pages ; 17 cm. 
     
     1. Twentieh century – Poetry 
 
P1 
 
 
PR1905 .B72 1985 
Brewer, Derek, 1923- 
     AN INTRODUCTION TO CHAUCER / Derek Brewer, 1923- 
     vii, 263 pages ; 22 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0582493560. 
      
     1. Chaucer, Geoffrey - d. 1400 2. Poets, English - Biography - Middle English, 1100-1500 3. Great Britain - 
Biography - Court and courtiers. 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Geoffrey Chaucer wrote The Canterbury Tales almost 600 years ago, in the late Middle Ages, a historical distance 
that at first sight might appear problematic. This lengthy poem was produced at a time when the English language 
was still in its infancy and the language is not always immediately recognisable to us today. In the same way, late 
medieval culture was very different from that of the present day. 
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PR21 .E54 1993 
English Inside and Out: THE PLACES OF LITERARY CRITICISM  
     vi, 138 pages; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0415906679. 
      
     1. English Literature - Study and teaching (Higher) - speaking countries 2. American literature - Study and 
teaching (Higher) - Theory, etc 3. Criticism. I. Susan Gubar, - 1944-; 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
In English Inside Out prominent proponents of literary studies take a close look at the current state of the discipline 
and envisage its future. How has the rise of political correctness or the closing of the American mind affected the 
study of literature? Amid diverse theoretical debates about the canon in the media and in academia, these essays 
explore where the profession is going and what its responsibilities are. The collected essays range through a variety 
of topical issues: the problem of negotiating between intellectual and political forces; current controversies within 
Afro-American and feminist criticism; the influence of cultural and gay studies on the profession. 
 
 
PR2754 .W55 1960 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE THE COMPLETE WORKS 
     Oxford [Oxfordshire], New York, 1960. 
     1376 pages:  illustrations; 29 cm  
     The Oxford Shakespeare. 
     Series statement from jacket. 
 
     ISBN 0198129262. 
      
     1. English drama (Comedy) - Early modern 2. Criticism and interpretation - Humorous plays. I. Alexander, 
Peter II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This new edition also features an essay on Shakespeare's language by David Crystal, and a bibliography of 
foundational works. 
 
  
PR4561 1971 
Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870 
 
     HARD TIMES FOR THESE TIMES / Charles Dickens, 1812-1870 
     328 pages ; 19 cm. 
      
     1. Social problems - England - English fiction - Manners and customs 2. Education - Married people - 
Utilitarianism. 
  
P1 
 
Abstract 
This adaptation of Charles Dickens' Hard Times captures the same feelings of desolate desperation and energizing 
celebration that overwhelms and ultimately consumes the characters in the novel itself. 
 
 
PR4568 .D53 1981 
Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870; 
     OUR MUTUAL FRIEND / Charles Dickens, 1812-1870 
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     910 pages ; 18 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0140430601. 
      
     1. Inheritance and succession - England--London - Manners and customs - Social classes 2. Poor families - 
England - English fiction - Deception. I. Stephen Gill, II. Jennifer Mooney, III. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
PR5550 .G89 1959 
Gwynn, Stephen Lucius, 1864-1950 
     POEMS OF ALFRED LORD TENNYSON: SELECTED WITH AN INTRODUCTION / Stephen Lucius 
Gwynn, 1864-1950 
     xv, 478 pages; 15 cm. 
     Includes index. 
      
     1. English poetry 2. Patriotic poetry 3. Didactic poetry 4. Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, Baron, 1809-1892. 
I. Eugene Parsons, - 1855- 
 
P1 
 
 
PR590 .P57 1962 
Piper, H. W. (Herbert Walter), 1915- 
     The Active Universe : Pantheism and the concept of Imagination in the English Romantic poets / Herbert Walter 
Piper, 1915 - 
     viii, 243 pages ; 22 cm. 
      
     1. Pantheism - England - English poetry - Imagination 2. Romanticism. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This book is a study of 'Romantic Pantheism' and its part in the development of the Romantic theory of the 
Imagination. 
 
  
PR6052 .A45 2000 
Amir Siregar, Meison 
     RUMI : CINTA DAN TASAWUF / Meison Amir Siregar 
     xii, 101 pages ; 20 cm. 
     Mengandungi index. 
 
     ISBN 9799460034. 
      
     1. Sufi poetry, Persian 2. Sufism - Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī, Maulana, 1207-1273. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
PZ3.B8845 F55 2005 
Blyton, Enid 
     FIFTH FORMERS OF ST. CLARE'S / Enid Blyton 
     156 pages ; 17 cm. 
    
     1. Boarding schools - Children's stories, English 2. Twins - Children's books - Friendship. 
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P1 
 
Abstract 
The St. Clare's girls are now in the fifth form, shortly to go up into the sixth, but they are not too old for tricks and 
escapades, jokes and excitement. 
 
  
PZ3.G558 G64 1966 
Gogol, 1809-1852 
     DEAD SOULS / Gogol, 1809-1852 
     xx, 350 pages:  illustrations., port. ; 21 cm  
     The Greatest masterpieces of Russian literature. 
     Translation of Mertvye dushi. 
 
     ISBN 0804901228. 
      
     1. Manners and customs - Russia - Russian fiction 2. Swindlers and swindling - Russia (Federation) - English 
fiction - Peasants. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A stranger arrives in a Russian backwater community with a bizarre proposition for the local landowners: cash for 
their "dead souls," the serfs who have died in their service. A comic masterpiece. 
 
 
PZ3.G87 G74 1968 
Grey, Zane, 1872-1939 
     Code of the West / Zane Grey, 1872-1939 
     232 pages ; 19 cm. 
      
     1. Western stories - Arizona - Women teachers - Frontier and pioneer life 2. Manners and customs 3. Ranches 
- Sisters - United States, West. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Compulsively readable, cleverly interweaving Western history (Loving and Goodnight are both based on real people 
in the historical West) and Arthurian legend, Code of the West is a powerful love story, a sweeping adventure, a 
great "Western … 
 
  
 
PZ3.H981 H89 1967 
Huxley, Aldous, 1894-1963 
     THOSE BARREN LEAVES: A NOVEL / Aldous Huxley, 1894-1963 
     379 pages ; 18 cm. 
      
1. Artists and patrons 2. Authors and readers 3. Entertaining 4. English literature 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Deliciously satirical, Those Barren Leaves bites the hands of those who dare to posture or feign sophistication and is 
as comically fresh today as when it was first published. 
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PZ3.K425 K46 1974 
Kenyon, Frank Wilson, 1912- 
     Henry VIII's Secret Daughter: The Tragedy of Lady Jane Grey / Frank Wilson Kenyon, 1912- 
     256 pages ; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0091196205. 
      
     1. Grey, Jane,Lady - , 1537-1554 - Fiction 2. Grey, Jane, Lady, 1537-1554 - Great Britain – 
 
P1, P2 
 
 
PZ3.M7683 M66 1968 
Montherlant, Henry de, 1896-1972 
     THE GIRLS : A tetralogy of novels in two volumes / Henry de Montherlant, 1896-1972 
     319 pages ; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0297747274. 
      
     1. Manners and customs - France 2. Montherlant, Henry de, 1896-1972. 
 
P1 
  
 
PZ3.S6445 D20 1974 
Smith, Charlotte Turner, 1749-1806 
     Desmond : A Novel / Charlotte Turner Smith, 1749-1806 
     3 volumes, various paging ; 18 cm  
     The Feminist controversy in England, 1788-1810. 
     Reprint of the 1792 ed. printed for G. G. J. and J. Robinson, London. 
 
     ISBN 0824008790. 
      
     1. English fiction - Feminism - Women. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
This haunting novel explores the dark world of men who are condemned to outlive their friends and lovers, who 
never age, and who search through time for love and acceptance but when a gay vampire falls in love with a young 
man, his dark ... 
 
 
PZ3.S6736 S66 1955 
Snow, Charles H, 1877-1967 
     MURDER IN THE MESQUITE / Charles H Snow, 1877-1967 
     203 pages ; 28 cm. 
      
     1. Murder literature - Arizona - English fiction - American literature 2. Detective and mystery stories, 
English. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Murder in Mesquite is the story of a young man named Thomas Earl Grumbacher, or "Bubba" to his family and 
friends. 
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PZ3.S7679 S67 1953 
Spring, Howard, 1889-1965 
     A Sunset Touch / Howard Spring, 1889-1965 
     245 pages ; 27 cm. 
      
     1. Wills - Romance fiction - Authors, 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
In spite of her misgivings, Dr. Elizabeth Manners places her trust in Jason Randolph's personal assistant, Kelly, 
when both she and her patient, young Joey Randolph, are endangered 
 
 
PZ7.H77543 S23 1968 
Saddler, K. Allen 
     Talking Turkey / K. Allen Saddler 
     207 pages ; 22 cm. 
      
     1. Schools - Fiction 2. Afro-Americans 
 
P1  
 
Abstract 
We cause Peace, Fighters fear us, On de streets The very first ground-breaking children's poetry collection from 
street poet Benjamin Zephaniah. Playful, clever and provocative, this is performance poetry on the page at its very 
best. 
  
 
PZ7.P4483 .P49 1967 
Peyton K. M. 
     FLAMBARDS / Peyton K. M 
     193 pages ; 22 cm. 
      
     1. Horsemanship - England - English Fiction - Children's stories 2. Orphans - Great Britain - Flambards 
(England : Imaginary place) - Horses - Country life.I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Flambards, after all, saw very little of William, even when he lived there.It surely would be much the same, 
Christina thought.But the feeling she had had just now, lookingat the garden, thatFlambards was decaying, came 
back again. And now … 
 
 
PZ90.M25 K66 1982 
Jaafar Alang 
     KONGA ORANG ZAMAN BATU / Jaafar Alang 
     30 pages:  illustrations; 18 cm  
     Siri cerita tauladan. 
     
     1. Malay fiction.I. Ismail Abdullah 
 
P1 
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Q180.55.M4 K88 1999 
Kumar, Ranjit 
     Research methodology : a step-by-step guide for beginners / Ranjit Kumar 
     London , 1999. 
     xvi, 276 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. 
     First published: 1996 by Addison Wesley Longman Australia. 
 
     ISBN 076196214X. 
      
     1. Research - Methodology. I. Title 
 
P2, P3 
 
Abstract 
Written specifically for students with no previous experience of research and research methodology, the Third 
Edition of Research Methodology breaks the process of designing and doing a research project into eight 
manageable steps and … 
 
 
Q180.55.M67 D36 2012 
D'Angelo, John 
     Ethics in Science : Ethical Misconduct in Scientific Research / John D'Angelo 
     xvii, 112 pages:  no illustration ; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781439840863. 
      
      1. Research - Case studies - Moral and ethical aspects. I. Title 
 
P1  
 
Abstract 
"Providing the tools necessary for a robust debate, this book explains various forms of scientific misconduct and 
describes real ethical controversies that have occurred in science. The first part of the book includes a description of 
a variety of ethical violations, why they occur, how they are handled, and what can be done to prevent them along 
with a discussion of the peer-review process. The second part of the book presents real-life case studies that review 
the known facts and allows readers to decide for themselves whether an ethical violation has occurred and what 
should be done"-- Provided by publisher. 
  
 
Q180.55.P7 P37 2006  
Parmjit Singh , 1963- 
     A comprehensive guide to writing a research proposal / Parmjit Singh , 1963- 
     Selangor, Malaysia , 2006. 
     x, 211 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789833526246 
     ISBN 9833526241 
      
      1. Technical writing 2. Academic writing 3. Proposal writing in research. I. Gurnam Kaur Sidhu - 1956-  
II. Chan, Yuen Fook - 1963- III. Title 
 
P1 
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Q180.G7 G74 1971 
Scientific Research in British Universities and Colleges 1970-1971. 
     xxiii, 841 pages ; 24 cm Department of Education and Science. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0112701922. 
      
     1. Social sciences- - - Great Britain - Research - Universities and colleges. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1 
 
 
QA135.5 .W54 1969 
Wheeler, Ruric E. 
     modern mathematics : an elementary approach / Ruric E. Wheeler 
     438 pages; 23 cm. 
     Includes index. 
    
     1. Mathematics - Study and teaching. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Contemporary undergraduate mathematics series 
 
 
QA154.2 .L44 1979 
Leithold, Louis 
     Intermediate ALGEBRA for College Students / Louis Leithold 
     ix, 499 pages ; 24 cm. 
     Includes index. 
 
     ISBN 0023696400 
      
     1. Algebra. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
It combines mathematical accuracy with an engaging, friendly, and often fun presentation for maximum appeal. 
Blitzer’s personality shows in his writing, as he draws readers into the material through relevant and thought-
provoking applications. Every Blitzer page is interesting and relevant, ensuring that students will actually use their 
textbook to achieve success! 
 
 
QA155 .B75 1964 
Briggs, William , 1861-1932 
     THE TUTORIAL ALGEBRA. 
     vii, 491 pages:  illustrations; 20 cm. 
     Vol.1. 
      
     1. Algebra.I. Bryan, G. H 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The book publish the classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork. 
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QA269 .L8 1957 
Luce, Robert Duncan 
     GAMES AND DECISIONS : introduction and critical survey / Robert Duncan Luce 
     509 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0471553417 
      
     1. Game theory.I. Raiffa, Howard – 1924 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This book represents the earliest clear, detailed, precise exposition of the central ideas and results of game theory 
and related decision-making models — unencumbered by technical mathematical details. 
 
 
QA274.7 .K45 1960 
Kemeny, John G 
     FINITE MARKOV CHAINS / John G Kemeny 
     ix, 210 pages ; 24 cm  
     The University Series in Undergraduate Mathematics. 
     
     1. Markov processes 2. Probabilities. I. Snell, J. Laurie II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The author develops the necessary background in probability theory and Markov chains then discusses important 
computing applications. 
  
 
QA276 .F692 2004 
Miller, Irwin, 1928- 
     John E. Freund's Mathematical Statistics with Applications / Irwin Miller, 1928- 
     x, 614 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
     Rev. ed. of: John E. Freund's mathematical statistics. 6th ed. c1999. 
 
     ISBN 0131427067 
     ISBN 0131246461 (International ed.). 
      
     1. Mathematical statistics. I. Miller, Irwin - 1928- II. Miller, Marylees III. Title 
 
P1, P2, P4 
 
Abstract 
"This text is designed primarily for a two-semester or three-quarter calculus-based course in mathematical 
statistics."— 
 
 
QA278 .H54 2015 
Hiebeler, David E. 
     R and MATLAB / David E. David E. 
     Boca Raton, FL , 2015. 
     xxi, 211 pages: illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781466568389 (hbk.). 
      
     1. Multivariate analysis - data processing 2. R (Computer program language). I. Title 
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P3 
 
Abstract 
The First Book to Explain How a User of R or MATLAB Can Benefit from the Other In today’s increasingly 
interdisciplinary world, R and MATLAB® users from different backgrounds must often work together and share 
code. 
  
 
QA300 .P66 1965 
Porter, R. I 
     FURTHER ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS / R. I Porter 
     London, 1965. 
     354 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
      
     1. Mathematical analysis 2. Calculus 3. Trigonometrical functions 4. Geometry, Analytic. I. Dakin, Albert.  
II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Permutations and Combinations Elementary Probability. 
 
 
QA303.2 .Z555 2011 
Zill, Dennis G., 1940- 
     Multivariable CALCULUS / Dennis G., Zill, 1940- 
     xxiv, (475-896 pages): illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780763749668 
      
     1. Calculus. I. Wright, Warren S. II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Students will benefit enormously from this book's systematic approach to mathematical analysis, which will 
ultimately prepare them for more advanced topics in the field. 
  
 
QA401 .K7 1999 
Kreyszig, Erwin 
     Advanced Engineering Mathematics / Erwin Kreyszig 
     xvi, 1156, various paging’s : illustrations; 30 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9971512831 
      
     1. Mathematical physic 2. Engineering mathematics. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This market leading text is known for its comprehensive coverage, careful and correct mathematics, outstanding 
exercises and self-contained subject matter parts for maximum flexibility. 
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QA402.5 .S53 2016 
SHAHIRAH MOHAMAED HATIM 
     IDENTIFYING AND DETECTING UNLAWFUL BEHAVIOR IN VIDEO IMAGES USING GENETIC 
ALGORITHM / SHAHIRAH MOHAMAED HATIM 
     xiii, 98 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Genetic algorithms. I. Faculty of Applied Science. II. Fakulti Sains Gunaan. III. Title 
 
P1 
  
 
QA76.15 .E53 1980 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
     New York , 1980. 
     256 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm. 
     Vol. 15. Supplement. 
 
     ISBN 0824722140 
      
     1. Computer Science - Encyclopedias. I. Belzer, Jack II. Holzman, Albert George 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Computers have been changing ways in which we conduct business, produce goods, and do science. Parallel 
processing is currently a small fraction of overall computer technology and the Computer Revolution. Yet, there are 
two compelling … 
 
 
QA76.5 .D754 2012 
Dubois, Michel, 1953- 
     Parallel Computer Organization and Design / Michel Dubois, 1953- 
     xvii, 542 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
     Third printing 2015. 
 
     ISBN 9780521886758 
      
     1. Parallel computers 2. Computer organization. I. Annavaram, Muralli II. Stenstrom, Per III. Title 
 
P3      
 
Abstract 
A design-oriented text for advanced computer architecture courses, covering parallelism, complexity, power, 
reliability and performance. 
  
 
QA76.64 .W45 1991 
Weiskamp, Keith; Flamig, Bryan; Heiny, Loren 
     Object-Oriented Programming with Turbo C++ / Keith Weiskamp, Bryan Flamig and Loren Heiny 
     xvi,409 pages ; 34 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471524663 
     ISBN 0471524662 
      
     1. C++ (Computer program language) 2. Object-oriented programming (Computer science) 
 
P1 
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295. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Suitable for students, hackers, and enthusiasts, Object-Oriented Programming in Turbo C++ is written by best-
selling author. 
 
 
QA76.758 E712d 2001 
Erne Suzila Kassim 
     DESIGNING A FOUR-TIER ARCHITECTURE FOR A WEB-BASED SIMULATON ENVIRONMENT / Erne 
Suzila Kassim 
     vii, 84 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Business - Data processing 2. Computer software 3. Computer software - Development. I. Universiti Utara 
Malaysia. II. Title 
 
P1 
  
 
QA76.76.E95 L482e 
Lee Yoot Khuan 
     EXPERT SWITCHING CONTROL SYSTEM / Lee Yoot Khuan 
     93 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Expert systems (Computer science) 2. Artificial intelligence 3. Computer science. I. Department of Control 
Engineering. II. University of Bradford. 
 
P1 
 
 
QA76.76.O63 L43 1994 
Leach, Ronald J 
     ADVANCED TOPICS IN UNIX : Processes, Files, and Systems / Ronald J Leach 
     xv, 352 pages ; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471036630 
     ISBN 0471036633 
      
     1. Operating systems (Computers) 2. UNIX (Computer file). I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The first book to focus exclusively on advanced UNIX topics along with a valuable collection of detailed and 
practical programming examples. 
 
  
QA76.76.O63 O93 2009 
Oxer, Jonathan 
     Practical Arduino: Cool Projects for Open Source Hardware / Jonathan Oxer 
 
     ISBN 9781430224778 
      
     1. Operating systems (Computers) 2. Open source software. I. Hugh Blemings II. Title 
    
P3 
 
Abstract 
These combine with the projects themselves to make Practical Arduino: Cool Projects for Open Source Hardware an 
invaluable reference for Arduino users of all levels. 
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QA76.87 R69 1999 
Roziah Ismail 
     PREDICTION OF CEMENT QUALITY BY USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK / Roziah Ismail 
     x, 43 pages (various paging) : illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Artificial intelligence 2. Neurosciences 3. Optical pattern recognition. I. Faculty of Electrical Engineering. 
II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Elektrikal. 
 
P1 
 
  
QA76.9 .A25 I54154 2001 
Information Security Management: Global Challenges in the New Millennium. 
     ii, 184 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 1878289780 
      
     1. Computer security - Management. I. Dhillon, Gurpreet II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Information Security Management: Global Challenges in the New Millennium focuses on aspects of information 
security planning, evaluation, design and implementation. 
 
 
QA76.9.D3 U44 1982 
Ullman, Jeffrey D. , 1942- 
     Principles of DATABASE SYSTEMS / Jeffrey D. Ullman, 1942- 
     vii, 484 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm.  
     COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SERIES. 
 
     ISBN 9780914894360 
     ISBN 0914894366 
      
     1. Database management. I. Title II. Series 
 
P4 
 
  
QA825 .S25 2016 
Saiful Aman Hj. Sulaiman, Haji 
     GRAVIMETRIC GEOID MODEL DETERMINATION FOR PENINSULAR MALAYSIA USING LEAST 
SQUARES MODIFICATION OF STOKES / Haji Saiful Aman Hj. Sulaiman 
     xvii, 201 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Potential theory (Mathematics). I. Faculty of Architecture, Planning & Surveying. II. Fakulti Senibina, 
Perancangan dan Ukur. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Geoid is vital information in the determination of orthometric height via GNSS levelling. Based on the ellipsoidal 
height observed by GNSS, the accurate orthometric height can be easily computed by adding precise and accurate 
geoid model information. This will particularly enable the users to replace the traditional orthometric height 
determination techniques to become faster and more cost effective. 
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QB501 .C65 2013 
Cole, G. H. A. 
     Planetary science : the science of planets around stars / G. H. A. Cole 
     Boca Raton , 2013. 
     xxxii, 575 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781466563155 (paperback) 
      
     1. Planets 2. Planetology 3. Solar system. I. Woolfson, Michael M. II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Planetary Science: The Science of Planets around Stars, explains the science associated with the planets, the stars 
they orbit, and the interactions between them. It examines the formation, evolution, and death of stars and the 
properties of the Sun that influence the planets of the Solar System. 
 
  
QC21.3 .R49 2014 
Rex, Andrew, 1956- 
     COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS IN PHYSICS / Andrew Rex, 1956- 
     xvii, 238 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
    
     ISBN 9781466560178 
      
     1. Physics.I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Covers a broad scope of subjects, from classical physics that goes back to the age of Newton to new ideas just 
formulated in the twenty-first century. The book highlights the core areas of physics that predate the twentieth 
century, including mechanics electromagnetism, optics, and thermodynamics. It also focuses on modern physics, 
covering quantum mechanics, atomic and nuclear physics, fundamental particles, and relativity 
 
 
QC241 .L55 1998 
Lim, Kim Poon 
     RESONANCES AND EXCITATION FUNCTIONS / Kim Poon Lim 
     vi, 73 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Resonance 2. Nuclear magnetic resonance 3. Magnetic resonance. I. Department of Mathematics.  
II. University of Malaya. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
QC61 .N44 2017 
Nur Helmi @ Nur Jannah Azman 
     PHYSICS : LABORATORY MANUAL / Nur Helmi @ Nur Jannah Azman 
 
     xiv, 53 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673631353 
      
     1. Physics - Handbooks, manuals 
 
P1 
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Abstract 
This logically organized manual is intended for use in a two-semester introductory physics course, either calculus- 
or algebra/trigonometry-based, and may be used in conjunction with any physics text. 
 
 
QC7 .S55313 2012 
imonyi, Karoly 
 
     A cultural history of physics / Karoly imonyi 
     Bota Raton, FL , 2012. 
     xiv, 622 p. : ill., maps. ; 29 cm. 
     Translated from the German and Hungarian. 
 
     ISBN 9781568813295 (alk. paper) 
     ISBN 1568813295 (alk. paper). 
      
     1. Physics - History. I. Title 
 
P1, P4 
 
Abstract 
In A Cultural History of Physics, Hungarian scientist and educator Károly Simonyi succeeds in bridging this chasm 
by describing the experimental methods and theoretical interpretations that created scientific knowledge, from 
ancient times to the present day, within the cultural environment in which it was formed. 
 
  
QD131 .E5 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. 
     20 v. : illustrations; 26 cm. 
     Vols. 8-20 edited by F. D. Snell and L. S. Ettre. 
      
     1. Chemistry, Technical - Dictionaries 2. Chemistry, Analytic - Dictionaries. I. Snell, Foster Dee - 1898-  
II. Hilton, Clifford L III. Ettre, Leslie S IV. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
 
QD181.B7 R34 1993 
Rahmah Mohamed 
     COATING OF BROMINATED FLAME RETARDANT / Rahmah Mohamed 
     59 pages (various paging) : illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Bromine compounds 2. Fireproofing agents 3. Environmental chemistry 4. Pollution. I. Institute of 
Polymer Technology and Material Enginering. II. Loughborough University of Technology. 
 
P1 
 
 
QD382.C66 N822a 1994 
Nor 'Aini Wahab 
     A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF CuO ADDITIONS ON THE SINTERING, MICROSTRUCTURE AND 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF MgO-BASED SOFT FERRITES / Nor 'Aini Wahab 
     vii, 81 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
           
     1. Conducting polymers 2. Conducting polymers - Industrial applications 
 
P1 
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QD382.P64 R54 2017 
Ri Hanum Yahaya Subban 
     POLYMER ELECTROLYTES from SYNTHESIS to APPLICATION / Ri Hanum Yahaya Subban 
     ix, 52 pages:  illustrations; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673630530 
      
     1. Polyelectrolytes 2. Electrolytes 
 
P1  
 
Abstract 
Polymer electrolytes are electrolytic materials that are widely used in batteries, fuel cells and other applications 
such as supercapacitors, photoelectrochemical and electrochromic devices. 
 
 
QD453.3 .S54 2005 
Silbey, Robert J. 
     Physical chemistry / Robert J. Silbey 
     Hoboken, NJ , 2005. 
     vii, 944 pages: illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471215042 (hbk.) 
      
     1. Chemistry, Physical and theoretical. I. Alberty, Robert A. II. Bawendi, Moungi Gabriel - 1961- III. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Designed as a learning tool for students who want to learn physical chemistry in a functional and relevant way, 
follows a traditional organization and now features an increased focus on thermochemistry, as well as new .. 
 
  
QD516 .Z85 2016 
Zulkifli Abdul Rashid 
     Petrochemical Explosion Mechanisms And Consequences / Zulkifli Abdul Rashid 
     xii, 149 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673631926 
      
      1. Explosions 2. Petroleum chemicals.I. Title 
    
P1 
 
 
QD75.2 .Z35 2016 
Zaini Yusoff 
     LABORATORY MANUAL FOR BASIC ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY / Zaini Yusoff 
     xiv, 124 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673630035 
      
     1. Chemistry, Analytic. I. Title 
      
P1, KKP1 
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QE299.5 .G86 2017 
Gunung Ledang : Geology, Biodiversity and Socio-Economic Environment. 
     xii, 270 pages:  color, illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673634668 
      
     1. Geology 2. Mines and mineral resources 3. Malaysia - Malacca (Malacca) 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The tropical rainforests are earth’s most complex biome in terms of structure and species diversity. They are home 
to thousands of species of flora and fauna that depend upon each other, and are linked directly and indirectly to 
nemourous ecosystems.  
 
 
QE537.2.J3 P74 1995 
Preliminary Report on THE GREAT HANSHIN EARTHQUAKE January 17, 1995 : Preliminary finding from field 
investigations by teams from JSCE immediately following the earthquake. 
     346 pages:  colour illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Earthquakes - Japan - Kōbe-shi 2. Earthquakes - Japan - Hanshin Region 3. Accelerograms - Japan - Kobe. 
I. Doboku Gakkai II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
The preliminary finding from field investigations by teams from JSCE immediately following the earthquake. 
 
 
QE599.A1 .M53 2016 
Mohd. Jamaludin Md. Noor 
     LANDSLIDE AND THE HIDDEN ROLES OF SHEAR STRENGTH / Mohd. Jamaludin Md. Noor 
     x, 171 pages:  illustrations, colour; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673633852 
      
     1. Landslides 2. Shear strength of soils. I. Title 
 
P1, KKP1 
 
Abstract 
Landslide and the Hidden Roles of Shear. Strength begins by explaining the com- plexities involved in determining 
the actual state of stability of a slope, … 
  
 
QE745 .S55 1972 
Shimer, Hervey Woodburn, 1872-1965 
     INDEX FOSSILS OF NORTH AMERICA : A NEW WORK BASED ON THE COMPLETE REVISION AND 
REILLISTRATION OF GRABAU AND SHIMER'S "NORTH AMERICAN INDEX FOSSILS," / Hervey 
Woodburn Shimer, 1872-1965 
     ix, 837 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
      
     ISBN 026219001x 
      
     1. Paleontology - North America 2. Invertebrates, Fossil.I. Title 
 
P1 
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Abstract 
The term 'index fossils' refers to those fossil specimens chosen to best represent the determination of specific 
geologic strata or horizons. Therefore, this work became a major reference in the field of American stratigraphic 
paleontology. 
 
 
QH185 .M53 2017 
Mohd Nazip Suratman 
     Today's Biodiversity for a SUSTAINABLE Tomorrow / Mohd Nazip Suratman 
     xvi, 136 pages; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673633319 
      
     1. Biodiversity – Malaysia 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A world in which nature's own abundance--the infinite variety of species, or "biodiversity"--is allowed full range is 
the only world that can offer either hope or safety. Over-dependence on a limited number of crops is unwise. 
  
 
295. QH185 .N37 2008 
NATURAL HISTORY OF THE PULAU TIOMAN GROUP OF ISLANDS. 
     vi, 292 pages:  illustrations, maps ; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 1. 
 
     ISBN 9789839576351 
     ISBN 9839576356 
      
     1. Natural history - Pulau Tioman (Pahang) - Malaysia - Congresses 2. Biodiversity - Pulau Tioman (Pahang) 
3. Marine biology - Pulau Tioman (Pahang). I. Siew Moi, Phang II. Affendi Yang Amri III. Ooi Lean Sim, Jillian  
IV. Haji Abdul Jamal bin Mydin V. University Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences VI. Title VII. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A workshop "Marine Natural History of the Tioman Park Group of Islands" was held in 2006, on Pulau Tioman in 
conjuction with the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Institute of Ocean and Earth 
Sciences and the launch of the Pulau Tioman Marine Research Station. This monograph comprises paper presented 
at the workshop as well as biodiversity checklists of terrestrial, freshwater and marine flora and fauna compiled 
from published reports. 
 
 
QH191 .S74 1974 
St. George, George 
     SOVIET DESERTS AND MOUNTAINS / George St. George 
     Amsterdam , 1974. 
     184 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm The World's wild places. 
 
     ISBN 0705400972 
      
1. Natural History - Soviet Central Asia 2. Deserts - Soviet Central Asia 3. Mountains - Soviet Central Asia 4. 
Soviet Central Asia - Description and travel.I. Ustinov, Lev II. Time-Life Books. III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
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Abstract 
Beautiful pics of mountains, deserts, animals, descriptions. 
  
 
QH326 .L66 2015 
Longstaff, Alan 
     ASTROBIOLOGY : An Introduction / Alan Longstaff 
     xxxii, 422 pages, 12 unnumbered pages of plates: illustrations (some color); 25 cm  
     Series in Astronomy and Astrophysics. 
 
     ISBN 9781439875766 
      
     1. Exobiology. I. Title II. Series 
      
P1 
 
Abstract 
Astrobiology is a multidisciplinary pursuit that in various guises encompasses astronomy, chemistry, planetary and 
Earth sciences, and biology. It relies on mathematical, statistical, and computer modeling for theory, and space 
science, engineering, and computing to implement observational and experimental work. 
 
 
QH541.15 .L64 2013 
Loehrlein, Marietta M. 
     Sustainable Landscaping : Principles and Practices / Marietta M. Loehrlein 
     xix, 305 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781466593206 
      
     1. Sustainable development 2. Carbon sequestration 3. Environmental protection 4. Landscape ecology. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
While landscaping has the potential to be part of the solution to certain environmental problems, the quest for 
beauty can also produce effects that are harmful to the environment. Sustainable Landscaping: Principles and 
Practices examines landscape practices that adversely affect the environment, which occur in the process of 
constructing, implementing, and managing residential and commercial landscapes. It explores ways to change these 
practices to have a more positive effect, describing the principles of sustainable landscaping and proposing solutions 
to challenges that can arise. 
  
 
QH541.M4 M36 2012 
Mangrove and Coastal Environment of Selangor, Malaysia. 
     xvi, 290 pages:  some colour illustrations; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Science monograph series 14. 
 
     ISBN 9789670380100 
      
     1. Ecology - Malaysia 2. Forests and forestry. I. A. Sasekumar II. V.C Chong III. University Malaya. Institute 
of Ocean and Earth Sciences IV. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
20 articles in this book, grouped in four sections, highlight the salient features of Selangor's coastal environment. 
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QH75 .R43 1980  
'READER'S DIGEST' Book of Natural Wonders. 
     463 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
      
     1. Natural monuments. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Dramatic, full-color photography, accurate diagrams, illustrations, and relief maps, a comprehensive glossary, and a 
complete index all contribute to an informative and visually appealing survey of the world's extraordinary natural 
wonders 
  
 
QH91 .S68 2010 
The South China Sea : Sustaining ocean productivities, maritime communicaties and the climate. 
     185 pages:  some colour illustrations; 28 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 11. 
 
     ISBN 9789675148880 
      
     1. Oceanography - Southeast Asia. I. Lim, Phaik Eem II. Hanafi Hussin III. Mohammed Rizman Idid IV. Nor 
Aieni Mokhtar V. University Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences VI. Title VII. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This conference was held in conjunction with the International Year of Planet Earth, and is jointly organized by the 
Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences, the University of Malaya, the National Oceanography Directorate, the 
Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, Malaysia, and the Malaysian Society of Marine Sciences. 
 
 
QK365.5 .F56 1978 
FLORA MALESIANA 
     The Netherlands, 1974-1978. 
     577 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     SERIES I SPERMATOPHYTA. 
 
     ISBN 9028601880 
      
     1. Botany - Collected Works 2. Asia - Malay Archipelago 3. Phytogeography 4. Plant collectors. I. Steenis, C. 
G. G. J. van II. Cheek, Martin III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Many botanists must have wondered why as yet no volume of Flora Malesiana was dedicated to the outstanding 
botanist Carl Ludwio Blume, undisputed pioneer in planning the compilation of a 'Flora Malesiana'. The writing of 
this Dedication … 
 
  
QK47 .B76 1925 
Brown, William H 
     Alam Tumbuh-tumbuhan / William H Brown 
     xiv, 944 pages:  illustrations; 20 cm. 
     Terjemahan dari bahasa Inggeris. 
     
     1. Botany.I. Title 
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QK575.A785 T39 2008 
Taxonomy of Southeast Asian Seaweeds. 
     i, 197 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 2. 
 
     ISBN 9789675148132 
     ISBN 9675148136 
      
     1. Marine algae - Southeast Asia - Congresses - Classification 2. Marine algae - Asia, Southeastern - 
Classification. I. Phang, Siew Moi II. Khanjanapaj Lewmanomont III. Lim, Phaik-Eem IV. Universiti Malaya. 
Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This monograph represents the proceedings of the First Taxonomy of Southeast Asian Seaweed Workshop held at 
the University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur. The monograph contains 12 chapters describing selected genera of the 
Chlorophyta (Halimeda), Rhodophyta (Kappaphycus, Gracilaria, Gracilariocolax, Gelidiales) and the Phaeophyta 
(Padina, Sargassum) from the Southeast Asia. 
 
  
QK618 .S25 2009 
Siti Aisyah Alias 
     MARINE FUNGI FROM MANGROVES OF MALAYSIA / Siti Aisyah Alias 
     iii, 109 pages:  some colour illustrations; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 8. 
 
     ISBN 9789675148149 
      
     1. Marine fungi 2. Marine biology.I. Jones, E.B.G II. University Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth 
Sciences III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
 
QK711 .B577 1952 
Bonner, James Frederick, 1910- 
     Principles of Plant Physiology / James Frederick Bonner, 1910- 
     499 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm  
     A Series of biology texts. 
     
     1. Plant physiology. I. Arthur W. Galston II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of 
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other 
nations. 
 
  
QK753.V58 F35 2003 
Faiza Ismail 
     DETERMINATION OF ASCORBIC ACID, TOTAL PHENOLIC CONTENT AND ANTIOXIDANT 
ACTIVITIES IN TURMERIC LEAF / Faiza Ismail 
     xii, 41 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
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     1. Plants - Effect of vitamin C on 2. Plant physiology 3. Life sciences. I. Faculty of Applied Sciences. II. 
Fakulti Sains Gunaan. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Ascorbic acid content and total phenolic content of fresh fruit juices were determined by volumetric and Folin-
Ciocalteu reagent method respectively. 
 
 
QK753.V58 S66 2003 
Siti Rohani Kamiran 
     DETERMINATION OF ASCORBIC ACID AND Α-TOCOPHEROL IN SELECTED EDIBLE PLANTS AND 
THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO ANTIOXIDANT ACTIVITY / Siti Rohani Kamiran 
     x, 85 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Plants - Effect of vitamin C on 2. Plant physiology 3. Life sciences. I. Faculty of Applied Sciences.  
II. Fakulti Sains Gunaan. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
QK911.H3 V44 1974 
VEGETATION AND ENVIRONMENT. 
     193 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm  
     Handbook of vegetation science pt. 6. 
 
     ISBN 9061931878 
      
1. Botany - Ecology 2. Plant communities. I. Strain, Boyd R. II. Billings, W. D. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
QL461 .M34 1993 
Maheran Nuruddin 
     THE CLAP AND FLING LIFT MECHANISM / Maheran Nuruddin 
     72 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Insects - Flight 2. Insects - Flight - Climatic factors 3. Insects - Flight - Experiments. I. University of 
Newcastle Upon Tyne. II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The aerodynamics of flapping flight for the smallest insects such as thrips is often characterized by a ‘clap and fling’ 
of the wings at the end of the upstroke and the beginning of the downstroke. These insects fly at Reynolds numbers 
(Re) of the order of 10 or less where viscous effects are significant. 
  
 
QL496 F39 1997 
Fazlina Jahaya 
     KRITERIA-KRITERIA SERANGGA DAN HABITATNYA DIAPLIKASIKAN DI DALAM DUNIA FIBER / 
Fazlina Jahaya 
     xvi, 91 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
           
1. Insects - Behavior 2. Insects - Behavior - Experiments 3. Life sciences.I. Kajian Seni Lukis dan Seni Reka. 
II. Faculty of Art and Design. 
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QL52 .C43 1965 
Chapman, G.R 
     ZOOLOGY for Intermediate Students / G.R Chapman 
     744 pages:  illustrations; 21 cm. 
          
     1. Zoology - Outlines, syllabi, etc 2. Animal ecology. I. Barker, W.B II. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
QP1 .H39 1999 
Hazudin Mohamed 
     PEMBANGUNAN KOMUNITI PESISIRAN SUNGAI DI LUAR BANDAR: KES KAJIAN SUNGAI 
GOMBAK / Hazudin Mohamed 
     viii, 111 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Limnology 2. Aquatic biology 3. Life sciences. I. Fakulti Senibina, Perancangan dan Ukur. II. Faculty of 
Architecture, Planning and Surveying. 
 
P1 
 
  
QP285 O147 2011 
OBSTETRICS by Ten Teachers. 
     xiv, 319 pages ; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780340983539 
      
     1. Obstetrics 2. Pregnancy Complications.I. Campbell, Stuart - 1936- II. Baker, Philip - 1962- III. Lees, 
Christoph IV. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Obstetrics by Ten Teachers is well established as a concise, yet comprehensive, guide within its field. The twentieth 
edition has been thoroughly updated by a new team of 'teachers', integrating clinical material with the latest 
scientific developments that underpin patient care. Each chapter is highly structured, with learning objectives, 
definitions, aetiology, clinical features, investigations, treatments, case histories and key point summaries and 
additional reading where appropriate. 
 
 
QP301 .H83 1986 
HUMAN MOVEMENT UNDERSTANDING: From Computational Geometry to Artificial Intelligence. 
     Amsterdam. - New York. 
     x, 382 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     Advances in psychology 33. 
 
     ISBN 0444700323 
      
     1. Human mechanics - Technique - Research 2. Kinesiology - Research - Technique 3. Human mechanics - 
Mathematical models 4. Artificial intelligence. I. Morasso, P. II. Tagliasco, V. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The volume applies to the study of the motor system the computational approach developed by David Marr for the 
visual system. Accordingly, understanding movement is viewed as an information processing problem, centred on 
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the representation of appropriate computational structures. In particular, the book deals with the representation of 
objects, concurrent parallel processes, trajectory formation patterns and patterns of interaction with the 
environment. A number of modeling techniques are discussed, ranging from computational geometry to artificial 
intelligence, integrating very different aspects of movement, especially those which are not directly motoric. 
 
  
QP303 .H35 2006 
Hall, Susan J. , 1953-  
     Basic biomechanics / Susan J. Hall, 1953- 
     xvi. 544 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780071104319 
      
     1. Biomechanics 2. Biomechanics - Problems, exercises, etc. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The Basic Biomechanics has been significantly updated from the previous edition. The approach taken remains an 
integrated balance of qualitative and quantitative examples, applications, and problems designed to illustrate the 
principles discussed. This edition also retains the important sensitivity to the fact that some beginning students of 
biomechanics possess weak backgrounds in mathematics. For this reason, it includes numerous sample problems 
and applications, along with practical advice on approaching quantitative problems. 
 
 
QR1 .A38 1983 
ADVANCES IN Applied Microbiology. 
     vii, 282 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
     Includes index 
     .Vol. 29. 
 
     ISBN 0120026295 
      
     1. Industrial microbiology - Biology. I. Laskin, Allen I., - 1928- II. Gadd, Geoffrey M 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Advances in Applied Microbiology' offers comprehensive reviews of the latest techniques and discoveries in this 
rapidly moving field. 
  
 
QR41.2 .J36 2016 
Jamal Hussaini 
     ASAS MIKROBIOLOGI: BASIC MICROBIOLOGY / Jamal Hussaini 
     vii, 15 pages:  illustrations, colour; 18 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673631155 
      
      1. Microbiology.I. Title 
P1, KKP1 
 
 
QT18.2 S5625e 2016 
Shultz, Sandra J. , 1961- 
     Examination of Musculoskeletal Injuries / Sandra J. Shultz, 1961- 
     xv, 670 pages:  illustrations, portraits ; 29 cm. 
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     ISBN 9781450472920 
      
     1. Athletic Injuries - diagnosis 2. Musculoskeletal System - injuries 3. Physical Education and Training - 
methods 4. Sports Medicine - methods. I. Perrin, David H. - 1954- II. Houglum, Peggy A. - 1948- III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Examination of Musculoskeletal Injuries, is an essential resource ffor students of athletic training and therapy as 
well as current practitioners in the field who wish to use evidence-based procedures in their clinical practice to 
ensure safe and accurate diagnoses of injuries. 
 
  
QT255 .M8837m 2016 
Morrow, James R , Jr. , 1947- 
     Measurement and Evaluation in Human Performance / James R Morrow, 1947- 
     xv, 463 pages:  illustrations (some color) ; 29 cm. 
     Preceded by Measurement and evaluation in human performance / James R. Morrow Jr. ... [et al.]. 4th ed. 
©2011. 
 
     ISBN 9781450470438 
     ISBN 1450470432 
      
     1. Physical fitness 2. Athletic performance 3. Monitoring, Physiologic methods. I. Mood, Dale P. II. Disch, 
James G. - 1947- III. Kang, Minsoo,(Physical education teacher) IV. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Measurement and Evaluation in Human Performance, Fifth Edition With Web Study Guide, leads students through 
the fundamentals of collecting and analyzing data of human performance and applying their results to real-life 
situations. Focusing on the core concepts of reliability and validity of data, the text provides all the necessary tools 
for evidence-based decision making that can be applied to physical therapy, allied health professions, kinesiology, 
sport and exercise science, physical education, health, and fitness.  
 
 
QT260 R1117e 2016 
Raab, Scot 
     Evidence-Based Practice in ATHLETIC TRAINING / Scot Raab 
     xiii, 177 pages:  illustration; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781450498159 
      
     1. Athletic Performance 2. Evidence-Based Practice - methods 3. Research Design. I. Craig, Debbie I. II. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Evidence-Based Practice in Athletic Training provides essential information on the fundamentals of evidence-based 
practice (EBP) for students who are working toward certification in athletic training and for athletic trainers who 
wish to stay up to date on best practices in the field.  
 
 
QT261 A523e 2016 
Amonette, William E. , 1977- 
     Evidence-Based Practice in Exercise Science: The Six-Step approach / William E. Amonette, 1977- 
     xiv, 329 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
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     ISBN 9781450434195 
      
     1. Sports Medicine - Case Reports 2. Athletic Injuries - Case Reports - prevention & control 3. Evidence-Based 
Practice - Case Reports 4. Exercise - Case Reports - physiology 5. Exercise Therapy - Case Reports. I. English, Kirk 
L. - 1975- II. Kraemer, William J. - 1953- III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Exercise science practitioners have access to mountains of research findings, expert opinions, novel techniques, and 
program plans via blogs, fitness … 
 
 
QT261 C6479s 2016 
Clover, Jim 
     SPORTS MEDICINE ESSENTIALS: CORE CONCEPTS IN ATHLETIC TRAINING & FITNESS 
INSTRUCTION / Jim Clover 
     xix, 678 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781133281245 
     ISBN 1133281249 
      
      1. Athletic Injuries - therapy 2. Sports Medicine 3. Physical Education and Training. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Key topics address fitness assessment, conditioning, emergency preparedness, injury management, therapeutic 
modalities, nutrition, ethical and legal considerations, and much more. Students will explore careers in fitness 
instruction, athletic training, exercise physiology, sports management, and even physical therapy, while practicing 
important, job-related skills. More than a text, this unique hands-on learning tool asks students to perform essential 
skills, such as taping injuries, researching sports medicine supplies and their costs, and even forming a mock safety 
committee to mitigate injury risks to athletes. 
  
 
QT261 D392t 2016 
Denegar, Craig R. 
     Therapeutic Modalities for Musculoskeletal Injuries / Craig R. Denegar 
     xi, 372 pages:  illustrations, portraits ; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781450469012. 
      
     1. Athletic Injuries - therapy 2. Musculoskeletal System - injuries 3. Pain - prevention & control 4. Rehabilitation 
- methods 5. Physical Therapy Modalities. I. Saliba, Ethan - 1956- II. Saliba, Susan Foreman - 1963- III. Title 
 
P4  
 
Abstract 
Therapeutic Modalities for Musculoskeletal Injuries, applies evidence-based research and clinical experiences of 
top practitioners in the field to optimize the care of musculoskeletal injuries and provides students and practitioners 
with solid fundamentals in development of rehabilitation programs. The content of this fourth edition has been 
significantly updated and revitalized to include all modalities that coincide with BOC requirements and offers the 
latest in contemporary science in the field. 
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QT261 R3451 2015 
Rehabilitation Techniques for Sports Medicine and Athletic Training. 
     Revision of: Rehabilitation techniques for sports medicine and athletic training / [edited by] William E. Prentice, 
2011. 
     Includes webside passcode. 
 
     ISBN 9781617119316 
      
     1. Sports injuries - Patients - Rehabilitation 2. Athletic Injuries - rehabilitation 3. Physical Therapy Modalities.  
I. Prentice, William E. II. Title 
 
P4  
 
Abstract 
Rehabilitation Techniques for Sports Medicine and Athletic Training, is a comprehensive reference written for the 
athletic training student who is interested in gaining more in-depth exposure to the theory and practical application 
of rehabilitation techniques used in a sports medicine environment. 
  
 
QT261 R8696 2016 
ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF SPORT THERAPY, INJURY ASSESSMENT AND REHABILITATION. 
     xvi, 748 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm.  
     Routledge international handbooks. 
 
     ISBN 9780415593267 
     ISBN 0415593263. 
      
     1. Athletic Injuries - therapy 2. Athletic Injuries - diagnosis 3. Sports Medicine. I. Ward, Keith II. Title III. Series 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
The Handbook presents principles which form the foundation of the profession and incorporates a set of spinal and 
peripheral regional chapters which detail functional anatomy, the injuries common to those regions, and evidence-
based assessment and management approaches. Its design incorporates numerous photographs, figures, tables, 
practitioner tips and detailed sample Patient Record Forms. This book is comprehensively referenced and multi-
authored, and is essential to anyone involved in sports therapy, from their first year as an undergraduate, to those 
currently in professional practice. 
 
 
QT261 S7646 2016 
sports injury prevention and rehabilitation : INTEGRATING MEDICINE AND SCIENCE FOR PERFORMANCE 
SOLUTIONS. 
     xi, 452 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780415815062 
      
     1. Athletic Injuries - prevention & control 2. Athletic Injuries - rehabilitation. I. Joyce, David - 1976- II. 
Lewindon, Daniel III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
World-class rehabilitation of the injured athlete integrates best practice in sports medicine and physical therapy with 
training and conditioning techniques based on cutting-edge sports science. In this ground-breaking new book, 
leading sports injury and rehabilitation professionals, strength and conditioning coaches, biomechanists and sport 
scientists show how this integrated model works across the spectrum of athlete care. In every chapter, there is a 
sharp focus on the return to performance, rather than just a return to play. 
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QT263 K891e 2016 
Kraemer, William J. , 1953- 
     Exercise Physiology: Integrating Theory and Application / William J. Kraemer, 1953- 
     xvii, 525 pages:  color illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781496309082 
      
     1. Exercise - Textbooks - Physiological aspects 2. Clinical exercise physiology - Textbooks 3. Sports Nutritional 
Physiological Phenomena 4. Physical Fitness. I. Fleck, Steven J. - 1951- II. Deschenes, Michael R. III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Designed for undergraduate course work, this exercise physiology textbook unites research and theory with real-
world application so students can easily relate to the concepts being presented. The unique applied approach fully 
engages you in discovering how the human body works and responds to exercise. You’ll not only gain a solid 
foundation in exercise physiology concepts, you’ll also learn how to apply these concepts on the job to optimize 
athletic performance and well-being. Moreover, you’ll come to understand the vital health benefits of exercise and 
physical activity for all individuals at all ages, including special populations. 
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SB409 .S58 1978 
Skelsey, Alice Fulton, 1926- 
     Orchids / Alice Fulton Skelsey, 1926- 
     Alexandria, Va. , 1978. 
     160 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm  
     The Time-Life encyclopedia of gardening. 
 
     ISBN 0809425939 
      
     1. Orchids 2. Orchid culture. I. Time-Life Books. II. Title III. Series 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Describes the largest family of flowering plants, the orchid, focusing on habitat, international varieties, pollination 
and germination, breeding and cultivation, and threats to its survival. 
  
 
SB453 .P73 1977 
The Practical Gardening Encyclopedia. 
     352 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0706350669 
      
     1. Gardening. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
In gardening, satisfaction comes from getting the best results every time. This beautiful book illustrates in stepby-
step detail the most effective and efficient ways of achieving your horticultural objectives. 
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SB466.J3 S25 1970 
Saito, Katsuo, 1893- 
     Magic of Trees and Stones: Secrets of Japanese Gardening / Katsuo Saito, 1893- 
     282 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Gardens, Japanese - Japan. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Covers the basic divisions of types of gardens front, kitchen, inner and other auxiliary sections in the very beginning 
of the book. Several nice examples aligning with representation. 
 
  
SD536.6.M3 D47 1957 
Desch, H. E 
     MANUAL OF MALAYAN TIMBERS / H. E Desch 
     Kepong, 1957. 
     2v : illustrations; 24 cm. 
     
     1. Wood - Malaysia 2. Timber - Malaysia. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
 
SH390 .T39 2013 
Taxonomy of Southeast Asian Seaweeds II. 
     vii, 241 pages:  illustrations, maps; 26 cm  
     IOES monograph series 15. 
 
     ISBN 9789831006870 
      
     1. Marine algae culture - Southeast Asia 2. Natural history - Southeast Asia 3. Marine algae culture. I. Eem 
Lim, Phaik II. University of Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences III. Title IV. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This monograph represents the proceedings of the Second Taxonomy of Southeast Asian Seaweed Workshop held at 
the University of Malaya, April 2010. The monograph contains 12 chapters describing selected genera of the 
Chlorophyta (Halimeda), Rhodophyta (Kappaphycus, Gracilaria, Gracilariocolax, Gelidiales) and the Phaeophyta 
(Padina, Sargassum) from the Southeast Asian region. 
  
 
SK567 .M73 1985 
Mohd Tajuddin Abdullah 
     A SUMATRAN RHINOCEROS CONVERSATION PLAN FOR THE ENDAU-ROMPIN NATIONAL PARK, 
MALAYSIA / Mohd Tajuddin Abdullah 
     107 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Wildlife conservation 2. Malaysia.I. West Virginia University. II. Disivion of Forestry. 
 
P1 
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T58.6 .H17 2009 
Haag, Stephen 
     Information systems essentials / Stephen Haag 
     xxix, 429 pages:  illustrations (chiefly color); 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780073376752 
     ISBN 0073376752 
      
     1. Information technology 2. Management information systems. I. Cummings, Maeve II. Title 
 
P4, PSP 
 
Abstract 
Information Systems Essentials includes the first nine chapters from Haag MIS 5e, representing what introductory 
MIS students should definitely know. 
 
  
TA1637 .N67 2015 
Normi Abdul Hadi 
     G2 PARAMETRIC CURVE AND SURFACE FITTING USING BETA-SPLINE / Normi Abdul Hadi 
     Shah Alam, Selangor, 2015. 
     xv, 186 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Image processing - Digital techniques. I. Faculty of Computer and Mathematics Sciences. II. Fakulti Sains 
Komputer dan Matematik. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Advancement of the imaging technology nowadays demands sophisticated method to represent the captured image 
in the form of curves and surfaces. However, the challenge in curve and surface fitting techniques is the smoothness 
and accurateness of the result and the complexity of the techniques. Therefore, the primary goal of this research is to 
develop new curve and surface fitting techniques using beta-spline which has G2 continuity, high accuracy and less 
number of computations. This is due to the properties of cubic beta-spline itself with G2 conditions, and located 
close to the control polygon. 
 
 
TA166 .O43 2002 
Office Ergonomics. 
     1 digital video disc (DVD 30 min.) : digital ; 12 cm + 1 presenter guide book, iv, 13 pages  
     Safety Meeting Kit Series. 
      
     1. Human engineering. I. MARCOM Group, Ltd. II. Title III. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Many people don't realize that a poorly designed computer workstation and/or bad work habits can result in serious 
health problems. Common symptoms associated with poor design or habits include discomfort in the back, neck and 
shoulders, hands and wrists, as well as headaches and eyestrain. 
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TA168 .R64 2016 
Rogayah Abdul Majid 
     MODELING THE HUMAN CENTERED DESIGN THROUGH HCI CAPABILITY / Rogayah Abdul Majid 
     xv, 197 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Systems engineering 2. Engineering design 3. Human engineering. I. Faculty of Computing and 
Mathematical Sciences. II. Fakulti Sains Komputer dan Matematik. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The Human Centered Design (HCD) approach rooted in the semi-scientific field of ergonomics was introduced into 
the software development process to increase the software usability and quality by focusing on the software use and 
applying human factors/ergonomics and usability knowledge and techniques. In the progress the Human Centered 
Software Engineering (HCSE) was developed more than a decade ago. HCSE is the framework for integrating the 
human centered design philosophy and usability engineering into traditional systems development method. 
 
 
TA174 .A76 2017 
Arora, Jasbir Singh 
     INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMUM DESIGN / Jasbir Singh Arora 
     xxi, 945 pages:  charts; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780128008065 
      
     1. Engineering design - Mathematical models. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Introduction to Optimum Design, Fourth Edition, carries on the tradition of the most widely used textbook in 
engineering optimization and optimum design courses. It is intended for use in a first course on engineering design 
and optimization at the undergraduate or graduate level in engineering departments of all disciplines, with a primary 
focus on mechanical, aerospace, and civil engineering courses. 
  
 
TA174 .D45 2013 
Dieter, George Ellwood 
     ENGINEERING DESIGN / George Ellwood Dieter 
     xiv, 825 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780073398143 
     ISBN 0073398144 
      
     1. Engineering design. I. Schmidt, Linda C . II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This engaging text provides an overview of the basic engineering principles that shape our modern world, covering 
key concepts within a flexible, two-part format. 
 
 
TA174 .D958 2014 
Dym, Clive L. 
     ENGINEERING DESIGN: A PROJECT-BASED INTRODUCTION / Clive L. Dym 
     xvi, 320 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
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     ISBN 9781118324585 
      
     1. Engineering design. I. Little, Patrick - 1952- II. Orwin, Elizabeth J. III. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Case studies are included that show the relevance of these tools to practical settings. The third edition offers a view 
of the design tools that even the greenest of engineers will have in their toolbox in the coming years. 
  
 
TA174 .E78 1996 
Ertas, Atila 
     The Engineering Design Process / Atila Ertas 
     x, 614 pages:  charts; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471136996 
      
     1. Engineering design. I. Jesse J. Jones II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Designers discover how these five stages can be seamlessly integrated. The book illustrates how the design methods 
can work together coherently, while the book’s supporting exercises and labs help learners navigate the design 
process. 
 
 
TA174 .W387 2003 
Wiese, Paul R. 
     Engineering Design in the Multi-Discipline Era: A Systems Approach / Paul R. Wiese 
     xviii, 116 pages:  illustrations, ports; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781860583476 
      
     1. Systems engineering 2. Engineering design. I. John, Philip II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Engineering Design in the Multi-Discipline Era is about systems engineering – in the sense of an integrated 
approach to engineering design. 
  
 
TA177.4 .W375 1992 
Ward, Sol A. 
     Cost Engineering For Effective Project Control / Sol A. Ward 
     viii, 227 pages:  charts, illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 047152851X 
      
1. Engineering economy. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Provides an integrated overview of methods for controlling the cost, schedule and quality of a construction project. 
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TA347.F5 L64 2017 
Logan, Daryl L. 
     A first course in finite element method / Daryl L. Logan 
     xviii, 955 pages:  illustration; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781305635111 
      
     1. Finite element method. I. Title 
      
P3 
 
Abstract 
The book is written primarily as a basic learning tool for the undergraduate student in civil and mechanical 
engineering whose main interest is in stress analysis and heat transfer. 
  
 
TA357 .F695 2002 
Finnemore, E. John 
     Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications / E. John Finnemore 
     xxv, 790 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm  
     The McGraw-Hill series in civil and environmental engineering. 
 
     ISBN 9780071251266 
      
     1. Fluid mechanics. I. Franzini, Joseph B. II. Title III. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
There is a broader coverage of all topics in this edition of Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications.. 
Furthermore, this edition has numerous computer-related problems that can be solved in Matlab and Mathcad. 
 
 
TA403 .C23 2007 
Callister, William D , Jr. , 1940- 
     Materials Science and Engineering: An Introduction / William D Callister Jr., 1940- 
     xxv, 721, A41, G14, S5, I22 pages: illustrations; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471736967 
     ISBN 0471736961 
      
     1. Materials. I. Rethwisch, David G 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Building on the extraordinary success of six best-selling editions, Bill Callister's new Seventh Edition of 
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING: AN INTRODUCTION continues to promote student 
understanding of the three primary types of … 
 
  
TA405 .B39 2009 
Beer, Ferdinand P. 
     MECHANICS OF MATERIALS / Ferdinand P. Beer 
     xix, 782 pages:  illustration, colour; 26cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780071284226 
     ISBN 0071284222 
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     1. Strength of materials - Textbooks. I. Johnston Jr, E. Russell II. Dewolf John T 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
With its hallmark clarity and accuracy, this text develops student understanding along with analytical and problem-
solving skills. 
 
 
TA405 .I56 2011 
International Conference on Fracture and Strength of Solids(8th: 2010: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia) 
     Fracture and Strength of Solids VII: selected, peer reviewed papers of the eight International Conference on 
Fracture and Strength of Solids (FEOFS) 2010,  
     Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, June 7-9, 2010. 
     2 volumes (xx, 1428 pages) : illustration ; 25 cm  
     Key engineering materials v. 462 - 463. 
 
     ISBN 9780878492107 
     ISBN 0878492100 (pbk.) 
      
     1. Fracture mechanics - Congresses 2. Strength of materials - Congresses. I. Ahmad Kamal Ariffin  
II. Andanastuti Muchtar III. Aidy Ali 
 
P1, P3 
 
  
TA418.9.N35 N67 2017 
Norlida Kamarulzaman 
     Professorial Lecture UiTM : THE UNIQUENESS OF NANOMATERIALS / Norlida Kamarulzaman 
     viii, 70 pages:  illustrations; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673630752 
      
     1. Nanostructured materials 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Nanomaterials are important to today's area of research due to their unique properties and characteristics. Metal 
oxide nanostructures are important because they can be utilised in various applications. Therefore, new findings in 
this area of research are well sought-after. Nanomaterials research not only involves the development of new 
materials but also characterisation methods and device fabrication. It is important that the new and novel materials 
are understood from the physics and the chemistry points of view so that the science and technology of 
nanomaterials and devices can be carefully documented and established. 
 
 
TA439 .M56 2016 
Muhd Norhasri Muhd Sidek 
     UTILISATION OF NANO MATERIALS IN ENHANCING STRENGTH AND DURABILITY PROPERTIES 
OF ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE (UHPC) / Muhd Norhasri Muhd Sidek 
     v, 236 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. High strength concrete 2. Building 3. Concrete. I. Faculty of Civil Engineering. II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan 
Awam. III. Title 
 
P1 
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TA527.M34 R69 2011 
Malaysia, Royal Institution of Surveyors Malaysia 
     50 Years 1961-2011 : SURVEYING THE NATION / Royal Institution of Surveyors Malaysia 
     2 volumes: colour illustrations, photographs; 26 cm. 
     Royal edition. 
 
     ISBN 9789671032305 
      
     1. Surveying - Malaysia. I. Royal Institution of Surveyors Malaysia. 
 
P1, FSPU 
 
 
TA549 .J37 2016 
Jasmee Jaafar 
     Asas UKUR KEJURUTERAAN / Jasmee Jaafar 
     xv, 171 pages:  illustration; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673630714 
      
     1. Surveying 2. Engineering. I. Redzwan Misran II. Adli Redzuan Shaary III. Roslina Idris IV. Mohd Nasri Md 
Rani V. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Di Malaysia, perkataan ukur digunakan dengan begitu meluas dalam berbagai-bagai bidang. Kita selalu diajukan 
dengan perkataan Ukur Tanah, Ukur Bahan, Ukur Bangunan dan sebagainya. 
  
 
TA654.6 .C466 2007 
Chopra, Anil K. 
     Dynamics of structures : theory and applications to earthquake engineering / Anil K. Chopra 
     xxxiv, 876 pages:  illustration ; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 013156174X 
     ISBN 9780131561748 
      
     1. Earthquake engineering 2. Structural dynamics. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This edition includes many topics encompassing the theory of structural dynamics and the application of this theory 
regarding earthquake analysis, response, and design of structures. 
 
 
TA660.T5 A58 1998 
Antonio Lapan Anak Rejap 
     TORSIONAL BEHAVIOUR OF AXIALLY DISCONTINUOUS FRAME STRUCTURE WITH C-SHAPED 
THIN-WALLED SECTIONS FOR DIFFERENT LIP SIZES / Antonio Lapan Anak Rejap 
     xiv, 69 pages (various paging) : illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Thin-walled structures 2. Thin-walled structures - Mathematical models 3. Thin-walled structures - Testing 
4. Thin-walled structures - Design and construction. I. Faculty of Civil Engineering. II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Awam. 
III. Title 
 
P1 
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TA682.26 .P68 2013 
Potts, Keith F. 
     Construction Cost Management : Learning from case studies / Keith F. Potts 
     xix, 367 pages ; 26 cm. 
     "First edition published 2008 by Taylor and Francis"--Title page verso. 
     "Simultaneously published in the USA and Canada"--Title page verso. 
      
     ISBN 9780415629126 
     ISBN 9780415629133 (paperback : alkaline paper). 
      
      1. Construction industry - Case studies - Costs 2. Construction industry - Cost control - Case studies 3. 
Construction industry - Costs - Case studies 4. Construction industry - Cost control - Case studies. I. Ankrah, Nii II. 
Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
As a construction project manager, achieving this while maintaining quality is the most valuable package you can 
offer your clients. Of course, its value derives largely from it's difficulty – if it were easy to complete jobs entirely 
to plan then it would happen rather more often. Using a combination of worked examples and case studies, this 
book examines how projects go over-cost, what lessons can be learned from past examples and what approaches 
have successfully been employed. 
  
 
TA683.2 .K635 2015 
Kotsovos, Michael D. 
     Finite-Element Modelling of Structural Concrete : Short-Term Static and Dynamic Loading Conditions / Michael 
D. Kotsovos 
     xv, 365 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781498712309 
      
     1. Reinforced concrete construction 2. Finite element method.I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Finite-Element Modelling of Structural Concrete: Short-Term Static and Dynamic Loading Conditions presents a 
finite-element model of structural concrete under short-term loading, covering the whole range of short-term 
loading conditions, from static (monotonic and cyclic) to dynamic (seismic and impact) cases. Experimental data on 
the behavior of concrete at both the material and structural levels reveal the unavoidable development of triaxial 
stress conditions prior to failure which dictate the collapse and ductility of structural concrete members. Moreover, 
and in contrast with generally accepted tenets, it can be shown that the post-peak behavior of concrete as a material 
is realistically described by a complete and immediate loss of load-carrying capacity. 
 
 
TA683.7 .E43 2002 
Elliott, Kim S. 
     Precast Concrete Structures / Kim S. Elliott 
     xi, 375 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780750650847 
     ISBN 0750650842 
      
     1. Precast concrete construction. I. Title 
 
P3 
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383. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
This edition of Precast Concrete Structures introduces the conceptual design ideas for the prefabrication of concrete 
structures and presents a number of worked examples that translate designs from BS 8110 to Eurocode EC2, before 
... 
  
 
TA684 .R34 1996 
Rahman Slamat 
     ANALYSIS OF THIN-WALLED FRAME STRUCTURE / Rahman Slamat 
     x, 38 pages (various paging) : illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Steel, Structural 2. Building, Iron and steel 3. Thin-walled structures. I. School of Civil Engineering.  
II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Awam. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
TA710 .D37 2018 
Das, Braja M. 
     Principles of Geotechnical Engineering / Braja M. Das 
     xxiii, 819 pages:  colour illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781305970939 
      
     1. Soil mechanics 2. Geotechnical engineering. I. Sobhan, Khaled II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Intended as an introductory text in soil mechanics, the eighth edition of Das, PRINCIPLES OF GEOTECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING offers an overview of soil properties and mechanics together with coverage of field practices and 
basic engineering procedure. Background information needed to support study in later design-oriented courses or in 
professional practice is provided through a wealth of comprehensive discussions, detailed explanations, and more 
figures and worked out problems than any other text in the market. 
  
 
TA710 .L548 2014  
Liu, Cheng 
     Soil and Foundations / Cheng Liu 
     xii, 270 pages:  illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780135113905 
      
     1. Soil Mechanic - Textbooks 2. Foundations - Textbooks. I. Evett, Jack B. - 1942- II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Written in a clear, direct style, this practical text introduces students to the essentials of soil mechanics and 
foundations. Major emphasis is given to design and practical applications, which are supported by basic theory. 
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TA775 .D227 2016 
Das, B.M. 
     Principles of Foundation Engineering / B.M. Das 
     xx, 919 pages:  illustrations (some colored); 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781305081550 
      
      1. Foundations. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Originally published in the fall of 1983, Braja M. Das' Seventh Edition of PRINCIPLES OF FOUNDATION 
ENGINEERING continues to maintain the careful balance of current research and practical field applications that 
has made it the leading text in foundation engineering courses. Featuring a wealth of worked-out examples and 
figures that help students with theory and problem-solving skills, the book introduces civil engineering students to 
the fundamental concepts and application of foundation analysis design. Throughout, Das emphasizes the judgment 
needed to properly apply the theories and analysis to the evaluation of soils and foundation design as well as the 
need for field experience.  
  
 
TC145 .N35 2016 
Marriott, Martin 
     Nalluri & Featherstone's civil engineering hydraulics : essential theory with worked examples / Martin Marriott 
     xvi, 453 pages:  charts; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781118915639 
      
      1. Hydraulic engineering 2. Hydraulics.I. Featherstone, R. E. II. Nalluri, C. III. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This classic text provides a succinct introduction to the theory of civil engineering hydraulics, together with a large 
number of worked examples and exercise problems. Each chapter contains theory sections and worked examples, 
followed by a list of recommended reading and references. There are further problems as a useful resource for 
students to tackle, and exercises to enable students to assess their understanding. The numerical answers to these are 
at the back of the book, and solutions are available to download from the book’s companion website. 
 
 
TC175.2 .S25 1996 
Salim Keteron 
     LOCAL SCOUR DUE TO SUBMERGED HORIZONTAL JET / Salim Keteron 
     ix, 102 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
1. Sediment transport 2. Hydrodynamics 3. Physical geography. I. School of of Civil Engineering. II. Fakulti 
Kejuruteraan Awam. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The phenomena of local scour and sediment transport due to a horizontal jet issuing from a sluice and flowing over 
a rigid apron, then on to an erodible bed, have been investigated. Based on experimental data, the scour 
characteristics have been correlated through the development of empirical expressions for the time to reach 
equilibrium stage, the locations of maximum scour depth and peak of dune, and the variation of maximum scour 
depth with time.  
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TC530 .F57 2012 
Flood Risk : Planning, Design and Management of Flood Defence Infrastructure. 
     xvii, 392 pages:  illustrations, maps; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780727741561 (hbk.) 
     ISBN 072774156X (hbk.). 
      
     1. Flood control 2. Flood control - Case studies. I. Sayers, Paul B. II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
With contributions from a number of experts in the field and the inclusion of real life case studies this book will be 
the first port of call for practising engineers working in the areas of flood risk management and drainage. Coverage 
includes the design of fluvial, coastal and urban flood defences, as well as guidance on relevant legislation, lessons 
learned from past disasters and means of improving the environment while managing flood risk. The intended 
audience is practising (graduate to senior level) engineers, hydrologists and project managers working on flood 
defence projects, mainly in consultancies but also in the Environment Agency and Local Authorities. 
 
 
TD145 .D2623 2004 
Davis, Mackenzie L. 
     Principles of environmental engineering and science / Mackenzie L.  Davis 
     Boston , 2005. 
     xvi, 704 p.bill., maps ; 27 cm  
     The McGraw-Hill series in civil and environmental engineering. 
 
     ISBN 9780071236874 
     ISBN 0071236872. 
      
1. Environmental engineering 2. Environmental sciences.I. Masten, Susan J. II. Title III. Serie 
 
P1, P3 
 
Abstract 
"Principles of Environmental Engineering" is intended for a course in introductory environmental engineering for 
sophomore- or junior-level students. The emphasis of this text is on engineering principles rather than on 
engineering design. Students should understand such calculus topics as differentiation, integrations, and differential 
equations. Principles places more emphasis on scientific principles, ethics, and safety, and focuses less on 
engineering design. The text exposes students to a broader range of environmental topics through separate chapters 
on ecosystems, geological and soil resources, and agricultural effects. This new edition includes a new chapter on 
Biology, updated science and technology discussions to reflect the latest trends and new case studies in each 
chapter. 
 
 
TD145 .P46 2008 
Pernick, Ron 
     The clean tech revolution : discover the top trends, technologies, and companies to watch / Ron  Pernick 
     New York, NY , 2008. 
     xix, 313 pages: illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780060896249 (pbk.) 
      
     1. Green technology 2. Renewable energy sources 3. Energy policy - Economic aspects 4. Capital investments - 
Economic aspects. I. Wilder, Clint. II. Title 
 
P3 
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Abstract 
In The Clean Tech Revolution, authors Ron Pernick and Clint Wilder identify the major forces that have pushed 
clean tech from back-to-the-earth utopian dream to its current revolution among the inner circles of corporate 
boardrooms, on Wall Street trading floors, and in government offices around the globe. By highlighting eight major 
clean-tech sectors—solar energy, wind power, biofuels and biomaterials, green buildings, personal transportation, 
the smart grid, mobile applications, and water filtration—they uncover how investors, entrepreneurs, and 
individuals can profit from this next wave of technological innovation.  
  
 
TD170 .B83 1991 
Buckley, Ralf 
     Perspectives in Environmental Management / Ralf Buckley 
     xi, 276 pages; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9783540538158 
      
     1. Environmental protection 2. Environmental management 3. Liability for environmental damages. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
The book concludes with a summary of likely trends for the 1990's. Readable, concise, practical, and well-
referenced, these essays will be essential reading for corporate and governmental executives, engineers, 
accountants, and lawyers with any responsibility for environmental management. It will also be an invaluable 
resource book for university ecologists and environmental scientists and for anyone concerned with the 
practicalities of today's environmental problems. 
 
 
TD180 .E5 
Environmental science & technology. 
     various pagings : colour illustrations; 29 cm. 
     Stop renew 2010 available in online database. 
 
     ISSN 0013-936X 
      
     1. Sanitary chemistry - Periodicals 2. Pollution - Periodicals 3. Environmental engineering 
 
P1, P2, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
Throughout the book, the relationships among the five spheres and their connections to the sciences are emphasized. 
For better or worse, technology is closely intertwined with the other four spheres. 
 
 
TD424 .K54 2015 
Kneese, Allen V. 
     Water pollution : economics aspects and research needs / Allen V. Kneese 
     New York, 2015. 
     ix, 107 pages: illustrations; 22 cm  
     Routledge revivals. 
     Originally published in 1962 by Resources for the Future, Inc. 
 
     ISBN 9781138935655 (hbk.) 
      
     1. Water - Pollution - Economic aspects 2. Water - Pollution - Research. I. Title II. Series 
 
P3 
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Abstract 
Public agencies and industry will probably spend tens of billions of dollars on new water pollution abatement 
facilities in the next few decades. Added billions will be spent for the operation of new and existing facilities. How 
can physical science research reduce the cost of achieving objectives? And how can social science research make 
sure that the right objectives are being efficiently pursued? This title, first published in 1962, is directed to the 
orientation of the research effort, and the tool used for this purpose is an economic framework. This book will be of 
interest to students of economics and environmental studies. 
  
 
TD480.4 .S25 2011 
Sharifah Aishah Syed Abd Kadir, Prof. Dr 
     FEASIBILITY STUDY OF COMPOSITE REVERSE OSMOSIS (RO) MEMBRANE TREATING 
PRODUCED WATERS (PWS) FROM OIL & GAS PRODUCTION / Prof. Dr. Sharifah Aishah Syed Abd Kadir 
     xii, 153 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm + 1 CD-ROM (4 ¾ in.). 
      
     1. Membranes (Technology) 2. Saline water conversion - Reverse osmosis process 3. Chemistry. I. Nur 
Hidayati Othman, II. Siti Rafidah Abd Rashid, III. Munawar Zaman Shahruddin, IV. Exxonmobil Malaysia. V. Title 
 
P1, P1RI 
 
 
TD657 .U769 2007 
Urban stormwater management manual for Malaysia: Manual saliran mesra alam Malaysia. 
     (various pagings) : colour photographs ; 31 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789839304244 
      
     1. Urban runoff - Malaysia - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - Management. I. Malaysia. Jabatan Pengairan dan 
Saliran II. Title 
 
P4 
 
 
TD883 .S66 2016 
Siti Norhayati Mohamad Tarmizi 
     SEASONAL AND SPATIAL PM10 CONCENTRATION IN SELECTED REGIONS IN KLANG VALLEY, 
MALAYSIA / Siti Norhayati Mohamad Tarmizi 
     xiv, 113 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Air quality management 2. Air quality management - Environmental aspects 3. Air quality management - 
Research. I. Faculty of Applied Sciences. II. Fakulti Sains Gunaan. III. Title 
 
P1 
  
 
TE145 .W74 2004 
Wright, Paul H. 
     HIGHWAY ENGINEERING / Paul H. Wright 
     vii, 677 pages:  illustration ; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471452584 
      
     1. Highway engineering. 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
The repair, renovation and replacement of highway infrastructure, along with the provision of new highways, is a 
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core element of civil engineering, so this book covers basic theory and practice in sufficient depth to provide a solid 
… 
 
 
TE279.5 .M78 2000 
Md Suhilmi Ismail 
     MENINGKATKAN KEMUDAHAN LALUAN PERKHIDMATAN KE ARAH KESINAMBUNGAN 
PERGERAKAN SIARKAKI DALAM BANDAR: KAJIAN KES: JALAN TUN TAN CHENG LOCK DAN 
JALAN HANG JEBAT, MELAKA BANDARAYA BERSEJARAH / Md Suhilmi Ismail 
 
     xii, 113 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Pedestrian areas 2. Pedestrian areas - Planning 3. Pedestrian areas - Social aspects 4. Urbanization. 
I. Fakulti Senibina, Perancangan dan Ukur. II. Faculty of Architecture, Planning and Surveying. 
 
P1 
 
  
TH1065 .S69 2014 
Stollard, Paul, 1956- 
     Fire from First Principle: A design guide to international building fire safety / Paul Stollard, 1956- 
     xiii, 192 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
     "Simultaneously published in the USA and Canada"--Title page verso. 
      
     ISBN 9780415832618 
     ISBN 9780415832625 (paperback : alkaline paper). 
      
     1. Building, Fireproof 2. Safety factor in engineering 3. Building, Fireproof - United States 4. Building, 
Fireproof - China.I. Meacham, Brian J. II. Chow, WK III. Dong, X IV. Title 
     Control No: 5529;28883 
 
FSPU 
 
 
TH145 .A417 2014 
Allen, Edward , 1938- 
     FUNDAMENTALS OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION: MATERIALS AND METHODS / Edward Allen, 
1938- 
     xii, 1007 pages:  illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781118138915 
     ISBN 1118138910 
      
     1. Building Materials 2. Building. I. Iano, Joseph II. Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
An introduction to the art of building, it has been revised and updated to reflect changes in the industry. 
  
 
TH145.M4 M35 2011 
Malaysia, Institut Penyelidikan Dan Kemajuan Pertanian Malaysia (MARDI) 
     MAJLIS Perasmian Bangunan Pejabat Stesen MARDI Muadzam Shah, Rompin, Pahang: Disempurnakan oleh 
KEBAWAH DULI YANG MAHA MULIA SULTAN PAHANG / Institut Penyelidikan Dan Kemajuan Pertanian 
Malaysia (MARDI) 
     23 pages:  colour illustrations, photographs ; 25 cm. 
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     1. Buildings. I. Institut Penyelidikan Dan Kemajuan Pertanian Malaysia (MARDI). II. Title 
 
KKP1 
 
 
TH146 .C52 2014 
Ching, Francis D. K. , 1943- 
     Building Construction Illustrated / Francis D. K. Ching, 1943- 
     1 volume (various pagings) : illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781118458341 
      
     1. Building 2. House Construction. I. Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
For over three decades, Building Construction Illustrated has offered an outstanding introduction to the principles of 
building construction. This new edition of the revered classic remains as relevant as ever, providing the latest 
information in Francis D.K. Ching's signature style. Its rich and comprehensive approach clearly presents all of the 
basic concepts underlying building construction. 
 
 
TH425 .U93 1996 
Uzairi Hj Sudin 
     Aturcara kontrak & taksiran / Uzairi Hj Sudin 
     196 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9679501027 
      
1. Building - Contracts and specification 
 
P2 
 
 
TH438 .L585 2014 
Loosemore, Martin, 1962- 
     Innovation, strategy and Risk in Construction / Martin Loosemore, 1962- 
     x, 268 pages; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780415676007 
     ISBN 9780415675994 (paperback) 
      
     1. Building - Superintendence 2. Building - Technological innovations 3. Building - Planning 4. Building sites - 
Risk assessment. I. Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
Each stakeholder in the construction industry has a responsibility to drive innovation, and this book will be key 
reading for consultants, contractors, subcontractors, suppliers and clients, as well as policy makers and all serious 
students … 
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TH438.15 .A83 2015 
Ashworth, Allan 
     COST STUDIES OF BUILDINGS / Allan Ashworth 
     xix, 549 pages 
 
     ISBN 9781138017351 
      
      1. Building - Great Britain - Cost effectiveness 2. Construction industry - Great Britain - Finance 3. Building - 
Great Britain - Estimates. I. Perera, Srinath II. Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
This practical guide to cost studies of buildings has been updated and revised throughout for the 5th edition. New 
chapters have been added on the RICS New Rules of Measurement (NRM) for order of cost estimating and 
elemental cost planning, and on the procurement of construction projects. 
 
 
TH441 .W38 2007 
Watt, David S, 1963- 
     Building Pathology : Principles and Practice / David S Watt, 1963- 
     ix, 305 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781405161039 
      
     1. Buildings failures - Investigation 2. Buildings - Repair and reconstruction 3. Buildings - Defects. I. Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
Building pathology provides an interdisciplinary approach to the study of defects and performance in order to 
develop appropriate remedial and management solutions. It considers how the structure and materials of a building 
relate to its environment, its occupants and the way the building is used, so as to develop a better understanding of 
building failures. 
  
 
TH4818.B3 M36 2000 
Mansur Ahmad 
     ANALYSIS OF CALCUTTA BAMBOO FOR STRUCTURAL COMPOSITE MATERIALS / Mansur Ahmad 
     xviii, 210 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
1. Sustainable architecture 2. Bamboo construction 3. Bamboo--Utilization. I. Faculty of Virginia 
Polytechnic,. II. Institute and State University. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The aim of this work was to assess the technical feasibility of producing a structural composite from Calcutta 
bamboo. The approach was to compare selected chemical, physical and mechanical properties of bamboo to timber 
species that are commonly used in the manufacture of structural composites. 
 
 
TH6010 .G74 2015 
Greeno, Roger 
     Building services, technology and design / Roger Greeno 
     vi, 318 pages:  illustrations, plans ; 25 cm. 
     Co-published with the Chartered Institute of Building. 
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     ISBN 9781138133907 
     ISBN 9780582279414 
      
      1. Buildings - Environmental Engineering. I. Title 
 
FSPU 
 
Abstract 
Building Services, Technology and Design provides a concise guide to the installation and design of principal 
services in domestic and commercial buildings. It covers the level 2 module of The CIOB's Education Framework 
and is officially sanctioned by the CIOB as the recognised text for that module. The book combines theory, design 
and application in one volume and is supported throughout with illustrations, design examples, tables and charts. 
  
 
TH6021 .B87 2015 
Burberry, Peter 
     Environment and Services / Peter Burberry 
     vi, 384 pages:  illusrtations, plans; 26 cm  
     Mitchell's building construction. 
     Revision of part of Mitchell's Advanced building construction. 
 
     ISBN 9781138167780 
     ISBN 9780582245211 
      
      1. Buildings - Environmental engineering 2. Sanitation, Household. I. Title II. Series 
 
FSPU 
  
Abstract 
Environment and Services provides a comprehensive introduction to the technical aspects of building design and 
construction in the fields of physical environment and services installation. It explains the principles involved, the 
materials and equipment required, design methods and applications. The book is suitable for undergraduate degree 
courses in building, building surveying, building engineering and management, and architecture. It is also suitable 
for HNC/D courses in building studies and building services engineering as well as CIOB and RIBA examinations. 
 
 
TH9145 .F57 2003 
Fire Prevention in the Office. 
     1 videocassette (16 min. : sound., colour. : 1/2 in.) : 29 booklets (14 pages. : illustration., 21 cm.) ; 6 posters (61 
x 46 cm.) + 1 presenter's guide (various pagings ; 28 cm.)  
     Safety meeting kit series. 
     Videotape and presenter's guide in a ring-binder 29 x 26 x 3 cm. 
          
     1. Fire prevention. I. MARCOM Group. II. Title III. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Fire Prevention in the Office, demonstrates the preventative steps in the case of a fire emergency as well as 
evacuation procedures and much more. 
  
 
TJ1075 .T75 2015 
Tribology Handbook. 
     2 volumes : illustration ; 29 cm. 
      
     ISBN 9781632405012 
     ISBN 9781632405029 
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      1. Tribology - handbooks.I. Russo, Irving II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
The renowned reference work is a practical guide to the selection and design of the components of machines and to 
their lubrication. It has been completely revised for this second edition by leading experts in the area. 
  
 
TJ163.2 .I58 2013 
International Conference on Advances in Energy and Environmental Science (ICAEES 2013),: 2013: Guangzhou, 
China) 
     Energy and Power Technology: Selected, peer reviewed papers from the 2013 International Conference on 
Advances in Energy and Environmental Science (ICAEES 2013), July 30-31, 2013, Guangzhou, China. 
     xxix, 984 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     Advanced materials research v. 805-806. 
 
     ISBN 9783037858615 
      
     1. Power resources - Congresses 2. Power (Mechanics) - Congresses. I. Yu, Xinwei II. Ji, Hongbing III. Chen, 
Shengzhou IV. Xiaoguo Liu V. Zeng, Qingzhu VI. Title VII. Series 
 
P3 
 
 
TJ163.5.O35 M35 2004 
Malaysia, Kementerian Tenaga, Air dan Komunikasi Malaysia (KTAK) 
     LOW-ENERGY OFFICE : THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY, WATER & COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING. 
     96 pages:  colour illustrations, photographs; 22 cm. 
      
     1. Office buildings - Energy conservation 
 
P1 
 
 
TJ223.P76 B36 2015 
Massimo Banzi 
     Getting Started with Arduino / Massimo Banzi 
     xiv, 245 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781449363338 
      
     1. Arduino (Programmable controller) 2. Electronics |x Data processing 3. Prototypes, Engineering 4. Open 
source software. I. Shiloh, Michael II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This valuable little book offers a thorough introduction to the open-source electronics prototyping platform that's 
taking the design and hobbyist world by storm. 
 
 
TJ223.P76 C33 2010 
Cady, Fredrick M. , 1942- 
     Microcontrollers and Microcomputers: Principles of Software and Hardware Engineering / Fredrick M. Cady, 
1942- 
     xii, 477 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
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     ISBN 9780195371611 
      
     1. Microcontrollers 2. Microcomputers 3. Software engineering. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This book takes a unique "processor-agnostic" approach to teaching the core course on microcontrollers or 
embedded systems, taught at most schools of electrical and computer engineering. 
  
 
TJ808 .E56 2013 
Asian Pacific Conference on Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development (APEESD 2012): 2013: Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia) 
     Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development : selected, peer reviewed papers from the 2012 Asian Pacific 
Conference on Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development (APEESD 2012), November 12-13, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. 
     1288 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     Applied mechanics and materials volumes 260-261. 
 
     ISBN 9783037855683 
      
     1. Sustainable development - Congresses 2. Environmental sciences. I. Tianharry Chang II. Title III. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Exergy, deals with exergy and its applications to various energy systems and applications as a potential tool for 
design, analysis and optimization, and its role in minimizing and/or eliminating environmental impacts and … 
 
 
TJ808 .Y89 2013 
Yuzugullu, Elvin 
     Synergies for Sustainable Energy / Elvin Yuzugullu 
     xiv, 200 pages:  charts; 23 cm 
 
     ISBN 9781608075430 
      
     1. Renewable energy sources. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
The book highlights synergistic opportunities, showing you how energy efforts in different sectors can be integrated 
to leverage each one’s strength. 
  
 
TK1001 .N373 1990 
Nasar, Syed A. 
     SCHAUM"S OUTLINE OF THEORY AND PROBLEMS OF ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS / Syed A. Nasar 
     175 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm  
     SCHAUM'S OUTLINE SERIES. 
 
     ISBN 9780070459175 
      
     1. Electric power systems. I. Title II. Series 
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P3 
 
Abstract 
Textbook for a first course in circuit analysis.    
 
 
TK1001 .S33 2016 
Sadhu, Pradip Kumar 
     Elements of power systems / Pradip Kumar Sadhu 
     xxx, 531 pages:  illustration; 25 cm. 
     First issued in paperback 2017. 
 
     ISBN 9781498734462 
      
     1. Electric power systems - Textbooks. I. Das, Soumya II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Power System ComponentsSingle line diagram of power system, Brief description of power system elements : 
Synchronous machine, Transformer, Transmission line, Bus bar, Circuit breaker and isolator.Supply 
SystemDifferent kinds of supply ... 
  
 
TK1056 .S66 1980 
SPACE SOLAR POWER REVIEW. 
     166 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 01919067 
 
     I. Freeman, John II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This book makes the case for Space Solar Power; recounting the history of this fascinating concept and 
summarizing the many different ways in which it might be accomplished. 
 
 
TK147 .K55 1995  
Kian Lim Beh 
     AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICS ON THE FORMATION OF 
MENTAL MODELS FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING IN THE CONTEXT OF SIMPLE ELECTRIC CIRCUITS / Kian 
Lim Beh 
     xvi, 267 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Electrical engineering 2. Electricity 3. Electronic circuits 4. Electronics. I. The University of Iowa.  
 
P1 
 
 
TK2785 .N73 1997  
Nor Rahiza Abd Rahim 
     SWITCHED RELUCTANCE GENERATOR PERFORMANCE SIMULATION / Nor Rahiza Abd Rahim 
     vi, 28 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Reluctance motors - Automatic control 2. Electronic control.I. Department of Electrical Engineering.  
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II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Elektrik. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The Switched Reluctance Machine (SRM) has received significant industry attention over the past few decades.  
 
 
TK5102.5 .A33 1993 
Ahmad Hairi Abu Bakar 
     Direction of arrival estimation in UHF radio propagation / Ahmad Hairi Abu Bakar 
     xx, 224 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Radio - Antennas 2. Radio wave propagation 3. Shortwave radio - Antennas. I. Department of Electronic 
and Electrical Engineering. II. The University Of Leeds. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
TK5103.2 .W567 2010 
Wireless communications over rapidly time-varying channels 
     London , 2010. 
     xxviii, 425 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780123744838 
     ISBN 0123744830 
      
     1. Time-series analysis 2. Wireless communication systems. I. Hlawatsch, Franz 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
As well as an overview of the issues of developing wireless systems using time-varying channels, the book gives 
extensive coverage to methods for estimating and equalizing rapidly time-varying channels, including a discussion 
of training … 
 
 
TK5103.59 .S84 1991 
Suhaimi Md. Amin 
     OPTICAL CODE RECOGNITION FOR COMMUNICATIONS. 
     36 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Optical communications 2. Optical communications - Equipment and supplies 3. Fiber optics. 
I. Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering. II. University of Strathclyde. III. Title 
 
P1 
  
 
TK5105.35 .S93 1998 
Syam Zakiril Ikmar Khisham 
     ATM NETWORKS FOR MULTIMEDIA. 
     x, 65 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Asynchronous transfer mode 2. Asynchronous transfer mode - Standards 3. Asynchronous transfer mode - 
Mathematical models. I. Faculty of Electrical Engineering. I 
 
P1 
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TK5105.7 .I37 1987 
IFIP TC 6/WG 6.4 International Workshop on High Speed Local Area Networks(1st: 1987: Aachen, Germany) 
     HIGH SPEED LOCAL AREA NETWORKS: Proceedings of the IFIP TC 6/WG 6.4 International Workshop on 
High Speed Local Area Networks (HSLAN) Aachen, Federal Republic of Germany, 16-17 February,1987. 
     xiii, 271 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
     Sponsored by the IFIP WG 6.4. 
 
     ISBN 0444703241 
 
     I. Spaniol, Otto - 945 II. Danthine, A. III. IFIP Working Group 6.4. IV. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Collections of High speed LAN papers presented in the Proceedings of the IFIP TC 6/WG 6.4 International 
Workshop on High Speed Local Area Networks (HSLAN) Aachen, Federal Republic of Germany, 16-17 
February,1987 
  
 
TK5105.875.I57 F76 1995 
Fraase, Michael 
     The Windows Internet Tour Guide : Cruising the Internet the Easy Way / Michael Fraase 
     xxii, 380 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm + 3 computer disks (3 1/2 in.). 
      
     ISBN 1566041740 
      
     1. Internet (Computer network) 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Experience cyberspace with this unique, readable guide to navigating the limitless geography of this worldwide, 
high-speed communication network. 
 
 
TK5981 .L43 2010 
Leach, W. Marshall 
     INTRODUCTION TO Electroacoustics & Audio Ampilifier Design / W. Marshall Leach 
     vii, 301 pages:  illustrations; 28cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780757572869 
      
      1. Electroacoustic transducers. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This book is essential for audio power amplifier designers and engineers for one simple reason...it enables you as a 
professional to develop reliable, high-performance circuits. 
  
 
TK7871.85 .X53 2012 
Xiao, Hong 
     Introduction to Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology / Hong Xiao 
     xxx, 664 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780819490926 
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      1. Semiconductors - Design and construction 2. Semiconductor industry. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This book is written for technology students taking their first course in semiconductor manufacturing. It contains 
comprehensive and up-to-date information on this fast-changing industry. 
 
 
TK7871.99.M44 S49 2004 
Segura, Jaume 
     CMOS ELECTRONICS: HOW IT WORKS, HOW IT FAILS / Jaume Segura 
     xvii, 348 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780471476696 
      
      1. Metal oxide semiconductors, Complementary. I. Hawkins, Charles F II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Designed specifically for the many non-electronic engineers employed in the semiconductor industry who need to 
reliably manufacture chips at a high rate in large quantities, this is a practical guide to how CMOS electronics work, 
how … 
  
 
TK7871.99.M44 S534 2007 
Sicard, Etienne 
     Advanced CMOS Cell Design / Etienne Sicard 
     x, 364 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780071488365 
      
     1. Metal oxide semiconductors, Complementary - Design and construction. I. Bendhia, Sonia Delmas II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Written by two internationally renowned circuit designers, this outstanding book presents the state-of-the-art 
techniques required to design and simulate every type of CMOS integrated circuit. 
 
 
TK7872.C65 H33 2017 
Habibah Zulkefle 
     FABRICATION OF NANOSTRUCTURED ZnO/MgO BILAYER WITH PVDF - TRFE LAYER FOR METAL 
- FERROELECTRIC- INSULATOR - METAL (MFIM) CAPACITOR APPLICATION. 
     xix, 169 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
1. Capacitors 2. Switched capacitor circuits 3. Capacitors - Design and construction. I. Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering. II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Elektrikal. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
"The nano-MgO films, nano-ZnO films and nanostructured ZnO/MgO bilayer films were synthesized using sol-gel 
spin coating method. The uniform and smooth nanoZnO film was utilized as the oxide dielectric template to 
produce nanostructured ZnO/MgO bilayer films. The nano-MgO films and nanostructured ZnO/MgO bilayer films 
were deposited at various deposition parameters (solution concentration, number of layer and annealing 
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temperature). The effect of deposition parameters towards morphology and dielectric properties of nano-MgO films 
and nanostructured ZnO/MgO bilayer films was investigated..." 
  
 
TK7872.M25 I32 2015 
Ida, Nathan 
     Engineering Electromagnetics / Nathan Ida 
     xxvi, 1046 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9783319078052 
      
     1. Electromagnetic devices - Mathematical models. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This book provides students with a thorough theoretical understanding of electromagnetic field equations and it also 
treats a large number of applications. The text is a comprehensive two-semester textbook. 
 
 
TK7872.T6 P25 2001 
Pallas-Avery, Ramon 
     SENSORS AND SIGNALS CONDITIONING / Ramon Pallas-Avery 
     xiii, 587 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     A Wiley-interscience publication. 
 
     ISBN 9780471332329 
      
     1. Detectors 2. Interface circuits 3. Transducers. I. Webster, John G. - 1932- II. Title III. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This volume is of considerable importance." —Robotica In this new edition of their successful book, renowned 
authorities Ramon Pallàs-Areny and John Webster bring you up to speed on the latest advances in sensor 
technology, addressing … 
 
  
TK7874 .J33 2002 
Jaeger, Richard C 
     Introduction to Microelectronic Fabrication / Richard C Jaeger 
     xiv, 316 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     Modular series on solid state devices v. 5. 
 
     ISBN 9780201444940 
      
     1. Integrated circuits - Textbooks - Design and construction - Very large scale integration. I. Neudeck, Gerold W. 
II. Pierret, Robert F. III. Title IV. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This introductory book assumes minimal knowledge of the existence of integrated circuits and of the terminal 
behavior of electronic components such as resistors, diodes, and MOS and bipolar transistors. 
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TK7874 .T84 2003 
Turley, Jim 
     THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO SEMICONDUCTORS / Jim Turley 
     xix, 217 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm  
     Prentice Hall PTR essential guide series. 
 
     ISBN 9780130464040 
      
     1. Integrated circuits - Design and construction 2. Semiconductors - Design and construction. I. Title II. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This is the professional's guide to the business and technology of semiconductor design and manufacturing. 
  
 
TK7874 .W47 2011 
Weste, Neil H. E. 
     Integrated Circuit Design / Neil H. E. Weste 
     xxiii, 751 pages:  illustration ; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780321696946 
     ISBN 0321696948 
      
     1. Integrated circuits 2. Electronic circuit design. I. Harris, David Money II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Integrated circuit design, or IC design, is a subset of electronics engineering, encompassing the particular logic and 
circuit design techniques required to design integrated circuits, or ICs. 
 
 
TK7874.75 .B87 2000 
Bushnell, Michael L 
     ESSENTIALS OF ELECTRONIC TESTING FOR DIGITAL, MEMORY AND MIXED-SIGNAL VLSI 
CIRCUIT / Michael L Bushnell 
     xviii, 690 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780792379911 
      
     1. Integrated circuits - Very large scale integration - Testing 2. Digital integrated circuits - Testing 3. Mixed 
signal circuits - Testing 4. Semiconductor storage devices - Testing. I. Agrawal, Vishwani D. - 1943- II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
The field of VLSI has expanded to systems-on-a-chip, which include digital, memory, and mixed-signalsubsystems. 
To our knowledge this is the first textbook to cover all three types of electronic circuits. 
  
 
TK7881.4 .D38 2013 
Davis, 1928- 
     Sound System Engineering / Davis, 1928- 
     xv, 626 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780240818467 
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     1. Sound - Recording and reproducing 2. Electro-acoustics. I. Patronis, Eugene - Jr. II. Ballou, Glen III. Brown, 
Pat - 1957- IV. Brown, Pat V. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Packed with revised material, numerous illustrations and useful appendices, this is a concentrated capsule of 
knowledge and industry standard that runs the complete range of sound system design from the simplest all-analog 
paging systems to … 
 
 
TL152.6 .D75 2011   
Driving Safety : video training program. 
     1 digital video disc (DVD : 30min) : digital ; 12cm + 1 presenter guide book, iii, 28pages :illustrations; 28cm.  
     Safety Meeting Kit Series. 
           
     1. Automobile driving 2. Traffic safety 3. Accidents, Traffic - prevention & control. I. MARCOM Group, Ltd. 
(Boothwyn, Pa.). II. Title III. Series 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
These driving safety training videos will show your employees how to remain safe while on the road. Reduce both 
accidents and injuries by teaching … 
 
  
TL570 .M35 2013 
Malik, Yogesh 
     Flight Theory and Aerodynamics / Yogesh Malik 
     264 pages:  illustrations., graph. Darst; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789351110781 
      
     1. Airplanes- - - Piloting - Aerodynamics - Flight. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This revitalized edition features: Brand-new chapters on flight environment, aircraft structures, and UAS-UAV 
flight theory Updated examples of modern aircrafts, component photos, and diagrams Enhanced study features, 
such as FAA-aligned … 
 
 
TN870.5 .M386 1990 
McCain, William D. , 1933- 
     The Properties of Petroleum Fluids / William D. McCain, 1933- 
     Tulsa, OK, 1990. 
     xxxxi, 548 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780878143351: paperback. 
     ISBN 0878143351 
      
     1. Oil reservoir engineering 2. Natural gas 3. Petroleum. I. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This edition expands its scope as a conveniently arranged petroleum fluids reference book for the practicing 
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petroleum engineer and an authoritative college text. 
  
 
TP1 .C54 
Chemistry in Australia 
     [Victoria]. 
     v. : illustrations; 30 cm. 
 
     ISSN 0314-4240 
      
     1. Chemistry - Australia – Periodicals 
 
P3, P2 
 
Abstract 
The Royal Australian Chemical Institute's magazine for and about the chemical science professions. 
 
 
TP1101 .A97 1972 
Australian PLASTICS and RUBBER YEAR BOOK 1971/72. 
     284 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm. 
      
     1. Plastics industry and trade - Australia 2. Rubber industry and trade. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A journal of Australian plastics & rubber for 1971 and 1972. 
 
 
TP1130 .S58 1976 
Society of the Plastics Industry 
     Plastics Engineering Handbook of the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. / Society of the Plastics Industry 
     xvi, 909 pages:  illustrations; 27 cm. 
     First ed. published in 1947 under title: SPI handbook; 2d-3d editions published under title: SPI plastics 
engineering handbook. 
 
     ISBN 0442224699 
      
     1. Plastics - Handbooks, manuals, etc. I. Frados, Joel II. Title 
 
P1, P3 
 
Abstract 
Provides a thorough description of all major plastics processing methods, including theory and practice. 
  
 
TP156.E8 N43 2016 
Nurhani Binti Kasuan 
     MODELING AND CONTROL OF STEAM DISTILLATION IN ESSENTIAL OIL EXTRACTION SYSTEM 
USING FUZZY MODEL REFERENCE LEARNING CONTROL (FMRLC) / Nurhani Binti Kasuan 
     148 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
1. Solvent extraction 2. Essences and essential oils 3. Extraction (Chemistry). I. Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering. II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Elektrikal. 
 
P1 
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Abstract 
Malaysia is one of developing countries endowed with abundant resources of raw materials which have to be 
exploited especially in terms of technological provision in order to sustain and enhance aromatic plants industries 
and utilization. The essential oil from plant materials contains fragile aromatic molecules that can easily be 
destroyed or modified by changes caused during the extraction process. Even a subtle difference in extraction 
process conditions can have a significant effect on oil quality... 
 
 
TP156.P6 S96 2016 
Synthesis and Applications of Copolymers. 
     xvi, 210 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781682502341 
      
      1. Copolymers 2. Polymerization.I. Alves, Ricardo Jose II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This book comprehensively covers fundamental aspects of polymerization, emphasizing the synthesis, applications, 
and advances of copolymers. 
 
  
TP248.15 .A27 2001 
Ahmad Ariffin Khalib 
     PEMBANGUNAN KOMUNITI DI BANDAR PELABUHAN BERSEJARAH: KAJIAN KES: DI KUALA 
SEPETANG (PORT WELD), TAIPING PERAK / Ahmad Ariffin Khalib 
     87 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Malaysia - Perak. I. Fakulti Senibina, Perancangan dan Ukur. II. Faculty of Architecture, Planning and 
Surveying. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
 
TP248.65.F66 P43 1985 
Pearson, A. M, 1916- 
     Advances in Meat Research Electrical Stimulation / , A. M Pearson, 1916- 
     xiii, 327 pages ; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0870554573 
      
     1. Chemistry - Meat industry and trade. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
It is our sincere hope that by focusing upon areas related to meat science that researchers who contribute to this 
volume can not only update those involved in academia and industry but also promulgate facts that may lead to 
solutions of … 
  
 
 
TP248.65.P62 B618 2015 
Biodegradation Handbook. 
     vi, 367 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
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     ISBN 9781632390882 
      
      1. Polymers - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - Biodegradation. I. Chang, William II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
This book, written for readers with interest in the process of biodegradation, serves as a good source of information. 
It is a compilation of various biodegradation research procedures which lead to various biological processes. 
 
 
TP339 .H35 2014 
Halim Ghafar 
     BIOCHAR FROM FIXED BED BIOMASS CARBONIZATION IN VARIOUS PYROLIZING 
ENVIRONMENTS / Halim Ghafar 
     xiii, 148 p. : ill. ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Biomass energy - Research. I. Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Mekanikal.  
III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
"Slow pyrolysis process has been known as the competitive ways for the production of biochar. There are several 
factors effecting the production of biochar yield in terms of their quality and also quantity of biochar produced such 
as heating rate, temperature, particle size, residence time, originality of feedstock, etc. Slow pyrolysis occurs in the 
absence of oxygen or significantly less oxygen is present than required for complete combustion or gasification to 
take place..." 
  
 
TP358 .H39 2016 
Hazim Sharudin 
     THE EFFECT OF ISO-BUTANOL ADDITIVE IN METHANOL-GASOLINE BLENDS ON ENGINE 
PERFORMANCE AND EXHAUST EMISSION USING SPARK IGNITION ENGINE / Hazim Sharudin 
     xvi, 125 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Methanol as fuel 2. Alcohol as fuel 3. Alcohol as fuel - Testing. I. Faculty if Mechanical Engineering.  
II. Fakulti Kejuruteraan Mekanikal. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
The application of alcohol fuels on spark ignition (SI) engine has recently become an attraction as an alternative to 
gasoline fuel. This is due to the concerns on environmental pollution, depletion of fossil fuels, and stringent 
regulation. Alcohol fuel is indeed an attractive alternative fuel as it had been found to improve octane number, 
enhance oxygen content, and reduce carbon monoxide emissions. One of the well-known alcohol fuels is methanol 
fuel that can be blended with gasoline to produce better engine operation in spark ignition engine... 
 
 
TP371.2 .N39 2002 
Nor Azlina Rahim 
     EFFECT OF DIFFERENT STORAGE TEMPERATURE AND PRESERVATIVE ON KEEPING QUALITY OF 
SAMBAL IKAN BILIS. 
     xiii, 85 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Food preservatives 2. Food preservatives - Physiological effect 3. Food preservatives - Toxicology. 
I. Faculty Of Applied Science. II. Fakulti Sains Gunaan. III. Title 
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TP441.P54 S66 2003 
Siti Noraini Md Isa 
     PRODUCTION OF NATA DE PINA AND NATA DE SOYA / Siti Noraini Md Isa 
     x, 70 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Pineapple 2. Pineapple juice 3. Pineapple - Analysis. I. Faculty of Applied Sciences. II. Fakulti Sains 
Gunaan. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
TP570 .E97 1969 
EUROPEAN BREWERY CONVENTION : PROCEEDINGS OF THE 12th CONGRESS INTERLAKEN 1969. 
     Amsterdam, 1969. 
     586 pages:  illustrations; 24 cm. 
      
     1. Brewing - Congresses. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
TP690.6 .L44 2012 
Loss prevention in the process industries 
     Lees' Loss Prevention in the Process Industries : Hazard Identification, Assessment and Control. 
     3 v., xli, 3642 pages:  illustrations, colours ; 29 cm. 
     Revision of: Loss prevention in the process industries/ Frank P. Lees. 2nd ed. 1996.     
  
     1. Petroleum Chemicals Industry - Great Britain - Safety Measure 2. Petroleum Chemicals Industry - United 
States - Safety Measure. I. Mannan, Sam II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Over the last three decades the process industries have grown very rapidly, with corresponding increases in the 
quantities of hazardous materials in process, storage or transport. Plants have become larger and are often situated in 
or close to densely populated areas. Increased hazard of loss of life or property is continually highlighted with 
incidents such as Flixborough, Bhopal, Chernobyl, Three Mile Island, the Phillips 66 incident, and Piper Alpha to 
name but a few. 
 
 
TP860.5 .S98 1998 
Syed Yusainee Syed Yahya 
     KAJIAN KESAN RAWATAN GENTIAN KACA KE ATAS SIFAT FIZIK KOMPOSIT GETAH 
ASLI/POLIETILENA BERKETUMPATAN RENDAH LINEAR/GENTIAN KACA / Syed Yusainee Syed Yahya 
      
     1. Glass fibers 2. Glass fiber industry 3. Glass fibers - Testing. I. Fakulti Sains Fizis dan Gunaan.  
II. Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
TP881 .S63 2001 
Shamsul Rahman Mohamed Kutty 
     REMOVAL OF HEAVY METALS USING RICE HUSK ASH / Shamsul Rahman Mohamed Kutty 
     xvi, 243 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Rice hull ash 2. Cement - Additives 3. Rice hulls. I. The University of Memphis. II. Faculty of Civil 
Engineering. III. Title 
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TP968 .H36 1977 
HANBOOK OF ADHESIVES. 
     xviii, 921 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0442276346 
      
     1. Adhesives - Surfaces (Physics). I. IRVING SKEIST II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Adhesives are indispensable. They are required pling agents, and other key ingredients. Special in myriad products-
aircraft and abrasives, cars attention is given to such flourishing categories and cartons, shoes and safety glass, tape 
and as acrylics, anaerobics, cyanoacrylates, poly- urethanes, epoxy resins, polyvinyl acetate, high tires. 
 
 
TP983 .P68 1979 
Poucher, W. A. 
     Perfumes, Cosmetics, and Soaps / W. A. Poucher 
     viii, 379 pages; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0412106507 
      
     1. Perfumes - Cosmetics - Pharmacy 2. Soap - Essences and essential oils 3. Toilet preparations. I. Howard, 
George M II. Title 
 
P1 
 
This is reflected more particularly in the flower industry, where the cost of collecting the blossoms delivered to the 
factories has gone up year after year, so much so that most flowers with the possible exception of Mimosa, have 
reached a … 
 
 
TP986.A15 P53 1963 
PLASTICS LEXICON PROCESSING AND MACHINERY IN SIX LANGUAGES : GERMAN - ENGLISH - 
FRENCH - SPANISH - ITALIAN - DUTCH. 
     xi, 218 pages ; 20 cm. 
 
     I. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
TP990 .C37 1966 
Carrière, G. (Gerardus) 
     ELSEVIER'S LEXICON OF DETERGENTS, COSMETICS AND TOILETRIES / G. (Gerardus) Carrière 
     Amsterdam. - New York, 1966. 
     203 pages; 20 cm  
     Elsevier lexica. 
      
     1. Dictionaries, Polyglot 2. Cosmetics - Dictionaries - Polyglot 3. Toilet preparations - Dictionaries - Polyglot 
4. Detergents. I. Carriere, G. II. Title III. Series 
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TR146 .M37 1976 
Marmoy, Peter 
     Simple Photograpy : with and without a camera / Peter Marmoy 
     95 pages:  illustrations; 25cm. 
 
     ISBN 0289705975 
      
     1. Photography. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
TR654 .L36 1973 
Hearn, Lafcadio 
     Clarence John LAUGHLIN: The Personal Eye / Lafcadio Hearn 
     132 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
     Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Philadelphia Museum of Art from Nov. 1973 to Jan. 1974. 
 
     ISBN 0912334533 
      
     1. Laughlin, Clarence John 2. Photography, Artistic. I. Hearn, Lafcadio - 1850-1904 II. Philadelphia Museum 
of Art. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Introduces his career, his artistic principles, and a collection of his photographs.. 
 
 
TS1548.5 .M6 1982 
Moncrieff, R. W 
     MAN-MADE FIBRES / R. W Moncrieff 
     928 pages:  illustrations; 22 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0408001291 
      
     1. Textile Fibres, Synthetic. I. Title 
 
P1 
  
 
TS1548.7 .H54 1973 
HIGH-MODULUS WHOLLY AROMATIC FIBERS. 
     xi, 372 pages ; 24 cm  
     fiber science series. 
 
     ISBN 0824760697 
      
     1. Polyamide fibers 2. Aromatic compounds. I. Title II. Series 
 
P1 
 
 
TS155 .H3725 2011 
Heizer, Jay 
     OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT / Jay Heizer 
     837 pages:  colour illustrations, maps, ports; 28 cm. 
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     ISBN 9780135111437 
      
     1. Business logistics 2. Production management. I. Render, Barry II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
A truly engaging package for those with little knowledge or experience in operations management. 
 
 
TS155 .K788 2004 
Krajewski, Lee J. 
     OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT : PROCESSES AND VALUE CHAINS / Lee J. Krajewski 
     xxvi, 831 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm + 1 CD-ROOM 4(3/4 in). 
 
     ISBN 9780131436640 
 
     I. Ritzman Larry P II. Title 
 
P2 
Abstract 
"Operations Management" provides readers with a comprehensive framework for addressing operational process 
and supply chain issues. This text uses a systemized approach while focusing on issues of current interest. 
 
 
TS155 .S7824 2010 
Stevenson, William J. 
     Operations Management : An Asian Perspective / William J. Stevenson 
     xxvii, 859 pages:  colour, illustration; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780071270625 (pbk.) 
     ISBN 0071270620 (pbk.) 
      
     1. Production Management. I. Sum Chee Chuong II. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
The book discusses the Asian economic crisis and its impact on marketing activities in the region. This second 
edition captures the new challenges for regional marketers and proposes fresh ways of thinking about them. 
 
 
TS156 .B47 1998 
Besterfield, Dale H. 
     QUALITY CONTROL / Dale H. Besterfield 
     viii, 519 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780136325710 
     ISBN 0136325718 
 
     I. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
The book has been designed for the interdisciplinary courses on Quality Control and Quality Management. 
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TS160 .A33 1999 
Ahmad Fairuzse Abd Ghani, Haji 
     PENERAPAN DAN PERJALANAN SISTEM PEMBELIAN DAN PENGENDALIAN SETOR YANG 
BERKESAN DI DALAM PENGAWALAN STOK PERCETAKAN: SATU KAJIAN KES SYARIKAT UTUSAN 
PRINTCORP SENDIRIAN BERHAD / Haji Ahmad Fairuzse Abd Ghani 
     ix, 82 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Production control 2. Inventory control 3. Inventory control - Management. I. Fakulti Seni Lukis & Seni 
Reka. II. Faculty of Art and Design. 
 
P1 
 
 
TS176 .K34 2010 
Kalpakjian, Serope 
     MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY / Serope Kalpakjian 
     xxxiv, 1180 pages:  illustrations, (some color) ; 26 cm. 
     "Authorized adptation from the United States edtion"--T.p. verso. 
     Previous edition 2006. 
 
     ISBN 9810681445 (paperback) 
     ISBN 9789810681449 (paperback) 
      
     1. Production Engineering 2. Manufacturing Processes. I. Schmid, Steven R. II. Hamidon Musa III. Title 
 
P3 
 
Abstract 
Manufacturing Engineering and Technology, presents a mostly qualitative description of the science, technology, 
and practice of manufacturing. This includes detailed descriptions of manufacturing processes and the 
manufacturing enterprise that will help introduce students to important concepts. With a total of 120 examples and 
case studies, up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of all topics, and superior two-color graphics, this text 
provides a solid background for manufacturing students and serves as a valuable reference text for professionals. 
 
  
TT197.5.C5 S84 1997 
Suhairy Abdul Malik 
     SEJAUH MANAKAH TADIKA DI SHAH ALAM MENYEDIAKAN KEMUDAHAN PERABOT KANAK-
KANAK YANG MENEPATI CIRI-CIRI ERGONOMIK YANG BAIK? / Suhairy Abdul Malik 
     86 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Children's furniture 2. Schools - Furniture, equipment, etc 3. Furniture making. I. Kajian Senilukis dan 
Senireka. II. Faculty of Art and Design 
 
P1 
 
 
TT504 .W38 1969 
Waugh, Norah 
     The Cut of Women's Clothes, 1600-1930 / Norah Waugh 
     336 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0571085946 
      
1. Tailoring (Women's) 2. Dressmaking.I. Woodward, Margaret II. Title 
 
P1 
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Abstract 
Patterns from actual costumes are used to demonstrate the cut and construction of each major period 
 
  
TT509 .B37 1988 
Barnes, Colin 
     THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO FASHION ILLUSTRATION / Colin Barnes 
     160 pages:  illustrations. (some col.); 28 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0891342508 
      
     1. Fashion illustration. I. Title 
 
P1, P2 
 
Abstract 
Discusses the use of color, pattern and texture to create dynamic and marketable fashion illustrations, and offers tips 
on materials, business advice, and examples of work by international fashion designers. 
 
 
TT770 .B38 2008 
Bauer, Margie 
     A-Z Sulam Putih Buku 1: Sulam Permukaan / Margie Bauer 
     Kuala Lumpur, 2008. 
     154 pages:  col illustrations; 30 cm. 
     Segalanya yang anda ingin tahu tentang sulaman putih. 
 
     ISBN 9789676121813 
     ISBN 9789676121819 
      
     1. Beawork 2. Needlework - Patterns 3. Embroidery - Patterns. I. Sue Gardner II. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Sumber paling lengkap untuk penyulam yang baru belajar dan juga yang berpengalaman, dengan lebih daripada 
1000 gambar berwarna … 
  
 
TT921 .B34 1965 
Ball, Frederick Carlton 
     MAKING POTTERY WITHOUT A WHEEL: Texture and Form in Clay / Frederick Carlton Ball 
     New York, 1965. 
     159 pages:  illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0442205414 
      
     1. Pottery craft 2. Handicraft - Juvenile literature 3. Pottery craft - Juvenile literature. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Includes step-by-step instructions for making and decorating pots, bowls, tiles, panels, and other objects from clay. 
Explains how to apply stains and ceramic finishes. 
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TX724.5.M4 C58 2011 
CITA RASA KUIH-MUIH SATU MALAYSIA 
     Kuala Lumpur, 2011. 
     iv, 82 pages:  col. illustrations; 20 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676124319 
      
     1. Desserts - Malaysia 2. Recipes - Malaysia 3. Cooking, Malay - Malaysia. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Buku ini memuatkan 41 resipi kuih muih serata Malaysia yang begitu menarik dan enak untuk anda cuba. Cara 
membuat dan memasak diterangkan dengan … 
 
 
TX801 .N67 2014 
Nor Raliza Nijar @ Dijai 
     Cita rasa daripada Ubi Kayu / Nor Raliza Nijar @ Dijai 
     64 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676126801 
      
     1. Cooking (Tapioca) – Malaysia 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Ubi kayu merupakan makanan pilihan rakyat Malaysia ketika zaman dahulu. Aibat perubahan zaman, masakan ubi 
kayu kini semakin dilupakan… 
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U163 .M65 2017 
Mokhtar Muhammad 
     REPORTING THE WAR : ZIONIST, PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE & MEDIA DOMINATION / Mokhtar 
Muhammad 
     x, 40 pages:  illustrations; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673634484 
      
     1. Information warfare 2. Psychology 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This Professorial Lecture publication is based on the countless hours of precise and meticulous research and 
literature in order to offer its readers a clear picture on how the Zionist and pro-Israeli media manipulates and 
portrays issues which involves their interest as well as how Arabs and Muslim were portrayed by them. A large part 
of the pro-Israeli propaganda machine has been known to engage in 'war journalism' to ensure the pursuit of Israeli 
interest at any cost. Although the world media traditionally tries to create an illusion of propagating peace among 
their audiences, through skewed and biased interpretation, the media can be manipulated and abused to channel and 
unleash a new type of warfare to influence audiences' perceptions on a global state. 
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UA10.5.M4 P88 2016 
Putrajaya Forum (2nd: 2016: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia) 
     Putrajaya Forum 2016 Report 18-19 April 2016, Kuala Lumpur : Strengthening Security and Regional Stability. 
     81 pages (various paging) : colour illustrations; 25 cm. 
      
     1. Malaysian Institute of Defence and Security (MiDAS) 2. Security sector 3. National security - Developing 
countries 4. National security - Southeast Asia - Congresses. I. Malaysian Institute of Defence and Security. 
 
P1, P2, P3, P4, FSPU 
 
Abstract 
This year, it was successfully held at Sunway Putra Hotel, Kuala Lumpur from 18-19 April 2016 and has been 
conducted concurrently with the … 
 
 
UA23 .S52626 2005 
Soderberg, Nancy E, 1958- 
     The superpower myth: the use and misuse of American mightv / Nancy E Soderberg, 1958- 
     xii, 404 pages; 23 cm. 
      
     ISBN 9780471789642 
     ISBN 0471656836 
      
     1. Soderberg, Nancy E - 1958- 2. National security - United States 3. World politics - 1989- 4. United States - 
Military policy 5. United States - Foreign relations - 1989-. I. Soderberg, Nancy E. - 1958- II. Title 
      
P4 
 
Abstract 
Things fall apart -- Crossing the Rubicon -- Go as peacemakers -- Force and diplomacy -- A realistic foreign policy? 
-- A new breed of terrorists -- The myth of invincibility -- Failure to be on a war footing -- Iraq : a decade of deceit -
- The hegemons' failed peace -- Are we really going to war? -- The African intervention gap -- Winning the war on 
terrorism -- Lessons for the president. 
  
 
UG153 .A36 2016 
Ahmad Kamil Arshad 
     MECHANISTIC FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT DESIGN FOR MALAYSIAN CONDITIONS / Ahmad Kamil 
Arshad 
     xviii, 107 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673631391 
      
     1. Pavements, Flexible - Design and construction. I. Title 
 
P1, P2, KKP1 
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V63 .M64 2009 
Admiral Anwar 
     A PASSIONATE PASSAGE: The Admiral Who Reached the Pinnacle / Admiral Anwar 
     Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 2009. 
     xvi, 218 pages:  illustrations.(some col.) ; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789675222245 
     ISBN 9675222247 
      
     1. Mohd Anwar Bin Haji Mohd Nor,Tan Sri Dato' Sri,1950 2. Admirals - Malaysia - Biography 3. Malaysia - 
Biography - Tentera Laut DiRaja. 
 
P1 
 
  
VA620 .S43 2008 
THE SEAS DIVIDE: GEOPOLITICS AND MARITIME ISSUES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. 
     vi, 159 pages:  illustrations, maps ; 26 cm  
     Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences monograph series 5. 
 
     ISBN 9789839576375 
     ISBN 9839576372 
      
     1. Sea-power - Southeast Asia - Congresses 2. National security - Southeast Asia - Congresses. I. Sidhu, 
Jatswan S. - 1962- II. Balakrishnan, K.S. III. Universiti Malaya. Institute of Ocean and Earth Sciences 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Geopolitics and Maritime Issues in Southeast Asia reveals how the littoral states had practically no advance warning 
capabilities for maritime disasters what more plans for relief activities. 
 
 
VM1 .N38 
Naval engineers journal 
     Washington 
     v. : ill. ; 30 cm. 
 
     ISSN 0028-1425 
      
     1. Naval architecture - Periodicals 2. Marine engineering – Periodicals 
 
P2, P3 
 
  
VM162 .I86 2000 
Ismarul Nizam Ismail 
     THE DETERMINATION OF CHEMICAL RESISTANCE TO CHEMICAL REAGENTS, FIRE RETARDANT 
AND FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF COMMERCIAL GLASS REINFORCED FIBER / Ismarul Nizam Ismail 
     viii, 62 pages:  colour illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Strength of materials 2. Composite construction 3. Composite materials. I. Faculty of Applied Science.  
II. Fakulti Sains Gunaan. III. Title 
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W20.5 .P765i 1995 
Polgar, Stephen 
     Introduction to Research the Health Sciences / Stephen Polgar 
     322 pages:  illustration; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9780443062650. 
 
     I. Thomas, Shane A. II. Title 
 
P2 
 
Abstract 
This popular textbook provides a concise, but comprehensive, overview of health research as an integrated, 
problem-solving process. It bridges the gap between health research methods and evidence-based clinical practice, 
making it an essential tool for students embarking on research. Practitioners also benefit from guidance on 
interpreting the ever-expanding published research in clinical and scientific journals, to ensure their practice is up to 
date and evidence-based and to help patients understand information obtained online. 
  
 
WA465 B61617 1991 
Biological Monitoring of Exposure to Chemicals: Metals. 
     xvii, 280 pages:  illustrations; 25 cm. 
     "A Wiley-Interscience publication." 
 
     ISBN 0471854913 
      
     1. Environmental Exposure 2. Environmental Monitoring 3. Metals - adverse effects. I. Dillon, H. K II. Ho, 
Mat H.,1951- III. Title 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This companion volume to Biological Monitoring of Exposure to Chemicals: Organic Compounds presents recent 
results from both field and laboratory studies investigating the presence of metals and organometallic compounds in 
biological media. A distinguished list of contributors describe studies which assess the extent of human exposure to 
metals, and recount fundamental studies at the molecular level, such as investigation of immunotoxicological effects 
of the interaction of metals during absorption and biological transformation. There is also a study of the biological 
monitoring of environmental contamination that demonstrates how biological samples determine the transport and 
fate of metals in the environment. 
 
 
WB 320 N818k 1999 
Noor Azlina Mohamed Khalid 
     “KAJIAN TERHADAP ALAT BANTUAN PERGERAKAN BAGI KEGUNAAN GOLONGAN TUA.” / Noor 
Azlina Mohamed Khalid 
     199 pages (various paging): illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Wheelchairs 2. People with disabilities - Care 3. Wheelchairs - Design and construction. I. Kajian Senilukis 
dan Senireka. 
 
P1 
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WB330 .I58 1994 
Intelligent Control in Biomedicine. 
     xii, 424 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0748401156 
      
     1. Artificial intelligence 2. Anesthesia 3. Drug Therapy, Computer-Assisted. 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Broad in scope and comprehensive in depth, this volume serves as a base text for any project or work into the 
domain of medical diagnosis or other areas of medical engineering. 
 
 
WB520 L454w 2015 
Layne, Melissa 
     WATER EXERCIS / Melissa Layne 
     Human Kinetics, 2015. 
     viii, 239 pages:  illustrations, portrait ; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781450498142 
      
     1. Hydrotherapy - methods 2. Exercise Therapy - methods 3. Joint Diseases - rehabilitation 4. Rehabilitation - 
methods 5. Physical Fitness. I. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Water Exercise allows personalization of each workout plan: You can change the speed, intensity, or amount of rest 
based on your needs. Water Exercise is ideal for cross-training workouts and beginning to advanced fitness 
workouts. 
  
 
WE103 T4541r 2015 
Thomas, Jerry R. 
     Research Methods in Physical Activity / Jerry R. Thomas 
     xv, 479 pages:  illustrations; 29 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781450470445 
      
      1. Motor Activity 2. Physical Education and Training 3. Kinesiology, Applied 4. Research Design 5. Sports 
Medicine - methods. I. Nelson, Jack K. II. Silverman, Stephen J. III. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
This text provides step-by-step information for every aspect of the research process, from identifying and devising 
research questions to analyzing data and compiling results for presentation. 
 
 
WE17 S385t 2015 
Schuenke, Michael 
     THIEME Atlas of Anatomy / Michael Schuenke 
     xix, 612 pages:  illustrations; 32 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9781604069235 
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      1. Human anatomy - Atlases 2. Musculoskeletal system - Atlases - Anatomy and histology 3. Anatomy 4. 
Musculoskeletal System - Anatomy & histology. I. Schulte, Erik II. Schumacher, Udo III. Title 
 
P4. PPA 
 
Abstract 
With over 1,700 newlly created illustrations and 100 tables, this work features comprehelnsive coverage of the 
musculoskeletal system and general anatomy, in addition to embryology and surface anatomy. 
  
 
WG214 P9441 2017 
PREVENTING SUDDEN DEATH IN SPORT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY. 
     xxxiv, 436 pages:  illustrations (some color); 26 cm. 
     Published in cooperation with the American College of Sports Medicine. 
 
     ISBN 9781284077360 
      
      1. Death, Sudden, Cardiac - prevention & control 2. Athletic Injuries - prevention & control. I. Casa, Douglas J. 
II. Stearns, Rebecca L. III. American College of Sports Medicine. IV. Title 
 
P4 
 
Abstract 
Preventing Sudden Death in Sport and Physical Activity explores the 13 main causes of sudden death in sport. Each 
chapter is written by a clinician and a scientist, both of whom are experts in the content area. 
 
 
WG550 R386 2016 
Remee Awang Jalil 
     EFFECTS OF THEAFLAVINS RICH FRACTION ON PRO-INFLAMMATORY MARKERS AND 
OXIDATIVE STRESS INSTIMULATED ENDOTHELIAL CELLS / Remee Awang Jalil 
     xvii, 132 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
 
     I. Faculty of Medicine. 
 
P1 
 
  
WH 120 M4987 2014 
Mehta, Atul B. 
     Haematology at a Glance / Atul B. Mehta 
     135 pages:  illustrations; 28 cm.  
     At a glance series. 
 
     ISBN 9781119969228 
      
      1. Blood Cells - cytology 2. Hematologic Diseases. I. Hoffbrand, A. Victor II. Title III. Series 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Haematology at a Glance provides a concise and accessible introduction to haematology. It follows the easy-to-use 
'at a Glance' format of double-page spreads … 
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WP815 N818t 1996 
Noor Saedah Selamat 
     THE ENHANCEMENT OF MAMMOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF BREAST CANCER USING MEDIAN 
FILTERING (SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT). 
     vi, 55 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Breast - Radiography 2. Oncology 3. Medical radiology. I. Department of Electrical Engineering.  
II. Bahagian Kejuruteraan Elektrik. 
 
P1 
 
  
WU230 M347o 2016 
Marlena Kamaruzaman 
     1-2-3 STEPS TO ENDODONTIC success / Marlena Kamaruzaman 
     ix, 91 pages:  illustrations; 26 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673631490 
      
      1. Endodontics.I. Zethy Hanum Mohammed Kassim II. Title 
 
P1, KKP1 
 
Abstract 
1-2-3 Steps to Endodontic Success contains a total of nine topics with13 projects. Numerous photos, step-by-step 
guide and simplified format will enable better understanding by the students. Overview of the procedures provides a 
brief scientific basis and rationale of each procedure. Students will also be able to better prepare themselves before 
undertaking the endodontic procedures described in this manual with the list of arm a mentarium provided in topic. 
 
 
WU530 F9814 2016 
Fundamentals of COMPLETE DENTURE PROSTHODONTICS. 
     ix, 125 pages:  illustrations, color; 27 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673633807 
      
     1. Denture, Complete.I. Rohana Ahmad II. Tengku Fazrina Tengku Mohd Ariff III. Title 
 
P1, PPSB 
 
Abstract 
Guidebook intended for the undergraduate and postgraduate students. It contains complete step-by-step illustrated 
guides of laboratory and clinical procedures arranged in sequence from primary impression to denture processing. 
Students are expected to use this book for referral during simulated practical Complete Denture Prosthodontic 
sessions and also as a quick reference during clinical sessions. 
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Z1003 .K38 1976  
Katni Kamsono Kibat 
     READING HABITS AND INTERESTS OF THE RURAL MALAYS: A STUDY OF PRINTED MEDIA 
EXPOSURE IN DETERMINING THE TYPES OF READING MATERIALS TO BE PROVIDED FOR RURAL 
READERS / Katni Kamsono Kibat 
     46 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Books and reading 2. Reading interests 3. Malaysia - Selangor 4. Rural conditions. I. Graduate School of 
Library and Information Sciences. II. University of Pittsburgh. III. Title 
 
P1 
 
 
Z119 .P8985 
Print. 
     221 pages:  illustrations; 30 cm. 
     Stop renew 2010 available in online database. 
 
     ISSN 0032-8510 
      
     1. Book industries and trade - Periodicals. I. Kaye, Joyce Rutter II. Title 
 
P1, PKAS, P2 
 
 
Z49 .L48 1981 
Levine, Nathan 
     TYPING Made Simple. 
     170 pages:  illustrations; 21 cm. 
 
     ISBN 0434984663 
      
     1. Typewriting. I. Davis, Margaret 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
Exercises and practice drills introduce the skills involved in touch typing while providing information on business 
letters, punctuation, and word division. 
 
 
Z49.A2 K43 1987 
Khainizam Mohamed 
     THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF ALPHABETIC LETTERS AND ALPHABETIC-LETTER 
COMBINATIONS IN BAHASA MALAYSIA BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE IN THE SURROUNDING 
AREAS OF KUALA LUMPUR, AND PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA / Khainizam Mohamed 
     vi, 69 pages:  illustration ; 30 cm. 
      
     1. Typewriting - Study and teaching 2. Typewriting - Study and teaching (Higher) 3. Typewriting - Study and 
teaching - Simulation methods. I. Central Michigan University Mount Pleasant. II. Department Of Administrative 
Services. III. Title 
 
P1 
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Z5833 .E37 
Electrical & Electronics Abstracts 
     Piscataway, N.J , 19-. 
     v. ; 29 cm. 
 
     ISSN 0036-8105 
      
     1. Electronics – Periodicals 
 
P2 
 
 
Z682 .J36 2017 
Jamaidah Yahya 
     Di Ambang Persaraan: Kerjaya dijunjung Keluarga ditatang Agama disanjung / Jamaidah Yahya 
     80 pages:  illustrations; 18 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789670521978 
      
     1. Library employees. I. Title 
 
P1 
 
  
Z688.A2 C44 2017 
Che Zainab Abdullah 
     E-Book Selection Practises : Moving Into Patron-Driven Acquisition / Che Zainab Abdullah 
     ix, 78 pages:  illustrations; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673634132 
      
     1. Libraries - Special collections 2. Libraries and electronic publishing. I. Norliya Ahmad Kassim 
 
P1 
 
Abstract 
This book provides comprehensive guides for students and information professionals in e-book selection practices. 
It begins with the overview, history and theories related to e-book selection. It also includes comprehensive 
discussion on e-book selection practices, library initiatives planning and library return on investment. Each chapter 
comprises a few sub-topics which describe in details the main idea. In making the content more interesting, the 
book includes detail explanation on patron-driven acquisition as another method of purchasing e-book. Finally, this 
book provides the conceptual framework for the above concepts. 
 
 
Z692.C65 D545 2015 
Digital Libraries : Issues and Challenges. 
     vii, 125 pages ; 25 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789673634972 
      
      1. Digital libraries 2. Information storage and retrieval system 3. Systems librarians. I. Wan Abdul Kadir Wan 
Dollah II. Mohd Zaihan Hussin - 1963- III. Mustaffa Haji Darimi IV. Gopi Ghantan Mylvganam V. Title 
   
P1, PP 
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Z845.M3 S46 1996 
Shaharom T.M. Sulaiman , 1962- 
     KEPUSTAKAWANAN DALAM PELBAGAI PERSPEKTIF / Shaharom T.M. Sulaiman , 1962- 
     xiii, 208 pages ; 23 cm. 
 
     ISBN 9789676901620 
     ISBN 9676901628 
      
     1. Library science - Malaysia - Islam - Religious aspects 2. Library science - Malaysia 3. Librarians - 
Malaysia 4. Information resources management - Religious aspects - Islam. I. Wan Ab. Kadir Wan Dollah 
 
P1, PP 
 
Abstract 
Islam and librarianship in Malaysia; articles. 
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